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No. 2

INTRODUCTION

Until the people of Pennsylvania are more careful with fire iii

and near woodlands than they are with fire in their own homes,,

there will be forest fires. Until the forest owners in Pennsylvania

care for their property and by reason of close utilization of the

forest crop keep their woodlands free from unnecessary inflammable
debris, forest fires will continue to be the beginnings of possible

calamities. In the meantime the Commonwealth, the people or-

ganized for mutual protection, must maintain an organized force

to prevent such calamities by preventing as far as possible the

start and the spread of forest fires.

There is in existence now in Pennsylvania an organization of

forest fire wardens with a Chief in Harrisburg, a District Warden
in each of the twenty-four Forest Districts into which the State is

divided and more than three thousand local forest fire wardens who
live in or near the w^oodlands throughout the State. From these

local wardens certain ones are chosen as inspectors who serve as

assistants to the District Wardens during the forest fire seasons.

Others are chosen to serve as towermen on the hundred or more
towers manned each fire season and still others are chosen for other
special duties.

But no matter how efficient the Chief or the District Wardens,
Inspectors, Towermen, and special duty men may be, when a fire

starts its extinction depends upon the local warden with his crew
of fire fighters. It follows, therefore, that a manual which will

enable them to become more proficient in the performance of their

duties should be placed in the hands of the Wardens. The informa-
tion presented in the following pages has been prepared with that

object in view. However, this manual should also be of interest

to forest land owners and others concerned with the protection of
forests from fire and with the general welfare of their Common-
wealth.

Mav 6, 1925 GEORGE H. WIRT.
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PENNSYLVANIA

FOREST FIRE WARDEN MANUAL

Classes of Forest Fire Wardens

Referring to the law Sec. 501 it will be found that there are three

classes of Forest Fire Wardens.

The first is the (1) LOCAL FOREST FIRE WARDEN who is

appointed by the Chief Forest Fire Warden, because he is partic-

ularly interested in forest protection, and who is paid only for time

spent in actually extinguishing fires or in the performance of other

assigned duties. Employees of the State in the Department of

Forests and Waters, the Board of Game Commissioners, the Board

of Fish Commissioners and the Pennsylvania State Police, who are

on salary, are (2) EX-OFFICIO FOREST FIRE WARDENS.
They are not paid extra for fighting fires but their duties and powers

are the same as those of the LOCAL FOREST FIRE WARDEN.
Certain persons may be designated as (3) SPECIAL FOREST

FIRE WARDENS. They are not paid by the Commonwealth for

fighting forest fires, due to the fact that their duties in their regular

employment cover this work. Railroad section foremen who have

been appointed as SPECIAL FOREST FIRE WARDENS come

under this class.

Relation of Forest Fire Wardens to the Public

Forest Fire Wardens should remember that they are serving the

public, which expects and is entitled to good service. Faithful per-

formance of duty will reflect upon themselves and the Service. They
should be courteous and prompt, exercising tact and good judgment.

They should endeavor to make sure that every one understands the

main points of the fire laws. They should strive to prevent violation

of the fire laws, and give advice rather than warning. Since all

human efforts are co-operative, the most useful Warden is one who
understands the other fellow best.

Education

Each Warden should talk forest protection at every opportunity,

cautioning or warning people who may be careless in the use of

fire in the woods. He may induce merchants and others to have

forest fire statements printed on checks, bill heads, letter heads,

envelopes, calendars, and other printed matter. Above all things

he must catch the spirit of fire prevention himself or he cannot

transmit much enthusiasm to others.

(5)
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The Department of Forests and Waters has dififerent posters

relative to the protection of the forests from fire. Each Fire Warden
should have these distributed properly throughout his neighbor-

hood. Permission should be obtained from landowners and those

in charge of buildings before putting up posters. Care should be
taken to use only small tacks in putting up posters as large nails

injure trees and are difficult to remove and are of course too large

to be readily used on card board. Frequently the Warden can get

Boy Scouts, sportsmen, autoists, owners of woodland, and others,

to distirbute posters if he will supply them.

The amount of good that fire notices do depends very much upon
the judgment used in placing them. They should be placed along
roads, woods trails, fishing streams, at camp sites, and picnic

grounds, and at other places where people collect or pass frequently.

Along roads they should be placed on curves, bridges, cross roads,

and where travel is slower than on straight stretches. Department
posters may be placed along State Highways. Indoor notices should
be placed in post offices, railroad stations, stores, town halls, shops,
factories, garages, livery stables, blacksmith shops, offices, hotels,

school houses, and wherever people congregate. Old posters torn
or defaced should be replaced with new ones. Sportsmen's associa-
tions especially should be asked to assist in posting notices just
before sprinier fishing season and fall hunting season. Wardens
should send to the District Forester for as many posters as may
be needed and upon their receipt all should be posted or distributed
at the earliest opportunity. They do no good lying around. (For
law on defacing signs see Sec. 1009.)

The Department issues small fire prevention circulars from time
to time. A supply of these should be on hand constantly so that
they can be distributed to individuals or groups of people at oppor-
tune times. Some Wardens make regular visits to the schools within
their territory and distribute such circulars to the school children,
explaining their work or having the teachers make such explanation!

Perhaps our most eflfective efTort along educational lines is among
children. It is easy to make a lasting impression on their minds
and to convert them to an effective conservation movement. The
school children, Roy Scouts and Girl Scouts are going to be the
sportsmen. Forest Fire Wardens and law makers of the future.

In several cases Wardens have induced business f^rms to inclose
a copy of one of the circulars to each of their patrons with the
firm's correspondence. Circulars will be forwarded upon request,
as will other kinds of available publicity material.
There will always be some people who are careless and indifferent.

For such there must be some regulation and finally some punish-

ment. For this reason the cause of each fire should be investigated

promptly and the person responsible should be prosecuted. It is

only by persistently enlightening the public on the evils of forest

fires and making the careless and indifferent pay the penalty for

their acts that the forest fire problem can be adequately met. Brush
burning and clearing of new ground in the spring is responsible

for a great number of destructive fires. This is a problem that we
must face. No brush burning should be done by anyone unless
he fully understands that he may be the cause of a forest fire and
that if a forest fire burns his neighbors' land he is liable for the
damage.

Forest Fire Hazards

A forest fire hazard is any property which, by reason of its con-
dition or operation may cause or aggravate forest fires.

The factors influencing forest fire hazards are inflammability, risk
and liability.

Inflammability depends upon the ease with which material will
ignite, and the amount of material on the ground.
Risk has been defined as "the likelihood of fires starting."
Liability is "the value of property subject to fire risk."

It should be remembered that sometime in the year practically
viland IS a fire hazard. The material on the forest

floor may be ignited easily, and it is likely to be set on fire in many
ways. But, every acre of forest land cannot be declared a hazard
under the law. An engine may throw out sparks, but if it operates
only in and through farm lands, it cannot endanger forest land, and
consequently it may not be declared a forest fire hazard. The' con-
ditions of both forest and engine must be such that a fire is likely
to arise from the use of the engine.

The following may be considered as special forest fire hazards In
accordance with the law until a ruling is obtained to the contrary
(See Sec. 1202 par. d) :

1 Engmes of all kinds not provided with effective spark ar-
resters, ash pans, or other equipment to prevent the spread
of fire, when such engines operate within 200 feet of wood-
land, or of other inflammable property likely to spread fire
to woodland.

Inflammable debris within 100 feet of a steam railroad track,
this includes uncleaned woodland which requires cleaning
for the completion of a safety strip along the railroad.

Inflammable debris located within a radius of 150 feet from
a saw mill or other engine operating within woodland, or
operating within 150 feet of woodland.
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4. Inflammable debris within 25 feet of the edge of the traveled
part of a public highway, the clean road bed of an electric

railway, or of any other frequented highway.

5. Slash from lumbering operations without a protective strip
of 100 feet adjoining woodland.

6. Uncontrolled forest fire.

As used above, debris means such material as slash, mowings, or
other wastage, and accumulated forest litter.

It should be understood in unusual or extraordinary cases the De-
partment is not restricted to action based upon the conditions cited

above. Its duty is to investigate independently or upon report, all

fire hazards and to base its action upon the conditions in each par-
ticular case.

An uncontrolled forest fire is undoubtedly a public nuisance and
must be abated promptly.

Where any of the foregoing constitute a serious menace, the mat-
ter should be courteously explained to the party responsible, and to

the owner of the property which constitutes the hazard or upon
which the hazard exists. If the hazard is not then removed, it should
be reported at once to the District Forester, and if necessary the
following form will be sent

:

9

Form n.

PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

BUREAU OF FOREST PROTECTION
HARRISBURG, PA.

ORDER FOR ABATEMENT OF SPECIAL FOREST FIRE HAZARD
Date-

To.

An inspection of the following described property (owned or operated)
by you, namely:

was made by this Department on the day of
the report of which inspection is now in this office and shows:

19.

The condition or operation of this property constitutes during forest fire
season a Special Forest Fire Hazard, endangering the property of others.

i09/c^''^/-°'"^ EH.''.f"^"x*
*°

J"-^
^"^y ^"^ authority under the Act of June 8,

\'02.i Section 1617 (j), and because of the Special Forest Fire danger I
declare your property to be a public nuisance and hereby notify and order^ou to abate the nuisance on or before the day of
^^

' ^"d advise you that such abatement may be done as follows
'

.n^ fi

""^^^ °^ ^1? P°^t^^"s of the law in regard to Special Forest Fire Hazards

nutance^bv'^'tSf?^h vf
"^"-^batement of such hazards, when declared a pubHc

"hs order sLniH T' ^''^ .Warden, is printed on the reverse side ofthis order. Should you feel aggrieved by the foregoing order, you should

Yours truly,

On the day of
upon „ by.

j with

\ to the person of

19.

Chief Forest Fire Warden.
I served the above order

a true copy of the foregoing

I accept service of the above order this day of. 19.
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Preparation for Forest Fire Seasons

Notwithstanding all the educational activities that may be put

forth for some time to come, and all the preventive' measures taken,

the fact remains that "the fools are not all dead." We may still

expect forest fires. The wise thing to do is to prepare for them and

for their prompt extinction.

The way to prepare for forest fires is to have your crews organ-

ized, to have arrangements for transportation and food, to let every-

one in your community know that you are a Fire Warden and ready

to respond. If tools have been given to you they should be available

and in good condition.

Organization

Each Forest Fire Warden must build up and maintain an effective

forest fire organization in his community. It is poor policy to wait

until there is a fire before organizing. In the first place, everyone

in the community should know who the Forest Fire Warden is and

how he may be reached. Each warden should have telephone con-

nection in his own home, or should make arrangements for messen-

ger service with the nearest neighbor having one, to deliver fire mes-
sages to him. He should see that his name is listed properly in tele-

.

phone directories and elsewhere.

The poster civinc" the name and address of the local Warden
should be posted extensively throughout his community, and should

appear on or near his home. These things are necessary because of

the importance of getting prompt notice of a fire's existence.

In every community there are those who for one reason or another

are actively interested in the protection of forests from fire. It

should be the aim of the Warden to locate such people, become ac-

quainted with them, and secure their assistance in case of fire. Some
of those who may be appealed to are: Land owners, officials and
members of forest protective associations, railroad section foremen,
Roy Scouts, Game and Fish Wardens, State Police, State Highway
officials, County Farm Agents, and Rural Mail Carriers. The War-
den should not expect to be notified by any of these agencies if they
are not informed that he is a Warden and how he may be reached.

Telephone linemen, pipe line walkers, railroad telegraphers, and
other people who go back and forth through forested regions, can
be induced to give prompt notice of fire. People living in advan-
tageous positions are as good as paid watchmen if properly encour-
aged and their good will obtained.

Crews and Their Organization

The organization of forest fire fighting crews in the Warden's
neighborhood is highly recommended. A captain or crew leader

11

should be named, to whom the crew may look for leadership in case
of fire. These "Minute men" should be ready to respond immedi-
ately when called upon, and should know where to find their fire
fighting tools at all times.

The crew should be able to act under a competent leader even if

the Warden is not around. Every member should know that the
tools must be strictly accounted for; also where transportation can
be secured as well as food, if it is necessary.
To do effective work each member of the crew must know in ad-

vance what he is expected to do, and what tools he is expected to
take, whether axe, rake, torch, fork, shovel, saw, pail, lantern. It
is realized that it is not always possible to organize and keep to-
gether a crew of men, but a good warden will see to it that he has
the support of reliable men in the community for service when the
need arises. It will be well to prepare a list of such helpers in ad-
vance of the emergency. It must be understood that the Warden
IS foreman of all men in his crew and this means that to have a good
crew he must be a good foreman.

Telephone Information

Your locality is in some Forest District and in this district there
IS a District Forester whom every Warden in the district shouldknow now to reach by telephone, telegraph and mail. The District
Forester makes the appointment of all of his employes and it is onlv
through District Foresters that the State can effectively handle the
administration of about 3,000 Forest Fire Wardens. In every Forest
District there are one or more forest fire observation towers andduring fire season the District Forester will provide for a watchman.
\\ hen a fire occurs the towerman notifies the nearest Local Forest
Fire Warden of the fire and also the district ofiice, thus the alarm isspread If a Fire Warden or any one else discovers a forest fire inorder to turn in the alarm, he should notify the nearest tower or the
district office and also let them know what he is going to do toextinguish the fire.

j; «-
uu lo

Alarms

The sooner a fire is reported to a Warden the sooner he maybeg,n h,s efforts to control and extinguish it. The more thoroughlv

?hVr '"'r .*'*=

r°''''
°' ""'' ^°-™""ity to notify him promptl^

t e more efficent he will be. Therefore, he should develop somemeans of general forest fire alarm to call his crews together Thismay be by whistle, bell or other means.
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Knowledge of Country-

Each Warden should have a map showing roads, streams, hills,

woods, etc., in his township. He should know also, how to reach

neighboring Wardens and should not hesitate to call upon them for

assistance when necessary.

Fire Detection

A lookout for fire must be maintained whenever the woods are dry

enough to burn. A Warden should not wait to be told of a fire

when he sees it himself. If a Warden sees smoke or is notified of a

fire, he should learn its exact location and notify the District For-

ester.

It sometimes happens that a Warden discovers or is notified of

a fire in an adjoining district, or at a place which he cannot locate

exactly. He should immediately attempt to locate the fire through
telephone communication and find out if any one is looking after it.

If he does not succeed in learning of it in this manner, other means
may have to be used—he should find out at any rate.

In attempting to locate a forest fire, it is frequently a better plan

to find out more about it by means of the telephone than to get a

gang of men and an automobile and spend some hours trying to

lino it. Oi course in some sections of the country, telephones are

not available, but when you see smoke and you want to find out
more about it, call the nearest tower. Every Warden should have
posted beside his telephone the telephone calls for the District

Forester, the nearest Wardens and the observation tower.

Whatever reasonable expense has been incurred in this way will

be paid. If the fire is within reach, it is the Warden's duty to look,

after it. If it is nearer another Warden, that Warden must be
notified immediately and information must be obtained as to whether
he needs assistance. Should he be absent, people who are close

to the fire ought to be instructed to go to it at once, and if the
first Warden's presence is needed, he should go promptly. A War-
den should not set up limits beyond which he will not go in case
he is needed. When in doubt as to whether the fire is under control,

there should be no hesitation in going and investigating to one's
entire satisfaction.

It is much better to go out on a false alarm than to let a fire

get well started.

As stated above, the more thoroughly the Warden interests the
people of his community in fire detection, the more efficient he will

be. Proper co-operation from local citizens will reduce the necessity
for the erection of towers and employment of watchmen.
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In connection with fire detection. Wardens should frequent those
observation points which are high and afford a commanding view
of the locality. The points from which particularly good views can
be had should be reported to the Forester or District Fire Warden
in order that he may have a record of them at times when he may
be in position to construct towers or suggest their construction.

Observation towers should be manned whenever there is any
danger of fire. Towermen should arrange to remain on the towers
constantly from morning until night as instructed by the District
Forester.

Fire Suppression

Whenever the Warden observes a fire or learns of it, it is his duty
to look after it immediately. Prompt action in getting after the fire
and in getting the crew out may be the means of preventino- enor-
mous destruction as well as stopping fire that would otherwise
probably be very difficult to control. No two fires are alike even
though they may occur approximately in the same place For this
reason no hard and fast rules can be made as to how to control them
yet It IS good practice to figure out in advance just what could be
done in case of a fire at any particular point and time in one's
district. Strateg)^ plays as big a part in fire fip-htino- a'^ i- wa-fa-e
^

The men should be taken to the fire in the shortest possible timem as fresh a condition as possible.

It must be remembered that we are employees of the State of
Pennsylvania and that we should do our work as efficiently and
as economically as we would do if it were for ourselves or a private
firm. Fires are serious and the greatest precautions must be taken
in seeing that they are utterly extinguished, but neither time nor
auto expense should be used without good judgment as either ofthem soon makes unnecessarily high bills.

A number of years ago when fires occurred on mountains, people
scratched paths about the fields on the upper side of the fences inorder to sa^^ the fences and the fire was allowed to burn in the other
direction. The Department of Forests and Waters is trving to save
not only a few fences, but the forests. With these old methods inmind, much so-called fire fighting has developed into following a firerather than fighting it. Following a fire even with a large number
of men will never extinguish it. To extinguish it one must fight it.

Warden in Charge

The Warden is in charge at a fire and he must keep his crew in
control at all tinies. Control of a crew is a fine test of skill and judg-
ment. The d.flferent opinions of several men alternately expressed

I
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and followed make the attack fitful and much time and labor may be
lost. A line of action should be determined upon and then followed

fast and hard. If more than 8 or 10 men are present, they may be
divided and a foreman put over each crew. This will avoid idle time
and will make possible the control of a fire more promptly. Each
man should be set at doing the thing he can do best and the whole
force used to best advantage.

Every Warden should have at his disposal and ready for instant

use some conveyance to carry several men. If he owns no means of

conveyance he should arrange with some one in the community for

transportation. The judgment of the Warden should govern the

number of men he deems necessary to control the fire.

In general it is better to have too many men than not enough,
but there is a limit to this. Ten men are better than eight and
fifteen are better than ten, but there is a limit to the number of

men that one Warden can effectively direct. Forest fires have
occurred at Avhich one or two Wardens and 200 or 300 men have
been present and as there w^ere more men than the Wardens could
direct, the result was that the whole number did not do as good
work as 50 men could have done. Improper leadership is another
great drawback in handling a large number of men. Even w^here

a number of Wardens are present, wasted effort is due to lack of

cooperation between Wardens. One Warden should be designated
as being in charge of the fire and should direct the work of all the
other Wardens so that the fire can be properly and effectively ex-
tinguished and not allowed to burn hour after hour due to scattered
efforts.

Prompt Action

The efficiency of a Warden and his local organization is deter-
mined by the time w^hich elapses between the start of the fire and
the first attack. There should be no excuse for delay after a fire

is known to exist. Quick action reduces expense, loss, hard work,
and prevents big fires. Small fires are easily subdued. It is true
that fire fighting is more effective in the evening, night, or early
morning, but it is a criminal waste to wait until that time to begin.

Call of Crew

Ordinarily, it is not wise to call out more than two or three crews
at the first call, unless the fire already has a good start, or that it

is likely to become dangerous in a very short time. On the other
hand, it is always well to remember that it is better to have one or
two crews too many than to be one crew short. If, after reaching
the fire it is found that more men will be needed, no time should be

15

lost in sending for additional forces. If necessary, nearby fire war-
dens should be notified by telephone or telegraph.

Organized Work

At a fire, the forest fire warden is in charge. He must keep the
crew under his control at all times. Those who go to a fire should
report to a warden. If the warden is absent, a foreman should
be selected. The proper control of a crew requires skill and judg-
ment. Too many bosses in a fire-fighting crew slow up the attack.
Determine upon a method of attack, and follow it fast and hard.
If more than eight or ten men are present, the force may be divided,
with a foreman in charge of each crew. Each crew should be
stationed at some important place on the fire line. In this way
the fire may be more effectively controlled. By putting each man
to the work he can do best, the whole force will be used to best
advantage. For example, at a light surface fire one crew may be
sent along the fire line with extinguishers or sprayers followed by
men with rakes, shovels, hoes or brooms to clear the ground of litter
and prevent the fire from crossing the line. Another crew may be
sent for water to keep the spray tanks supplied. Or in case of a
fire sweeping through brush and timber, if back-firing is resorted
to, the foreman should go ahead and decide on the line from, which
the back-firing is to be done ; one or two axemen should follow, then
several men with forked sticks, rakes, brooms, hoes, shovels, mat-
tocks, etc., should clear the trail down to bare earth. One torch-
man to set the back-fire is usually sufficient. He should be followed
by guards, who are sometimes equipped with sprayers or chemical
extinguishers, to prevent fire crossing the trail. The rear guard
must be the -most reliable man of the crew for he must see that
the fire line is safe before he moves up the line.

Food for Fire Fighters

The men will often need food while working at a fire, if away
from home 5 hours or more. The Warden should know where
food can be obtained, and should make arrangements previously
with his local merchants to supply the same to any messenger whom
he might dispatch to get it. It will even be more satisfactory if
the Warden and the store keeper make up a few lists of food and
agree upon the number of men each list will supply. If it is neces-
sary to go to private homes for supplies one must make the best
of what he can get. Wardens must not forget that the Auditor
General has ruled that the State cannot pay for ''pop" and tobacco.He does not deem these to be necessities and thev will not be
paid for.
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Assistance of Land Owners

The owner of the land or his representative and employees should
be among the first to be called out for assistance in fire suppression.

Survey of Fire

Upon arrival at the fire, the Warden should find out as soon as
possible what part of the fire is advancing most rapidly, and what
timber or other property of most value is likely to be destroyed. He
should hunt up the other wardens and learn the plan of attack.
Keeping down the area burned over and the amount of damage
are the two things for which he must work. He must decide
quickly whether to place his men between the fire and the most
valuable growth or in front of the most rapidly advancing flames.
He should know the distance to the nearest trail, road, brook, or
field. He should judge the speed of the fire and how far ahead he
must start his attack, and remember not to allow his men to follow
the fire but to fight it.

It is assumed the Warden will be prompt, and that he and his
crew will arrive while the fire is small. But if for any reason a
warden must attack a large fire he should take the men to the
front; start the attack at a favorable place, and then size up con-
ditions going entirely around the fire if necessary. No time must
be lost, but a half-hour spent in making plans after a complete
investigation, may determine the success or failure of the fight.

"For instance, to beat out a hot fire line in the woods within
a short distance of a road in a dry time is generally mistaken judg-
ment, since the fire is exceedingly likely to break over again as it

would not with the bare soil of the road to help control it; or
spreading a limited force of fighters on a long fire line, part of which
is headed toward a natural barrier, and part of which is not, weakens
the work where most needed and spends effort where unnecessary.

"Fire can be headed or directed into natural barriers like swamps,
clearings, old burns, hedges, etc., by choosing which portion of the
head fire to attack first, when the whole fire line cannot be met
promptly and eflfectively because of its magnitude or of lack of help.
Judgment used in this way is worth more than hours of labor".
New Jersey Circular.

Methods of Fighting Forest Fire

The object of forest protection work is not only to prevent forest
fires but also to detect and control those which occur before they
grow large. Forest fire does damage not only to present growth
but also prevents valuable growth from becoming established on
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apparently worthless areas. Every forest fire does some damage.
The efficiency of a Warden and his local organizations is deter-
mined by the time which elapses between the start of a fire and
his first attack.

Quick action avoids expense, loss, hard work, and the probability
of big fires. Small fires are easily subdued, and permit every one's
getting back to his regular work in a short time. It is true that
fire fighting is more effective in the evening, night, or early morn-
ing, but it is extremely bad policy to wait until that time to begin.
A local alarm bell or whistle and a prearranged place of meeting,

help greatly. In case other assistance is needed, use the telephone
as much as possible or send messengers to various homes. A small,
well trained, well equipped crew at the beginning of a fire is worth
50 to 100 men later. One man should be started to the fire at
once to make investigations and be ready to report to the Warden
upon his arrival.

There are many methods of attacking a forest fire. Some are
good and some are not. Some may think their method is the only
one. A good warden is always ready to receive suggestions of
value and is willing to give them fair trial at least. Methods of
fighting vary with the character of the fire, character and condition
of the forest, condition of atmosphere, strength and direction of
wind, rapidity of fire's advance, topography, material on ground,
etc.

TREE FIRES :

They are stopped by shutting off the air which makes a draft
through the hollow trunk. Close the hole at the ground if possible
with dirt. If this cannot be done, the ground around the burning
tree should be cleared, and the tree should be felled. The fire can
then be smothered inside and outside. If water is available, the
fire may be put out with force pump or sprayer or chemical ex-
tincruishcr without felling the tree. Dead snags in forests should
be felled as a matter of fire prevention as well as for the benefit
of the forest.

•

UNDERGROUND FIRES: These fires can be stopped only by
digging deep enoneh to prevent their spread. The ditch, as well as
the surface should be flooded if possible. This, however, is seldom
possible. Where an undereround fire has a eood start it may be
cheaper to blast a ditch than to dig one. Well-placed dynamite
will do eflfective work in a short time.

CROWN FIRES: We have few crown fires in Pennsylvania.
Katural conditions as to topography and growth are the best means
of stopping any that may occur,

"
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How a Forest Fire Burns When There is no Wind.

SURFACE FIRES: This is the kind of fires which occur most
frequently in Pennsylvania. If there is little wind the flames may
be put out by beating with branches (pine preferred), shovels, and
wet burlap. Fire fighters should beat the flames with a side sweep
toward the fire to avoid spreading sparks. Sweeping with old

brooms, brooms made of branches, or steel brooms, is better than
beating. The burning material may be pushed back upon the burned-
over ground with rakes, sticks, forks, or other tools. The idea is to
separate the burning material from that not yet afire. Water is

always effective, but too frequently dependence is placed on it, and
when it is not available fire fighters seem to be at a loss to know
how to make their attack. The fire can be smothered by throwing on
dry or moist sand or dirt. If it is possible to plow, a furrow may be
thrown up quickly to restrict the spread of the fire.

Sometimes small or lightly-burning fires are beaten out. If no
trail is cleared to the bare ground entirely around the burned area,
here and there small pieces of smouldering wood maybe fanned into
flame and the fire may again break out. It is always a safe practice
to make a clean trail with exposed mineral earth entirely around the
burned area.

Chemical extinguishers are sometimes used. Careful tests have
been made by foresters and it has been found that the chemical
spray is of no more value in the woods than is plain water with a
little force back of it. This force can be supplied by a foot pump, or
by air pressure, as in the ordinary fruit spraying devices. Snrinklinrr
water in front of the fire reduces the force of the flames and permits
close beatino- and rakine. To be effective, considerable water is re-
quired when it is sprinkled directly on the flames. Water is used to
the be,st advantage when the stream is thrown at the ground inv
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mediaely in front of the flames. The water and force combined
will stop the flame's advance. It is also satisfactory to spray water
against the base of the flames from the rear particularly if there is

much smoke.

Tow?rH ^ V f "^
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that fire is a dang-erous force and that when fire is fought with fire

extreme care and keen judgment must be used. If a fire starts some

area will be burned-over and some growth will be damaged, but in

order to reduce the damage as much as possible some additional

sacrifice may have to be made by starting a back-fire. The area to

be covered by the back-fire should, however, be kept as small as is

practicable.

Frequently under excitement, the speed at which the original fire

is traveling is misjudged and a back-fire is started too close to it or

too far in advance of it, usually the latter. Occasionally a back-fire

has been set at the foot of a mountain along a road to stop a fire

just coming over the top. Sometimes a land owner has set a back-

fire along his property line without regard to where it may go or

where the original fire wa>. Indiscriminate back-firing cannot be

condemned too strongly. A lack of information regarding the loca-

tions of fire breaks already established and the topography may re-

sult in errors in back-firing. (Everyone should be on the watch for

such cases and report them.) Such errors should be reported to the

person in charge of the firc-ficfhting crews. After the necessity for

starting a back-fire has been determined—and not before—the back-

fire should be started as close to the main fire as practicable. Some-
times back-fires do not stop the original blaze. In that case the

crew must drop back to a second line of defense and renew the

attack. The retreat should be made promptly and the new fight

started at once from the most advantageous position.

The Incorrect Way to Attack by Back-fire. The Head-fire Reaches the Fire-
break and Jumps Over it Before the Back-fire Reaches the Point of Advantage.

)
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Fire burns slowly down hill, and rapidly up hill. Therefore a
good place to start a back-fire is just over the brow of a hill up
which a fire is advancing on the opposite side. Fires burn slowly
against the wind and rapidly with the wind. The heat and draft from
the advancing fire attracts the heat from the back-fire and hastens
the advance of the latter when the two are approaching. Observa-
tion of the force and direction of the wind will give warning in time
to protect the men. It will also indicate whether a quick advance
should be made to another point that is threatened by the flames.
A l)ack-fire should be started from a fire-break, such as a road,

stream, or other natural barrier. In case a fire-break is not found at

the proper place for back-firing, one must be made. The ground
should be cleared so that the damp mineral soil is exposed. Such
a trail can be made very quickly even through brush with forked
sticks, if no other tools are available. Of course, axes, brush hooks,
rakes, hoes, shovels, and brooms are better tools.

BEGIN BACK TIRE
HERE

AND WORK BOTH ALONG
ROAD AND TRAIL

Where an Angle Can be Used a Back-fire May Have to be Longer, but the
Area Burned by the Back-fire is Reduced. Be Careful that the Side-fire
Does not Come up Before the Wings of the Back-fire are Safe.

Usually the smoke is thickest, fighting is most unconfortable,
and danger of spark-spreading is greatest in line with the draft of
the fire. The back-fire should be started at this point, and every
man available is needed there. The back-fire should be started at
the lower point of a V, the sides of which are open enough and ex-
tended far enough to include the header of the advancing fire. The
whole crew is available to attack promptly the spot fires in case of
sparks cross the fire-break. As soon as the header is halted the side
lines of the back-fire may be drawn in close to the side lines of the
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main tire and continued parallel to them, or even run into them. The
rest of the fire-line may be beaten out. Remember, however, that

a trail cleared to mineral soil should extend entirely around each

fire to make it safe. The crew, even if small, should be divided at

the point of the Y, with a few more men on the side which should be

advanced more rapidly or on which the danger is greater because
of the wind.

The Rich Fire-tool, Which can bo Adjusted into Four Positions is a Mostj
Effective Fire-fighting Instrument.

A satisfactory arrangement of crew is as follows : The warden
or foreman directs the course and location of the fire-break, if one
must be made. He is in charge of the whole fire-fighting force and
should urge each man to do his best. According to the amount of
brush to be cut one or two axemen or brushcutters follow the war-
den. Four men with small wooden rakes, or some other tool, one
working close to the other, make a clean trail, exposing the mineral
soil, raking the material to the side away from the fire unless it is
needed to start a back-fire. Next comes a man with a torch. He
must not set fire too rapidly for the nearest raker, nor the guards
who follow him. If the torchman sets fire too rapidly for the rakers
the heat may drive them off their course, and if too rapidly for the

. ik^z^:-'-iJPliu:^^i^
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guards, the fire may not burn away from the trail fast enough to
permit their moving up with the torchman. As a result sparks may
blow across the trail where there will be no one to discover and
stamp them out immediately. Four alert and active guards can
take care of a long line of back-fire. They should have three-gallon
spray tanks and a continuous supply of water. They should have
also a rake or broom. Pine brush may be used in the absence of a
better tool. The rear guard must be the most dependable man in the
crew for he must determine when the line is safe and must not leave
it until it is safe. It is important that someone who knows the
woods after dark should be detailed to carry water.

J

Back-fires Are Started With TorchcR
A Wooden Rake Makes

a Clean Trail.

wmm
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main fire and continued parallel to them, or even run into them. The
rest of the lire-line may be heaten (nit. Remember, however, that

a trail cleared to mineral soil should extend entirely around each

hre to make it safe. 'Jdie crew, even if small, should be divided at

the ])oint of the \', with a few more men on the side which should l^e

advanced more ra])i(lly or on which the (lan<^er is greater because
(»i' the wind.

The Rich Fire-tcol, Which can be Adjusted h.to Four Positions is a Most|
Effective Fire-fighting Instrument.

A satisfactory arran^^ement of crew is as follows: The warden
or foreman directs the course and location of the fire-break, if one
must be made. He is in char.^e of the whole fire-fii,ditin<r force and
should urge each man to do his best. According to the amount of
brush to be cut one or two axemen or brushcutters follow the war-
den. Four men with small wooden rakes, or some other tool, one
working close to the other, make a clean trail, exposing the mineral
soil, raking the material to the side away from the f^re unless it is
needed to start a back-fire. Next c(,mes a man with a torch. He
must not set fire too rapidly for the nearest raker, nor the guards
who follow him. If the torchman sets fire too rapidlv for theVakers
the heat may drive them off their course, and if too'rapidly for the
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guards, the fire nia\ not burn away from the trail fast enough to
permit their moving up with the torchman. As a result sparks may
blow across the trail where there will be no one to discover and
stamp them out immediately. Four alert and active guards can
take care of a long line of back-fire. They should have three-gallon
spray tanks and a continuous supply of water. They should have
also a rake or broom. Fine brush may be used in the absence of a
better tool. The rear guard must be the most dependable man in the
crew for he must determine when the line is safe and must not leave
it until it is safe. It is important that someone who knows the
woods after dark should be detailed to carry water.

Back-fires Are Started With Torches.
A Wooden Rake Makes

a Clean Trail.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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Some authorities do not recommend a back-fire except as a last

resort. There is no reason, however, why the principles of back-
firing may not be used at every fire, no matter how small. Some
persons recommend that a fire should be attacked where it is first

met. This point, however, may be where it is doing the least damage.
The essential point in forest protection is not merely to put a fire

out, but to put it out in the shortest possible time, to restrict it to
minimum area and damage. Therefore it should be attacked where
it is making most headway or where it is doing most damage. Some
recommend attacking a fire on the side-line near the front. They
contend the front is gradually narrowed and weakened until it is

easily subdued by reducing the amount of fire and draft. There is

some merit to this method, but it is a makeshift.
When fire runs into rocks, or burns over a very rocky area, it may

be necessary to do considerable quarrying to establish a safety
trail around the burned area. In such cases it may be necessary to
start a back-fire at the outer edge of the rocks and let the fire

smoulder under them. This should be done only after careful con-
sideration of expense and damage.

In rough hilly country several headers may develop because of
topography. The size of the force available will determine how
these headers should be handled. After one header has been subdued
a change of wind may cause this situation to arise. It is always
poor policy therefore, to delay the attack on both side lines. As
long as a flame burns, prompt and continuous action is required.

BACK riRE SHOULD
FOLLOW DOTTED LfNCS.

BCQIN

BACK FIRE
HERE.

AND WORK
BOTH WAYS

^^
Fnnl'ith ?*''rl^*1,^'^'?'^r^*?^

Head-fire, the Back-fire Must be Long
&'of\°he'^&ehind'^"'^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^-^-^^ ^^^ ^^^ the F^^
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The foregoing illustration is described by a forester as follows-
It IS useless to try to head ofif a fire ascending a steep slope. My
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method has been to start a back-fire at the top of the slope, dividing
my men into two crews, each running a line away from the other,
at right angles to the direction of the oncoming fire until it is safe
to run the line down the slope in the direction of the fire, flanking
it and finally catching it in the rear." This is a satisfactory method
of attack.

Occasionally a back-fire is started at the bottom and diagonally
to the slope of a hill. As a result, the uphill draft usually causes the
fire to move more rapidly than the men can handle it, and it some-
times gets away. The back fire should be started at the top and
worked down, running directly w^ith the wind or at an angle to it.

It pays to take the time to walk up a hill before starting the back-
fire.

It is advisable to do some thinking after a fire has been extin-
guished. Review the plan of attack and consider whether better
plans might have been made so that the fire could have been more
quickly and more easily extinguished.

THE LAST SPARK: No fire is out until the last spark is dead.
Sometimes wardens and men leave as soon as the flames have been
extinguished, with the result that frequently the fire has started up
again at one or more places. Then the fire has to be fought again

;

ic 1.. .cii^wx, lo iici.viCi iv^ aiibaue, ictKcs 'iiii>ie tune, costs more, Durns
over more area, and does .more damage than the first fire. No
chances should be taken with its breaking out a second time. All
but the most dependable men should be discharged. The burned
area should be inspected to see that there is no danger of fire creep-
ing across the trail which ought to have been cleared around the
burned area. Threatening brands should be thrown far into the
burned area; logs and branches holding fire should be rolled over
and sprinkled with water or covered with dirt until they are safe.
Punky stumps should be examined and broken apart to see that
they can give oflf no sparks. Burning snags standing within several
hundred feet of the unburned area should be cut down. Every pre-
caution should be taken to prevent a recurrence of the fire. If a
fire has been put out during the day, the tract should be patrolled
until the wind goes down in the evening, or until dew falls. If the
fire has been extinguished in the morning and there is the least
danger of its starting again, the area should be patrolled until the
next afternoon or evening.

No fire is out until the last spark is dead.

.^i .t^L ^Ifjjt
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How a Side Fire May Develop a New Head Fire.

Damage

In estimating damage it m.ust be realized that it is absolutely im-

possible to arrive at any exact figure, yet it is possible to give a

reasonable one. Standing grow^th may be partly or totally destroyed.

Young trees and sprouts may be killed before they are of the size

that can be marketed. In such cases the grow^th is a total loss.

This may be estimated on the basis of age. If at 50 years an acre of

timber is w^orth $25.00, and the stand burned and all killed was about
10 years old the damage may be given at $5.00 per acre. In other

cases only a certain percentage of the standing trees may be killed

or rendered valueless. Other trees of merchantable size may be
killed, but may be still of value if used within a reasonable time.

Still others may not be killed but may be injured more or less. These
facts must be kept in mind. It is foolish to report a loss which is

greater than the amount that could be obtained from the sale of all

the merchantable timber that could be found ordinarily upon a simi-

lar area.

It is well to remember, however, that there is some loss caused
by each fire, even though the growth on the land may be apparently
worthless, and even though you may report on your Form No. 15

that there was no loss due to the fact that no value could be ob-
tained from the sale of any material that was damaged. The great
damage that forest fires do on apparently worthless land is in pre-
venting valuable growth from becoming established and growing
into timber. There is also some loss from the destruction of humus.

Area Burned Over

An area 208 feet (about 75 steps) long and 208 feet wide con-
tains 1 acre.

A circular area with a radius of 1 18 feet (about 42 steps) con-
tains 1 acre.

An area J mile long and J mile wide contains 80 acres.

An area 1 mile (5280 feet) long and I mile wide contains 320
acres.

An area 2 miles long and J mile wide contains 640 acres.

An area 1 mile long and 1 mile wide contains 640 acres.

An area 2 miles long and 1 mile wide contains 1,280 acres.

The Department of Forests and Waters desires to have a complete
and accurate statement of the total area of land burned over in each
county each year. A warden should make his estimate of acres

'..sit ^.'/-Ci^llKiMiAllvk
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burned over only after he has investigated the extent of the fire.

Usually this can be done best, at the time of the fire, as it saves
an extra trip. By going around the burned area, or by finding a
high point from which the whole area is visible, by inquiring of

those who assist at the fire, or better by making a sketch of the area
and putting in known distances a fairly accurate estimate may be
made. A warden should give his own conservative estimate without
regard to any claim made by owners. Most Wardens over-estimate
area, but some do under-cstimate. Some do not try to come near
actual figures, but make a guess in round numbers. This is wrong.
We do not expect a Warden to make a survey of a burned area,

but he is expected to make a reasonable efifort to approximate the
actual area.

Investigations.

Many Wardens believe that after they have extinguished a fire and
submitted a bill their duties have ended. Each Warden is under
obligation to investigate the cause of each fire and to report in de-
tail, without fear or favor, whatever evidence he can collect concern-
ing it. The investigation can be done best at the time of the fire

or immediately after, while the facts are fresh in the minds of those
who may know anything of value. The investigation may require
cime or it may be conaucted in a quiet way without loss of time
from the Warden's regular work. In case evidence is discovered
which may require time or ability which the Warden feels he is

unable to furnish, such evidence or clue should be submitted to the
District Warden and the matter will be referred to someone for
special investigation. A fire bill never should be delayed on account
of investigation as to cause of fire. Time of investigation should
always be kept separate from time spent in connection with ex-
tinction of fire.

In the collection of evidence it is well to use a note book and to
write down the name and address of the party interviewed and the
statements he makes. If possible, have him sign his name to the
statements after they have been read to him. A Warden may place
any one under oath administered by himself in order to discover any
facts in regard to a forest fire.

^

The evidence necessary to support criminal action for the viola-
tion of law must be clear, definite, and positive. It should be re-
membered that guilt must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, and
therefore the evidence necessary must be stronger than in civil cases
for the collection of damages, where only a preponderance of the
testimony is necessary to make out the case. Wardens are con-
cerned with actions for violation of law.

^
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In all cases the name of the trespasser in full should be secured,

his place of residence, correct address, his occupation, his where-

abouts before the fire, what he was doing at the time of the fire, and
names of the witnesses who either saw the act or have knowledge
of the circumstances previous or subsequent thereto. This means
all facts connecting the party with the fire and includes exact dates.

It is necessary to trace the movements of the trespasser prior to

the time of the fire and also to show his movements thereafter, be-

cause they will in most cases have a bearing upon his previous ac-

tions. These facts tend to rebut any alibi which the trespasser may
attempt to prove. In fact, the good handling of cases necessitates

securing of facts to overcome a possible alibi.

It may prove valuable at the time of the trial to have some infor-

mation of the general reputation of the trespasser in the community
in which he lives or in the vicinity of the fire; and, in addition,

-whether he is responsible for other fires in that vicinity.

Affidavits of witnesses familiar with the facts should always be

obtained. If they refuse to give affidavits, statements showing the

facts to which they can testify should be furnished.

In some cases the suspect may be found near the scene of the fire

and admissions or confessions may be obtained from him in the pres-

ence of witnesses. In securing such confessions extreme care must
be taken that the trespasser is not intimidated in any way or that he
is not influenced by any promises of leniency. Such expressions as

"It will be better for you if you tell the truth," or any of like char-

acter should never be used. The suspected man may be accused of

setting the fire, but at the same time it would be preferable to tell

him that anything he may say may be used against him.

The reason for these precautions lies in the fact that confessions

must be voluntary, and if they are not the court will refuse to allow
them to be admitted as part of the evidence. The general rule is

that confessions are voluntary when they are made by the person
accused under such circumstances that his mind is entirely free from
any influence either of fear or favor.

If the result of your investigation or subsequent investigations
by someone else developes that the person who started the fire

can be held under the criminal law% then the Department expects
to take action against that person or corporation. In manv cases

where criminal suit is not justified the Department is satisfied to

present a bill for the cost of extinction. It is, therefore, especially

important that the correct name and address of the person re-

ponsible for the fire be given.

In case of fire started through railroad operations, a special

report on Form No, 19 must accompany regular report on Form 15,
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Railroad Section Foremen as Special Forest Fire Wardens.

The policy of appointing railroad section men as Forest Fire
Wardens resulted from a conference between railroad officials and
officers of the Department of Forestry held at the Capitol, Harris-
burg, on March 4, 1920, at which

"It was unanimously agreed that such section foremen as are
recommended to the Department shall be appointed as Special
Fire Wardens with full power and authority, but with
duties limited to the extinction of forest fires which occur
along their respective Rights of Way; reports of all forest
fires extinguished by them to be submitted to the Depart-
ment through any channel recommended by the Railroad
Companies."

No appointments are made except upon the recommendation of
railroad officials, nor are papers presented or certificates issued
to any foreman without the approval of his immediate superior or
of his superintendent.

The prime object in appointing section foremen Fire Wardens is

to confer upon them the power and authority given wardens by
Section 1619 of the Administrative Code, that is, to employ persons
to fight forest fires, and if necessary, to draft them for this service.
The arrangement does not place added duties upon the foremen,
since they are already under instructions from their railroad com-
panies to extinguish all fires occuring along the right of way of
which they have charge. The area within which they fight forest
fires is not increased, but their authority is.

Each railroad company in Pennsylvania has issued instuctions
to its employes to prevent the spread of forest and field fires, and
section foremen will be governed by their instructions.
The Department of Forests and Waters will not issue orders to

railroad men appointed special fire wardens except through their
superior officers in the railroad service, and such orders will not in-
terfere in any way with their railroad duties. It will, however,
mail to these wardens all circulars issued to local forest fire wardens,
in order that they may keep informed on forest fire work.

Instructions from the railroad company cover clearly the neces-
sity of giving precedence to work necessary for the safety of trains
and human lives. Unless engaged at the time in vitally important
work of this character, the section foreman and crew should go
immediately to a fire originating along the right of way and ex-
tinsruish it. If more vitally important work prevents immediate
action on the fire, the responsibility rests upon them to get a fire

warden or force of men on the fire as soon as. possible.

ir ii^itMnfc-i I
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The responsibility for all forest fires that occur must be fixed.

Only in this way can we get at the bottom of the problem and
prevent further fires. Full information concerning every fire

should be sent promptly through railroad channels to the superin-

tendent or other official designated by the railroad cdmpany to re-

ceive such reports. The superintendent or other official will for-

ward the report, using Department form No. 15, "Forest Fire Re-
port" to the Department for each fire, no matter how small it may be.

Pay for railroad special forest fire wardens and railroad employees
who extinguish fires along railroads will be determined as follows:

1.—For fires occurring during regular working hours.

(a) If set by operations of railroad—no pay from the State.

(b) If railroad is not responsible for the fire—the State will

repay the company for the men's time.

2.—For fires occurring before or after regular working hours.

(a) If set by operations of railroad by whom section-men
are employed—time must be submitted to railroad

company and payment must come from it—no pay
from the State.

(b) Not set by railroad operations—men called out by rail-

road officials.

1—If paid by railroad company—State will repay the
company.

2—If not paid by company—State will pay the men
through the District Forester.

(c) Not set by railroad operations—men not called out by
railroad officials Special Warden acts on his own
initiative and calls out men—State will pay men
through the District Forester. •

Rills and statements of cost of extinction should accompany the
reports of fire to which they belong and must reach the Depart-
ment of Forests and Waters within sixty days after date of fire.

Badges.

Each Warden will be furnished with a badge. This he should
wear at all times during the fire season and on any other occasion
when he may be obliged to show his authority as an officer.

Authority. (See Section 1620, Administrative Code.)

A fire warden as a citizen and as an officer of the law has a right
to carry fire arms

; however, the Department of Forests and Waters
discourages the carrying of arms except where it seetns necessary
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for self defense. If they must be carried, they should never be con-

cealed.

A fire warden as such is not a fish and game warden. He has
no authority to enforce any law^s except those relating to the pro-

tection of forests. However, as a good citizen he will report to the

proper officer the violation of any laws which come to his notice.

Brush burners frequently request the presence of a fire warden
during the burning of brush. The law relating to fires in the oil

and gas regions requires that fire wardens be present when fires are

set during the open season. In such cases the land owner or the

person desiring or insisting upon the presence of a warden must pay
the warden for his time. The presence of a warden does not re-

lieve the person responsible for the fire from any liability in case

the fire escapes into adjoining property.

Sample Forms.

Wardens should not forget that all bills and reports according to

law must be in the hands of the Chief Forest Fire Warden within
sixty days after the fire occurred. Bills coming to him after sixty

days will not be approved. It is, therefore, the duty of each Forest
Fire Warden to make up the bills and reports promptly and send
them to the District Forester immediately after the fire. Do not
let more than a week elapse until this is attended to. Don't over-
look anv names that should be included on bills. Get everything
top-ether and get it rigfht the first time.

Bills for fire fijrhting are paid by the State Treasurer only when
supported by evidence that they are just and correct. When a
warden is appointed, he takes the oath that he will return true re-

ports and correct and true bills. There is a penalty under Section
1001 for renderinjT a false or fraudulent statement.
Remember that whcrovor there is an item of expense except labor

there must be an itemized receipt.

Do not send in your bills and reports until you have gone over
them fully. Make sure that each question is answered. The bill

and report will be returned to you for correction unless it is made
out properly the first time.

Every question on these forms is asked because an answ-er is

wanted. If a question is asked and you do not know the answer, say
so in the space provided.

In each case where a forest fire was started through a railroad
operation, Form No. l.S must be accompanied by a special railroad
fire report Form No. 19. When vou send in a bill and report for
railroad fire, send Form No. 10 alono-. rSee samnle forms in back
of this bulletin). The. bill, will not be paid, and vour report and bill

Will be held up until Form No. 19 is supplied. Railroad section mett
should not hesitate to give true and honest reports on Form No. 19
for the railroad company is just as interested in having true reports
made as is the Department of Forests and Waters.
Where it can be determined who is responsible for a forest fire

the Commonwealth renders a bill to that individual in order to col-
lect cost of extinction. It is, therefore, very important that Form
No. 19 as well as lines No. 6 and 7 on Form No. 15 be filled out
correctly.

When the Fire Warden submits his bills and reports, he should
look them over carefully and make sure of the following points

:

1. Is the date you are sending in the report within a reasonable
time after the fire occurred?

Have you answered every question?
If a railroad started the fire, have you submitted Form No. 19?
Have you a receipt for each item except labor?
Is the receipt itemized?

Have you forgotten any items of expense?
Have you given the names and addresses of the individuals

owning the land which was burned over?
Have you signed your name at the bottom of Form No. 16?
Remember! Do not pay your men in advance, as checks al-

ready made out will be sent to you for distribution.
If you need any more blank forms, get them from the Inspector

when he calls upon you, or send a postal card to the District For-
ester, telling him what you need.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Form 15

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

FOREST FIRE REPORT
District Forhes

(A form like this must be used for each fire)

Report of E. G. Myers Fire Warden

Names of other wardens present

1. Date and hour June 1, 2 P. M. 1024
When started

Mt. Pleasant Post office

V. M. Bearer, Ligonier

4 P. M. June 1, 192//
When extinguished

Located in Mt. Pleasani Township Westmoreland County

Name of nearest stream Seivickley Creek

3. Acres burned : 6
Timber land Brush land Grass

- 6
land Total

This land was previously burned over }

wholly
in partly 1920

partly Yfar or years

Of the area burnod none aoros are in th«> State Forest

4. Damage

:

$ 6.00 $ $ $
To standing growtli To felled tinibir To buildings To fences To other material

5. Persons engaged in extinguishiug this fire

:

$ 6.00
Total

State Forest Employees Local FoTost Fire
Wardens

OthersIvniiJoyci's Paid by I

Warden I

No. one Hours 4 |— I N<>. J Hours /, $l.2o\ No. 3 Hours 20 $j.Oo\ No. 3 Hours 6 $

6. Cause of fire Brush Burning

Incendiary, Brush burning, Campers, Smolvcrs, Lighting, Engine (Give kind, number and owner-
ship), unknown. Determine cause as accurately as possible. If cause given is mere sup-
position, so state. If caused by a railroad form No. 19 must accsompany this report.

7. Name and address of person responsible for fire John Doe
116 South Front Street, Mt. Pleasant, Penna.

8.

9.

Show location of fire by sketch on back of this report. Other detailed
information may also be written there.

Do not fail to give nam.es and addresses
of individuals or corporations who
suffered damage from this fire.

Jacob Lynder, Alice, Pa.

Bal. JIusele, Mammoth, Penna.

Send bill in promptly.
No bills approved for payment by the Chief
Forest Fire Warden after tiO days after the
fire.

(Do not write in this space)

Labor . .

.

Team hire

Auto

EXPENSES

$

••• $

Lunches $.

$-

$-

$-

Total $.

{
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Form 16

Date of Fire, June 1, 19^4 Area Burned

District Forbes

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

e Acres

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS
To V. M. Bearer Forest Fire Warden, Dr.

Address Ligonier, Penna.

For prevention, Control and Extinction of Fire

in Mt. Pleasant Township, Westmoreland

DATES OP cxTT.^^
SERVICE SUBJECT OF CHARGE.

June 1 To E. C. Myers Forest Fire Warden 4 hours 30 cts.,

A. R. Shaffer Employee 8 hours 25 cts.,

" Albert Leefer " 8 " 25 "

" Olen Stahl " ^ " 25 "

W. S. Huffman, auto hire as per receipt

J. D. Shaffer, as per attached receipt for groceries

County, Pa.

AMOUNT

$1.20

2.00

2.00

1.00

s.oo

1.00

M

<«

M

<c

«

Get an ITEMIZED RECEIPT for all expenses other than labor

«

M
(« «

The time of no owner or lessee, nor of any person in his employ while extin^,J«hin„ ««ui>on his own land, is Included in the al^e bifl.
extinguishing fire

Total $10.20

CK)rrect Tnd^ere^^ecisaX^" mide ^b'^^^^^ 'l?^ "°^. ^««^ expenditures are

(Signed) V. M. Bearer,
Forest Fire Warden
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Instructions to Forest Fire Wardens. (Back of Form 16)

The forest fire warden shall be paid for the time actually employed in the

performance of his duties, and for his necessary expenses actually incurred

therein.

Persons employed in the extinction of forest fire shall be paid for their

services except as follows:

"No owner or lessee of land upon which fire may burn or be started, nor

any person during employment with such owner or lessee nor any other

person with a present vested interest in such land, shall receive compensation

under this act for extinguishing fire upon his land or the land to which his

interest is attached," unless the land is listed with the Dept. of Forests and

Waters under agreement that not less than 10 cents per acre per year is spent

for the better protection, management and development of such land for the

present and future timbeiA supply.

"No person who is responsible for the spreading of a fire to a woodlot,

forest, or wild land, nor any person in his employ, may receive compensation

from a fire warden for helping to extinguish such fire."

Bills of expense must reach Harrisburg within 60 days after they have been

incurred. The sooner they are received the sooner they can be paid.

Fire bills, must be written in ink, or upon a typewriter.

For all charges other than regular pay for time, itemized receipts must

be furnished. , 1,1
Receipts must be made in the name of the fire warden and signed by the

person rendering service. Receipts for use of teams and automobiles must

give number of miles traveled.

Receipts must be made and signed in ink.

Amounts for which receipts are obtained must be placed upon the forest

fire bill, as per sample below, andjincluded in the total.

In computing the amount due a man, no fraction of a cent should be placed

in the amount column. An extra cent should be allowed in case of % of a

cent or more; anything less than V2 of a cent should be dropped.

When more than one forest fire warden attend the same fire, the time of

all wardens and employees should be submitted in one bill.

Never pay the men in advance. Checks already made out for each man
will be sent by the district forester to you for distribution.

This bill does not require an affidavit.

(Sample Bill)

March 26-27 1921 To John Jones, Forest Fire Warden, 29 hrs. @ .30 8.70
" 26 Jas. Peer. Employee 12 hrs. @ .15 1.80

26-27 Frank Speer, " 27 hrs. " 4.05
.. 27 ^be Walter, " 8 hrs. " 1.20

27 Mike Donely, " 8 hrs. " 1.20
«• 27 James Ewing as per receipt for team hire, 2.00

(»18.95)

A.pril 3 To John Jones, Forest Fire Warden 15 hrs. @ ,30 4 50
Warren Snyder, Employee 15 hrs. @ .15 225
Jolui M. Long, •

15 hrg. .. 2 25
John Varner, "

15 hrs. " 2 25
William Bates, "

15 hrs. " 250
J. W. B'enner as per receipt for auto 2*50
A. H. Sieber as per receipt for lunches

.'

'

."

75
($16.75)

$35.70
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Form 19.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
(by

10.

11.

12.

13.

34.

15.

16.

17.

18.

UK

20.

21.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

SPECIAL RAILROAD FIRE REPORT

Name Thomas Whittaker. Warden—Address Mountain Home

Fire started: Date April 15 Hour 1.30 P. U. County Monroe Twp. Barrett

Name of R. R. responsible for fire D. L. & W. Division Scranton

Time fire was reported to warden 1:35 P. M.

Time warden started for fire 1:38 P. M. Time arrived with crew 2:00 P. M.
Who reported it? Towerman Address Snow Hill

Cause of fire Engine Sparks

(engine sparks, cinders, burning right-of-way, ties, etc.)

Passenger or freight train Passenger Engine number 925

LOCATION OF FIRE between mile posts 31 and 32mile post number, telephone pole number, or distance and direction from nearest station.)

Which side of track did fire start? east
(NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, WEST)

yes Direction of windDid fire start on right-of-way? yes Direction of wind west

If not, how far from track?

Condition of right-of-way not burned

Did fire start on timber, brush, or grass land? grassland

Was the R. R. Co. notified of this fire? yes

By whom? me When 1:36 P. M. Who was notified? Station at Cresco

What help did the R. R. give? Section gang

Was anyone fighting the fire when you arrived? yes

Who? Section Gang.

Was the fire out when you arrived? no Was it under control? no

Did you and your men help put it out? yes

WHY DO YOU STATE THAT THE FIRE WAS CAUSED BY THE
R. R.? It started near the tracks on a heavy grade

Did you talk with the Section foreman? yes One of the crew? yes

What is his name? Conrad Hensler, Cresco

Name and Addresses of witnesses who can fix responsibility for fire

J. A. Seguine, Cresco

L. A. Huguenin, Mountain Home

Ray Price, Mountain HomQ

^<:^ "^ •—^ ~
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Form 7.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS
AND WATERS
Mt. Pleasurvtj Pa.,

(Place)

June, 1, 1924
(Date)

Received of the COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,

Per V. M. Bearer,

Two and ,^A Dollars

For the following Items of Expense, Department Service:

5 loaves of bread @ 10c, .50

2 1/2 lbs. cheese @ 40c, 1.00

10 cans beans @ 10c, 1.00 $2.50

$2.50 J. D. SHAFFER, (Store keeper),
(This receipt must be in ink.)

Form 7.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS
AND WATERS
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.,

(Place)

June, 1, 1924
(Date)

Received of the COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,

Per V. M. Bearer,

Three and j^ Dollars
lOU

For the following Items of Expense, Department Service

:

Auto hire from Mt. PleasaAit to the fire and return
30 Miles, @ 10c per mile $3.00

$3.00 W. 8. HUFFMAN,
(This receii>t must be in ink.)
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PLAN OF FOREST PROTECTIVE ORGANIZATION.

The time has come for much greater efficiency in our forest fire

organization. The number and size of forest fires must be greatly
reduced and our organization put upon a really efficient basis. Our
responsibility has increased. Results must be commensurate with
the money expended. The forest area of the State is covered by
an observation system that is unsurpassed in the United States.

Fire fighting tools are being supplied. Needed telephone lines are
being erected.

The remaining unit of the organization to be strengthened is the
personnel. The follow^ing plan has been devised to bring this branch
of the service up to a standard that will make it the best of its kind
in the country.

Patrol as formerly used is abolished since it has proved to be in

most instances inefficient and costly. A study of patrol service will

prove this clearly to you. Instead we have provided a plan of

organization, that will insure prompt detection and extinction of
fires, inspection and elimination of hazards, fixed responsibility, pay
commensurate with sei-\^ice performed, and public education.
Pennsylvania is divided into 24 forest districts, each in charge

of a District Forester. As soon as a forest fire occurs the Dis-
trict Forester should be notified as well as the nearest warden. Each
district is divided by the District Forester into several sub-divisions,
depending upon the size of the District, the nature of the country
and the likelihood of fires occurring. In general, the sub-division's
should contain from 50,0C0 to 150,000 acres of forest land, and will
be in charge of an Inspector. The Inspector may be the Forester's
Assistant, a State Forest Ranger, or a specially detailed fire warden,
who will be responsible to the District Forester for the satisfactory
protection of the area.

All recommendations for appointments will be made by the Dis-
trict Forester.

'

.

INSPECTORS
•

The position of Inspector meets a lono: felt need for a man who
will have active and detailed supervision over a comparatively
limited area, make inspections of hazards, make investigations of
fires, and have a constant check on the work of the Towermen,
Fire Bosses and Wardens.
The Inspector will be the rieht-hand man of the District Forester

in the area allotted to him, and will be in inmediate charge of the
fire situation in that territorv. He must be capable of making a
rrood impression on the people with whom he comes in contact,
honest, hard-working, and impartial. He must be a good organizer!
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and fire-fighter, and must be capable of making investigations into

the causes of fires. He must have some means of conveyance of

his own, a horse, automobile, or motorcycle, and should have tele-

phone communication. His activities w^ill in general be confined

to private land, except where a State Forest Ranger is detailed for

this duty. Preference shall be given in appointments to the best of

the present Wardens if suited for the work or if they can serve.

He is not a patrolman and shall not be used for that purpose.

DUTIES :~His duties will be to

A—Inspect :

—

1. All Sawmills.

2. Railroads.

3. Roads.

4. Other hazardous conditions.

B—See to it that the fire organization is in order at all times to

meet any emergency, report to District Forester all indica-

tions of inefficiency, and make recommendations for improve-

ment of the organization.

C—Have direct charge of the Fire Wardens in the area assigned

to him and to keep them alive to the need for prompt action

when their services are needed.

D—Keep in touch with the towermen.

E—Take charge of any fire on which he is needed, especially in

case the Warden immediately in charge needs additional help.

F—Investigate all fires in his territory.

G—Check up on all fire fighting equipment in the hands of Fire

Bosses, its use and condition,

H—Visit schools.

I—Put up posters.

J—Make a semi-monthly report to the District Forester on Form
34 setting forth his

1. Activities for the period.

2. Recommendations for the betterment of the organization.

COMPENSATION :—He will be paid by the day or hour for the

fire season.

He must be a Fire Warden and may be paid for fire fighting

at rate allowed a Firc B08s. i

TOWERMEN
A Towerman shall be in charge of his tower and shall be responsi-

ble for its condition. He must be reliable, energetic, have good eye-
sight, and must be capable of reading and understanding maps. He
must know his region thoroughly. He must have knowledge of the
general behavior of fires and must be capable of exercising good
judgment in the reporting of them. He must be courteous and must
be able to talk intelligently about the protective organization in the
territory under his observation. He must be neat. Rangers shall
not be used regularly as towermen. The Towerman must be a
Forest Fire Warden and present Wardens who are satisfactory
must be given preference in appointment.

DUTIES :—The Towerman shall be responsible for the prompt de-
^

tection and reporting of all fires that occur on the area under
his observation and his duties will be to

A—Report all fires to the Fire Boss nearest the scene of the fire,,

giving the

1. Location and extent as accurately as possible.
2. Direction the fire is burning.

3. Approximate number of men necessary to promptly ex-
tinguish it.

4. Apparent cause.

B—Keep the District Forester and Inspector informed as to the
progress of all fires and report the need of additional help.

C—Keep the telephone line to the tower in repair.

D—Maintain everything in and around the cabin and tower in a
neat and cleanly condition.

E—Do such other work as may be assigned to him during wet
weather.

F—Make a daily report by telephone to the District Forester dur-
ing dangerous seasons.

G—Make a semi-monthly report in duplicate to the District For-
ester on Form 36.

COMPENSATION :—He shall be paid by the day or hour for
the fire season and shall be expected to furnish his owrr
sustenance and bed clothing. The Department will provide
a stove, also fuel where it can not be cut locally by the Tower-
man.

FIRE BOSSES
Fire Bosses and their crews will constitute the mainstays of the

extinction forces.
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The Fire Bosses shall be the best Fire Wardens situated in the

most advantageous places for the prompt extinction of fires and

should be men who are comparatively independent, such as farmers,

storekeepers, etc. Most State Forest Rangers may be detailed for

this duty. A fire Boss must be honest, reliable, energetic, a good

fire fighter, and organizer. He must have a telephone either in his

home or one close by that is available for his use at all times. He
must appreciate the value of minutes in fire extinction. He shall not

Tdc used for patrol duty.

DUTIES:—The duties of a Fire Boss will be to

A—Organize and maintain an efficient crew of fire fighters that

will be willing to answer a fire call at all times or, if neces-

sary, several crews.

B—Remain at his station during all periods when there is danger

of fires occurring.

C—Respond to all fire calls promptly.

D—Have charge of the crew at the fire.

Fl—Have charge of the fire in the absence of the Inspector and

to promptly and efficiently extinguish it.

F—Report on Form 15 all fires he helps to extinguish.

*G—Render a correct statement of the expenses in connection with

the extinction of fires.

H—Use properly and keep in good condition all fire fighting tools

placed in his care.

I—Investigate, under the direction of the Inspector, the causes

of the fires he extinguishes.

J—Keep in touch with the Inspector and call upon him or upon
the Towerman for assistance.

TC—Submit to the District Forester and the Inspector a list of his

crew as soon as it is organized.

By having the Fire Boss submit the names of the members of his

crew a complete record of personnel is had and a check pro-

vided for the District Forester in auditing the fire bills.

FIRE CREWS.

Fire crews shall be made up of reliable men who are good fire

fighters and are interested in the prevention and extinction of fires.

Small regular crews (4 to 8 men) can be better trained, organ-
ized, equipped, and transported than larger ones. The monetary
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inducement to join a crew will be the higher wage rate than is to be
paid to men not members of crews.

DUTIES :—They shall be willing to go to a fire at any time they are
called by the Fire Bosses. The crew is under command of
the Fire Boss, and is responsible for the prompt and efficient

extinction of all fires.

COMPENSATION :—Regular crews shall be paid a rate higher
than the ordinary untrained fire fighters.

PATROLMEN

Patrolmen shall not be employed except in case of emergency as
to time and hazard and only when authorized by the Chief Forest
Fire Warden. Their qualifications are the same as those of Fire
Bosses.

DUTIES :—A Patrolman's duties shall be specific and be assigned
to him by the District Forester. He shall be under the im-
mediate supervision of the Inspector.

COMPENSATION:—He shall be paid an hourly wage for the
time actually employed.

WARDENS
They will constitute the reserve force of the organization and

may be called upon at any time to assist in the extinction of fires.
They will be directly under the supervision of the Inspectors.
Everything possible must be done to keep up the morale of this
volunteer force but by a proper development of the organization
now planned the less desirable of the present Wardens can be
dropped.

The carrying out of the above plan of organization will enable
the District Forester to keep in direct touch with what is going on
in his district and will relieve him of many of the minor details of
the work. However, with a more extensive system much better
results are required and his responsibility thereby is increased.
Rangers may be used as Inspectors or Fire Bosses according to

the best results to be obtained.

Appointment of Inspectors, Towermen, Fire Bosses, and Patrol- .

men where authorized, will be made thru the District Foresters. A
'

Form 31 (notice of Appointment of Patrolmen and Towermen) will
be filled out for each man. In case of the appointment of Inspectors
and Fire Bosses, the title should be written on the line after the
words "Patrolman or Towerman". In the case of Towerman the
name of the tower he is to man should be written on the same line.
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Towermen will submit reports in duplicate semi-monthly (1st to

15th and 16th to 31st) to the District Forester on Form 36 (Tower-

man's Report.)

Inspectors will make out Daily Report sheets (Form 80) and sub-

mit them semi-monthly together with "Inspector's Report" Form
34, to the District Forester. The District Forester will retain the

sheets from Form 80 but will forward the original copy, Inspector's

Report (Form 34) to the Harrisburg Office.

For the information of the U. S. Forest Service a monthly record

of the amount of time spent by all of our, men on elimination of

forest fire hazards and what they do will be kept. Inspectors, Patrol-

men, and others should be instructed to enter this data separately

on their reports.

Twice a month the Forester will submit a statement of the amount
due each Inspector and Towerman for the preceding half-month's

services, together with a distribution sheet (Form 82) and the orig-

inal Towerman's and Inspector's Reports for the half month, (Forms

36 and 34).

EQUIPMENT:—It is the Department's plan to place a supply of

forest fire fighting tools in the hands of Rangers, Inspectors,

Fire Bosses and some forest fire wardens in key positions.

This is being done as quickly as the money available will al-

low. A start has been made, however, and if tools have been
supplied to you please read these instructions carefully.

INSTRUCTIONS AS TO CARE OF TOOLS
When you received the tools you signed a receipt for

them (your record may be kept on page 45 of this

Manual). You are responsible for their safe keeping
Be sure to keep track of them at a fire and see that
they are all returned to you promptly after each fire is

out
The best plan is to have an understanding that each

crew member looks after certain tools.

Have a place for the tools and each one in place.

Hang them up—do not lay them on the floor. They
will rust and become lost quickly when just "lying
around".
Inform your crew and your family where they are.

Keep them clean, dry, and sharp.
Keep the torches filled and see that you have plenty

of extra wicking on hand.
Do not use the State's tools for work in the garden,

on the wood pile or in camping. If you do tools might
as well not be furnished for when the emergency comes
they will be dull, broken, rusty, clogged and lost.

See that all tools are marked as property of this De-
partment.
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In case any tools are broken, lost or are unserviceable,
immediately notify the District Forester or Inspector
so that they may be replaced before need for them
again arises.

Keep the axe handles securely in the axes.

After a fire check up on the tools.

Don't lift or carry the spray tank by the hose. Use
the handle or strap.

Keep canteens and canvas buckets dry when not in use.

The canvas bucket must become thoroughly wet be-

fore it will hold water. The buckets are used to carry
water for use in the spray tanks.

It is a good plan to keep axes and saws covered with
a thin coating of lard. Oil the catch on the Rich Tool
to keep the movable parts in order.
New handles will be furnished for broken ones when

necessary.
If you have any questions to ask about the tools

write the District Forester or call Inspector and tell

him.
Right Now, before you forget it, see that the tools

are all ready for duty.

19
Place Date

Today I received the following forest fire fighting tools from the
Department of Forests and Waters.

Number
Double Bitted axes

Hand axes

Canteens

Canvas buckets :

Torches

Wicking

Spray tanks

Rich fire tools

Fire Warden.
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FOREWORD

Until the people of Pennsylvania are more careful with fire in and
near woodlands than they are with fire in their own homes, there will

be forest fires. Until the forest owners in Pennsylvania care for their

property and by reason of close utilization of the forest crop keep their

woodlands free from unnecessary .inflammable debris, forest fires will

continue to be the beginnings of possible calamities. In the meantime
the Commonwealth—the people organized for mutual protection—must
maintain an organized force to prevent such calamities by preventing
as far as possible the start and the spread of forest fires.

There is in existence now in Pennsylvania an organization of forest

fire wardens with a Chief in Harrisburg, a District Warden in each of

the twenty-four Forest Districts into which the State is divided, and
more than four thousand local forest fire wardens who live in or near
the woodlands throughout the State. From these local wardens certain
ones are chosen as inspectors who serve as assistants to the District

Wardens during the forest fire seasons. Others are chosen to serve as

towermen on the hundred and more towers manned during each fire

season, and still others are chosen for other special duties.

But no matter how efficient the Chief or the District Wardens, In-

spectors, Towermen, and special duty men may be, when a fire starts

its extinction depends upon the local warden with his crew of fire

fighters. It follows, therefore, that a Manual which will enable them
to become more proficient in the performance of their duties should be
placed in the hands of the Wardens. The information presented in

the following pages has been prepared with that object in view. How-
ever, this Manual should also be of interest to forest land owners and
others concerned with the protection of forests from fire and with the
general welfare of their Commonwealth.

Credit is herewith given to Charles R. Meek, formerly Assistant to

the Chief Forest Fire Warden, and to many District Foresters, for

their suggestions and help rendered in the preparation of the first

edition of the Manual.

George H. Wirt
Chief Forest Fire Warden
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PENNSYLVANIA
FOREST FIRE WARDEN MANUAL

Classes of Forest Fire Wardens

Referring to the law^ it will be found that there are three classes of

Forest Fire Wardens.

The first is the (1) LOCAL FOREST FIRE WARDEN who is ap-

pointed by the Chief Forest Fire Warden, because he is particularly

interested in forest protection, and who is paid only for time spent in

actually extinguishing fires or in the performance of other assigned

duties. Employees of the Commonwealth in the Department of Forests

and Waters, the Board of Game Commissioners, the Board of Fish

Commissioners and the Pennsylvania State Police, who are on salary-,

are (2) EX-OFFICIO FOREST FIRE WARDENS. They are not

paid extra for fighting fires but their duties and powers are the same
as those of the LOCAL FOREST FIRE WARDEN.

Certain persons may be designated as (3) SPECIAL FOREST
FIRE WARDENS. They are not paid by the Commonwealth for

fighting forest fires, due to the fact that their duties in their regular

employment cover this work. Railroad section foremen who have been

appointed as SPECIAL FOREST FIRE AVARDENS come under this

class.

Badges

Each Warden will be furnished with a badge. This he should wear
at all times during tlie fire season and on any other occasion when he
may be obliged to show his autliority as an officer.

Authority (See Section 1821, Administrative Code.)

A Fire Warden as a citizen and as an officer of the law has a right to

carry fire arms; however, the Department of Forests and Waters dis-

courages the carrying of arms except wliere it seems necessary for self

defense. If they must be carried, they should never be concealed.

A Fire Warden as such is not a fish and game warden. He has no
authority to enforce any laws except those relating to the protection of

forests. However, as a good citizen he Avill report to the proper officer

the violation of any laws which come to his notice.

'Act of April 0. 11)20. I». L. 177. Soctions iSlS jiihI 1Sl>().



Brush burners freciuently request the presence of a Fire Warden dur-

ing- the burning of brush. The law relating to fires in the oil and gas

regions requires that Fire Wardens be present when fires are set during

the open season. In such eases the land owner or the person desiring

or insisting upon the presence of a Warden must pay the Warden for

his time. The presence of a Warden does not relieve the person re-

sponsible for the fire from any liability in case the fire escapes into

adjoining i^roperty.

The responsibilities of the Warden and the authority granted him are

expressed in the oath of office, which every Warden is required to take

npon his appointment. The form of this oath is given on the following

page.

Relation of Forest Fire Wardens to the Public

Forest Fire Wardens should remember that they are serving the

public, which expects and is entitled to good service. Faithful per-

formance of duty will reflect upon themselves and the Service. They
should be courteous and prompt, exercising tact and good judgment.

They should endeavor to make sure that every one understands the

main points of the fire laws. They should strive to prevent violation

of the fire laws, and give advice rather than warning. Since all

human efforts are co-operative, the most useful Warden is one who
understands the other fellow best.

Education

Each Warden should talk forest protection at every opportunity,

cautioning or warning people who may be careless in the use of fire in

the woods. He may induce merchants and others to have forest fire

statements printed on checks, bill heads, letter heads, envelopes, calen-

dars, and other printed matter. Above all things he must catch the

spirit of fire prevention himself or he cannot transmit much enthusiasm
to others.

The Department of Forests and Waters has different posters relative

to the protection of the forests from fire. Each Fire Warden should
have these distributed properly throughout his neighborhood. Permis-
sion should be obtained from landowners and those in charge of build-

ings before putting up posters. Care should be taken to use only small
tacks in putting up posters as large nails injure trees and are difficult

to remove and are of course too large to be readily used on card board.
Frequently the Wi^rden can get Boy Scouts, sportsmen, autoists, owners
of woodland, and others, to distribute posters if he will supply them.
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THE FIRE DEMON CLAIMS
MILLIONS EVERY YEAR

FOKKST l»ROTE(TI()X I'OKTEKS DISTRIBUTED FrEE BY DEPARTMENT OF FoRESTS AND
Waters. Thousands ok Posters Annually are Used by Forest Fire

Wardens and Woodland Owners in all Parts of Pennsylvania.

The amount of good that fire notices do depends very much upon the

judgment used in placing them. They should be placed along roads,

woods trails, fishing streams, at camp sites, and picnic grounds, and
at other places where people collect or pass frequently. Along roads
they should be placed on curves, bridges, cross roads, and where travel

is slower than on straight stretches. Department posters may be placed
along State Highways. Indoor notices should be placed in post offices,

railroad stations, stores, town halls, shops, factories, garages, livery

stables, blacksmith shops, offices, hotels, school houses, and wherever
people congregate. Old posters torn or defaced should be replaced with
new ones. Sportsmen's associations especially should be asked to as-

sist in posting notices just before spring fi.shing season and fall hunting
season. Wardens should send to the District Forester for as many
posters as may be needed and upon their receipt all should be posted
or distributed at the earliest opportunity. They do no good lying
around. (For law (m defacing signs see Sec. 1009, Act of 1925, P. L.
158, and 1929 P. L. 52.)

'

.

The Department issues small fire prevention circulars from time to

time. A supply of these should be on hand constantly so that they can
be distributed to individuals or groups of people at opportune times.
Some Wardens make regular visits to the schools within their territory
and distribute such circulars to the school children, explaining their
work or having the teachers make such explanation.

Perhaps our most effective effort along educational lines is among
children. It is easy to make a lasting impression on their minds and
to convert them to an effective conservation movement. The school
children, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts are going to be the sportsmen,
Forest Fire Wardens and law makers of the future.

In several cases Wardens have induced business firms to inclose a
copy of one of the circulars to each of their patrons with the firm's
correspondence. Circulars will be forwarded upon request, as Avill

other kinds of available publicity material.

There will always be some people who are careless and indifferent.
For such there must be some regulation and finally some punish-
ment. For this reason the cause of each fire should be investigated
promptly and the person responsible should be prosecuted. It is only
by persistently enlightening the public on the evils of forest fires and
making the careless and indifferent pay the penalty for their acts that
the forest fire problem can be adequately met. Brush burning and
clearing of new ground in the spring is responsible for a great^'num-
ber of destructive fires. This is a problem that we must face. No
brush burning should be done by anyone unless he fully understands

11
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The amount of <i()0{l tliat fire notices do depends very mneli !ii)on the

judji'ment used in i)laeinp: them. They shouhT be placed alonji' roads,

woods trails, fishing- streams, at eamp sites, and picnic «iTounds, and
at other places Avhere p<'ople colh^ct or i)ass t*re(piently. Alono- roads
they shonld be placed on cnrves, bridji'es. cross roads, and where ti'avel

is slower than on straijiht stretches. Department i)osters may be j)laced

jdon«r State Ilijihways. Indoor notices shonld be placed in post offices,

railroad stations, stores, town hnlls, shops, factories, jiarao'es, livery

.stables, blacksmith shops, offices, hotels, school houses, and wherever
|)eople conji-reji'ate. Old i)osters torn oi- defaced should hi} replaced ^vitli

new ones. S[)ortsmen's a.ssociations esj^'cially should b<» a.sked to as-

sist in postino' notices just before spring- fi.shino- season and fall hunting
season. Wardens should send to the District l^^rester for as manv
|)osters as may be needed and upon tlu'ir i-eceipt all should be posted
or distributed at the earliest o|)p()rtunity. They do no good lyin

ai'ound. ('For law on defacing signs sec Sec. 100!). Act of Til'J.'). T^. L
T5S, and T02!) V. L. 52.)

The Department issues small fire prevention circulars from time to
time. A supply of these should be on hand constantlv so that thev can
be disti'ibuted to individuals or groups of people at opportime times.
Some AVardens make regular vi.sits to the schools within their territory
Mud distribute such circulars to the school childiM'u, ex|)laining their
work or having the teachers make such explanation.

Perhaps our most effective effort along educationnl liiu\s is among
children. Tt is easy to make a lasting impression on their minds and
to convert them to an eff'ective consei-vation movement. The .school
children. Boy Scouts and Oirl Scouts are going to be the sportsmen,
I^^rest Fire Wardens and law makers of the future.

In several cases Wardens have induced business firms to inclose a
copy of one of the circulars to ench (.f their patrons with the firm's
correspondence. Circulars will be forwanled upon re(pu'st, as will
other kinds of available i)ublicity material.

There will always be some people who are eareles.s and indiffei-ent.
For such there must be some regulation and finally some punish-
HMMit. For this reason the cause of each fire should be investigated
I)romi)tly and the i)erson responsible should be prosecuted. It is only
by persistently enlightening the public on the evils of forest fires nnil
making the careless and indifferent pny the ])enalty for their acts that
the forest fire problem can be adecpiately met. lirush burning and
clearing of new grouiul in the spring is responsible for a great'num-
ber of destructive fires. This is a problem that we must face. Xo
brush burning shonld be done by nnymie unless he fully understands
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that he may be the cause of a forest fire and that if a fore.st fire burns
hm neighbor's land he is liable for the damajre.

Forest Fire Hazards

A forest fire hazard is any property Avhich, by reason of its con-
dition or operation may cause or a<>'gravate forest fires.

The factors influencing" forest fire hazards are inflammability, risk
and liability.

Inflammability depends upon the ease with which material will ignite,
and the amount of material on the ground.

Risk has been defined as ''the likelihood of fires starting."

Liability is ''the value of property subject to fire risk."

It should be remembered that sometime in the year practically every
acre of woodland is a fire hazard. The material on the forest floor
may be ignited easily, and it is likely to be set on fire in many ways.
But, every acre of forest land cannot be declared a hazard under the
law. An engine may throw out sparks, but if it operates only in and
through farm lands, it cannot endanger forest land, and consequently
it may not be declared a forest fire hazard. The conditions of both
forest and engine must be such that a fire is likely to arise from the
use of the engine.

The following may be considered as special forest fire hazards in
accordance with the law until a rulinj,^ is obtained to the contrary.
(See Act of April 11, 1929 P. L. 515) :

1. Engines of all kinds not provided with effective spark arresters,
ash pans, or other equipment to prevent the spread of fire,

when such engines operate within 200 feet of woodland, or
of other inflammable property likely to spread fire to woodland.

2. Inflammable debris within 100 feet of a steam railroad track.
This includes uncleaned w^oodland which requires cleaning for
the completion of a safety strip along the railroad.

3. Inflammable debris located Avithin a radius of 150 feet from a
saw mill or other engine operating within woodland, or operat-
ing within 150 feet of woodland.

4. Inflammable debris within 25 feet of the edge of the traveled
part of a public highway, the clean road bed of an electric
railway, or of any other frecpiented highway.

5. Slash from lumbering operations v>ithout a protective strip of
100 feet adjoining woodland.

(). Uncontrolled forest fire.

12

As used above, debris means such material as slash, mowings, or

other wastage, and accumulated forest litter.

It should be understood in unusual or extraordinary cases the De-
partment is not restricted to action based upon the conditions cited

above. Its duty is to investigate independently or upon report, all fire

hazards and to base its action upon the conditions in each particular

case. ' • %;*i

An uncontrolled forest fire is undoubtedly a public nuisance and
must be abated promptly.

AVhere any of the foregoing constitute a serious menace, the matter
should be courteously explained to the party responsible, and to the

owner of the property which constitutes the hazard or upon which the

hazard exists. If the hazard is not then removed, it should be reported
at once to the District Forester, and if necessary an order for abate
ment will be sent. The official form of this order is shown on page
14.

PREPARATION FOR FOREST FIRE SEASONS

Notwithstanding all the educational activities that may be put forth
for some time to come, and all the preventive measures taken, the fact
remains that "the fools are not all dead." We may still expect forest
fires. The wise thing to do is to prepare for them and for their prompt
extinction.

The way to prepare for forest fires is to have your crews organized,
to have arrangements for transportation and food, to let everyone in
your community know that you are a Fire Warden and ready to re-

spond. If tools have been given to you they should be available and in
good condition.

Organization

Each Forest Fire Warden must build up and maintain an effective
forest fire organization in his community. It is poor policy to wait
until there is a fire before organizing. In the first place, everyone in
the community should know who the Forest Fire Warden is and how
he may be reached. Each warden should have telephone connection in
his own home, or should make arrangements for messenger service with
the nearest neighbor having one, to deliver fire messages to him. He
should see that his name is listed properly in telephone directories and
elsewhere.

^^

The poster giving the name and address of the local Warden (see
":\r," in illustration on page 10) should be posted extensively through-
out his community, and should appear on or near his home. These

13



Form 77.

PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

BUREAU OF FOREST PROTECTION

HARRISBURG, PA.

ORDER FOR ABATEMENT OF SPECIAL FOREST FIRE HAZARD

Date.
To

An inspection of the following described property (owned or operated) by
you, namely

:

was made by this Department on the day of
tlie report of whidi inspection is now in this ofiice and shows:

, 19

The condition or operation of this x)roperty constitutes during forest fire

season a Special Forest Fire Hazard, eiidsiiigeriiig iiii; property of others.

Therefore, pursuant to my duty and authoritj'^ under the Act of April
11, 1929, P. L. 515, and because of the Special Forest Fire danger, I de-
clare your property to be a public nuisance and hereby notify and order you
to abate the nuisance on or before the day of
19 , and advise you that such abatement may be done as follows:

A copy of tlie law in regard to Special Forest Fire Hazards and fixing

l>enalty for non-abatement of such hazards, Avhen declared a public nuisance by
tlie (Miief Forest Fire Warden, is printed on the reverse side of this order. Sliould
you feel ajjfrrieved by the forej^oing order, you should apprise me of your reasons,
and may, if j'ou desire, appeal to the Secretary of Forests and Waters.

Yours truly,

On the day of

ui)on

\ with
I. to the person of..

Chief Forest Fire Warden.

, 19 , I served the above order

by a true copy of the foregoing

I accept service of the above order this day of. 19

14

tilings aro nocossary becaiisL' of the importance of j>('ttino- promj)!

notice of a fire's existence.

In every coinniunity there are those who for one reason or another

are actively interested in the protection of forests from fire. It should
be the aim of the Warden to locate such people, become acquainted
with them, and secure their assistance in case of fire. Some of those

who may be appealed to are: Land owners, officials and members of

forest protective associations, railroad section foremen, Boy Scouts,

Game and Fish Wardens, State Police, State Highway officials. County
Farm Agents, and Rural Mail Carriers. The Warden should not ex-

pect to be notified by any of these agencies if they are not informed
that he is a Warden and how he may be reached. Telephone linemen,
pipe line walkers, railroad telegraphers, and other people who go back
and forth through forested regions, can be induced to give prompt
notice of fire. People living in advantageous positions are as good as

paid watchmen if properly encouraged and their good will obtained.

Crews and Their Organization

The organization of forest fire fighting crews in the Warden's
neighborhood is highly recommended. A captain or crew leader should
be named, to whom the crew may look for leadership in case of fire.

These "minute men" should be ready to respond immediately when
called upon, and should know where to find their fire fighting tools at
all times.

The crew should be able to act under a competent leader even if the
Warden is not around. Every member should know that the tools must
be strictly accounted for ; also where transportation can be secured as
well as food, if it is necessary.

To do effective work each member of the crew^ must know in advance
what he is expected to do, and w^hat tools he is expected to take, whether
axe, rake, torch, fork, shovel, saw, pail, lantern. It is realized that it

is not always possible to organize and keep together a crew of men, but
a good warden will see to it that he has the support of reliable men in
the community for service when the need arises. It will be well to
prepare a list of such helpers in advance of the emergency. It must be
understood that the Warden is foreman of all men in his crew and this

means that to have a good crew he must be a good foreman.

Telephone Information

Your locality is in some Forest District and in this district there
is a District P'orester whom every Warden in the district should know
how to reach by telephone, telegraph and mail. The District Forester
makes the appointment of all of his employes and it is only through
District Foresters that the State can effectively handle the administra-

15



tion of inoro tlinii 4,800 Foi-ost Fire Wardens. Tii every Foi-est Dis-

trict there are two or more forest fire observation stations and dnrinj»'

fire season llie District Forester will provide for observers. When a

fire occnrs tlie observer notifies the nearest Local F'orest Fire Warden
of the fire and also the district office, thus the alarm is spread. If a

Fire Warden or any one else discovers a forest fire, in order to turn in

the alarm, he should notify the nearest observation station or the dis-

trict office and also let them know what he is going to do to extinguish

the fire.

Alarms

The sooner a fire is reported to a Warden the sooner he may begin
his efforts to control and extinguish it. The more thoroughly he can
induce the pe()|)le of his community to notify him |)romptly, the more
efficient he will be. Therefore, he should develop some means of gen-

eral forest fire alarm to call his crews together. This may be by whistle,

bell or other means.

Knowledge of Country

Each Warden should have a map showing roads, streams, hills,

woods, etc., in his township. He .should know also, how to reach neigh-
boring Wardens and should not hesitate to call upon them for as-

sistance when necessary.

FIRE DETECTION

A lookout for fire must be maintained whenever the woods are dry
enougli to burn. A Warden should not wait to be told of a fire when
he sees it himself. If a Warden sees smoke or is notified of a fire, he
should learn its exact location and notify the District Forester.

It sometimes happens that a Warden discovers or is notified of a
fire in an adjoining district, or at a place wdiieh he cannot locate exactly.
He should immediately attempt to locate the fire through telephone
communication and find out if any one is looking after it. If he does
not succeed in learning of it in this manner, other means may have
to be used—he should find out at any rate.

In attempting to locate a forest fire, it is frequently a better plan
to find out more about it by means of the telephone than to get a gang
of men and an automobile and spend some hours trying to find it. Of
course in some sections of the country, telephones are not available, but
when you see smoke and you want to find out more about it, call the
nearest observation station. Every AVarden should have posted beside
his telephone the telephone calls for the District Forester, the nearest
Wardens and the observation station.

16
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li'iii (if more lli.iii 4, '5(10 P'oi'cst l^'irc Wjirdfus. In evfiy Foi-csl Dis-

liicl llicrc ;n-(' two or iiioi'c forest fire observation stations uwd (lin*iii<'-

lire season tin- Distiiet Forester will provide Tor observers. When a

(ii-e oeeui-s the observe)- n<)tifi(^s the neai'est Loeal Forest Fire Warden
of tlie fire and al.so the district ofiHee, thn.s the aiariu is spread. If a

Fii-e Warch'ii or any one else diseovei-s a foi'("st fire, in orch'r to tui'ii in

tlie alai-ni, he slionhl notify the noarost obs<>rvation station or the dis-

triet ofiKee and also let tlieni know what he is j^oiiijii' to do to extinguish

the fire.

Alarms

The sooner a fire is j-eported to a Warden the sooner lie mav be«dn
his effoi-t.s to control and extinguish it. The more thoroughly he can
induce the people of his community to notify him pj-omptly, the more
efificii'nt he will l)e. Thei'cfore, he should develop some means of gen-
eral forest fii-e alai-m to call his ci-ews together. This may be by whistle,

bell or other nieaus.

Knowledge of Country

Fach Warden should have a map showing roads, streams, hills,

woods, etc.. in his township, lie .should know also, how to reach neigh-
boi'ing Wardens a«i(l should not hesitate to call upon them for as-

sistance when necessary.

FIRE DETECTION

A lookout for fii'c must be maintained whenever the woods are drv
enough to l)ui'n. A Warden should not wait to l)e told of a fire when
lie sees it himself. If a Warden see.s smoke or i.s notified of a fire, he
should learn its exact location aiul notify the District Forester.

It sometimes happens that a Warden discovei's or is notified of a
fii'cjn an adjoining district, or at a plac<' which he cannot locate exactly.
He should immediately attemi)t to locate the fire through telephone
communication and find out if any on<' i.s looking after it. If he does
not .succeed in leai'iiing of it in this manner, other means may have
to be used—he should find out at any rate.

In attem])ting to locate a forest fire, it is fre(|uently a better |)lan

to find out more about it by means of the telephoiu' than to get a gang
of men ami an automobile and spend some hours trying to find it. Of
course in some sections of the country, telephones are not available, but
when you see smoke and you want to find out more about it, call the
nearest observation station. Fvery Warden .should have posted beside
his telephone the telephone calls for the District Forester, the nearest
AVardens and the observation station.
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Whatever reasonable expense has been incurred in this way will

be paid. If the fire is within reach, it is the Warden's duty to look

after it. If it is nearer another Warden, that Warden must be notified

immediately and information must be obtained as to whether he needs

assistance. Should he be absent, people who are close to the fire ought

to be instructed to go to it at once, and if the first Warden's presence

is needed, he should go promptly. A Warden should not set up limits

beyond which he will not go in case he is needed. When in doubt as to

whether the fire is under control, there should be no hesitation in go-

ing and investigating to one's entire satisfaction.

It is much better to go out on a false alarm than to let a fire get

well started.

As stated above, the more thoroughly the Warden interests the people

of his community in fire detection, the more efficient he will be. Proper

co-operation from local citizens will reduce the necessity for the erection

of towers and employment of watchmen.

In connection with fire detection. Wardens should frequent those

observation points which are high and afford a commanding view of

the locality. The points from which particularly good views can be

had should be reported to the District Forester or the Inspector in

order that he may have a record of them at times when he may be in

position to construct towers or suggest their construction.

Observation towers should be m.anned whenever there is any danger

of fire. Towermen should arrange to remain on the towers constantly

from morning until night as instructed by the District Forester.

FIRE SUPPRESSION

Whenever the Warden observes a fire or learns of it, it is his duty

to look after it immediately. Prompt action in getting after the fire

and in getting the crew out may be the means of preventing enormous
destruction as well as stopping fire that would otherwise probably be

very difficult to control. No two fires are alike, even though they may
occur approximately in the same place. For this reason no hard and
fast rules can be made as to how to control them, yet it is good
practice to figure out in advance just what could be done in case of a

fire at any particular point and time in one's district. Strategy plays

as big a part in fire fighting as in warfare.

The men should be taken to the fire in the shortest possible time in as

fresh a condition as possible.

It must be remembered that we arc employees of the State of Penn-
sylvania and that we should do our work as efficiently and as

economically as we would do if it were for ourselves or a private firm.
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Fires are serious and the greatest pi*ecautions must be taken in seeing

that they are utterly extinguished, but neither time nor auto expense

should be used without good judgmeut as either of IIkmu soon makes
unnecessarily high bills.

A number of years ago when fires occurred on mountains, people

scratched paths about the fields on the upper side of the fences in

order to save the fences and the fire was allowed to burn in the other

direction. The Department of Forests and Waters is trying to save

not only a few fences, but the forests. With these old methods in

mind, much so-called fire fighting has developed into following a fire

rather than fighting it. Following a fire even with a large number of

men will never extinguish it. To extinguish it one must fight it.

Warden in Charge

The Warden is in charge at a fire and he must keep his crew in con-

trol at all times. Control of a crew is a fine test of skill and judgment.
The different opinions of several men alternately expressed and fol-

lowed make the attack fitful and much time and labor may be lost. A
line of action should be determined upon and then followed fast and
hard. If more than eight or ten men are present, they may be divided
and a foreman put over each crew. This will avoid idle time and will

make possible the control of a fire more promptly. Each man should be
set at doing the thing he can do best and the whole force used to best

advantage.

Every Warden should have at his disposal and ready for instant use
some conveyance to carry several men. If he owns no means of con-

veyance he should arrange with some one in the community for trans-

portation. The judgment of the AVarden should govern the number of

men he deems necessary to control the fire.

In general it is better to have too many men than not enough, but
there is a limit to this. Ten men are better than eight and fifteen are

better than ten, but there is a limit to the number of men that one
Warden can effectively direct. Forest fires have occurred at which
one or two Wardens and 200 or 300 men have been present and as there

were more men than the AVardens could direct, the result was that the

whole number did not do as good Avork as 50 men could have done. Im-
proper leadership is another great drawback in handling a large num-
ber of men. Even where a number of Wardens are present, wasted
effort is due to lack of cooperation between Wardens. One Warden
should be designated as being in charge of the fire and should direct

the work of all the other Wardens so that the fire can be properly and
effectively extinguished and not allowed to burn hour after hour due
to scattered efforts.
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Prompt Action

Tlie oflicieucy ol' a Warden and his local orj»:anization is determined

by the tinu' ^vliieh <'hij)s<'s l)etweeii the start of the tire and the fir.st

attack. There shouhl be no excuse for delay after a tire is known to

exist. Quick action reduces expense, loss, hard work, and prevents big

fires. Small fires are easily subdued. It is true that fire fighting is

more effective in the evening, night, or early morning, but it is a

criminal waste to wait until that time to begin.

Call of Crew

Ordinarily, it is not wise to call out more than two or three crews

at the first call, unless the tire already has a good start, or that it is

likel}^ to become dangerous in a very short time. On the other hand,

it is always well to remember that it is better to have one or two crews

too many than to be one crew short. If, after reaching the fire it is

found that more men will be needed, no time .should be lost in sending

for additional forces. If necessary, nearby fire wardens should be

notified by telej^hone or telegraph.

Organized Work

Those who go to a fire should report to a w^arden. If the warden is

absent, a foreman should be selected. Too many bosses in a fire-fighting

crew slow up the attack. Each crew should be stationed at some im-

portant place on the fire line. In this way the fire may be more ef-

fectively controlled. For example, at a light surface fire one crew may
be sent along the fire line with extinguishers or sprayers followed by
men with rakes, shovels, hoes or brooms to clear the ground of litter

and prevent the fire from crossing the line. Another crew may be sent

for water to keep the spray tanks supplied. Or in case of a fire sweep-

ing through brush and timber, if back-firing is resorted to, the fore-

man should go ahead and decide on the line from which the back-firing

is to be done ; one or two axemen should follow, then several men with

forked sticks, rakes, brooms, hoes, shovels, mattocks, etc., should clear

the trail down to bare earth. One torchman to set the back-fire is

usually sufficient. He should be followed by guards, who are sometimes
equipped wuth sprayers or chemical extinguishers, to prevent fire cross-

ing the trail. The rear guard must be the most reliable man of the

crew for he must see that the fire line is safe before he moves up the

line.

Food for Fire Fighters

The men will often need food while working at a fire, if away from
home five hours or more. The Warden should know where food can be
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obtained, and should make arrangements previously with his local mer-
chants to supply the same to any messenger whom he might dispatch to
get it. It will even be moi-e satisfactoiy if the Warden and the store
keeper make up a few lists of food and agree ui)on the mnuber of men
each list will supply. If it is necessary to go to private homes for
supplies one must make the best of what he can get. Wardens must not
forget that the Auditor General has ruled that the State cannot pay
for

'

'
pop '

'
and tobacco. He does not deem these to be necessities and

they will not be paid for.

Assistance of Land Owners

The owner of the land or his representative and employees should
be among the first to be called out for assistance in fire suppression.

Survey of Fire

Upon arrival at the fire, the Warden should find out as soon as pos-
sible what part of the fire is advancing most rapidly, and what timber
or other property of most value is likely to be destroyed. He should
hunt up the other wardens and learn the plan of attack Keeping'
down the area burned over and the amount of damage are the two
things for which he must work. He mu>t decide quickly whether to
place his men between the fire and the most valuable growth or in front
of the most rapidly advancing flames. He should know the distanee to
the nearest trail, road, brook, or field. He should judge the speed of
the fire and how far ahead he must start his attack, and remember
not to allow his men to follow the fire but to fight it.

It is a&sumed the Warden will be prompt, and that he and his crew
M^ll arrive while the fire is small. But if for any reason a warden must
attack a large fire he should take the men to the front; start the attack
at a favorable place, and then size up ccmditions, going entirelv around
the fire if necessary. No time must be lost, but a half-hour^ spent in
making plans after a complete investigation, may determine the suc-
cess or failure of the fight.

''For instance, to beat out a hot fire line in the woods within a
short distance of a road in a dry time is generally mistaken judgment

wi'thM .
'' exceedingly likely to break over again as it would noiVMth the bare soil of the road to help control it; or spreading a limited

force of fighters on a long fire line, part of which is headed toward anatural barrier, and part of which is not, weakens the work where mostneeded and spends effort where unnecessary.

''Fire can be headed or directed into natural barriers like swamps
clearings, old burns, hedges, etc., by choosing which portion of L
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hciid fire to attack first, when the whole fire line cannot be met promptly
and effectively hecniisc ol* its m;iji:Mitii(le or oi' lack ()\' help. .Iiidi^meiit

nsed in this way is worth more than hours of lalior."

—

New levsty

Circular.

Methods of Fighting Forest Fire

The object of forest protection work is not only to prevent forest

fires but also to detect and control those which occur before they grow
large. Forest fire does damage not only to present growth but also

prevents valuable growth from becoming established on apparently

worthless areas. Every forest fire does some damage. The efficiency

of a Warden and his local organizations is determined by the time

which elapses between the start of a fire and his first attack.

Quick action avoids expense, loss, hard work, and the probability of

big fires. Small fires are easily subdued, and permit every one's

getting back to his regular work in a short time. It is true that fire

fighting is more effective in the evening, night, or early morning, but it

is extremely bad policy to wait until that time to begin.

A local alarm bell or whistle and a prearranged place of meeting,

help greatly. In case other assistance is needed, use the telephone as

much as possible or send messengers to various homes. A small, well

trained, well equipped crew at the beginning of a fire is worth 50 to

100 men later. One man should be started to the fire at once to make
investigations and be ready to report to the Warden upon his arrival.

There are many methods of attacking a forest fire. Some are good
and some are not. Some may think their method is the only one. A
good warden is always ready to receive suggestions of value and is will-

ing to give them fair trial at least. Methods of fighting vary with the

character of the fire, character and condition of the forest, condition

of atmosphere, strength and direction of wind, rapidity of fire's ad-

vance, topography, material on ground, etc.

Tree Fires: Tree fires are stopped by shutting off the air which
makes a draft throught the hollow trunk. Close the hole at the ground
if possible with dirt. If this cannot be done, the ground around the
burning tree should be cleared, and the tree should be felled. The
fire can then be smothered inside and outside. If water is available,

the fire may be put out with force pump or sprayer or chemical ex-

tinguisher without felling the tree. Dead snags in forests should ha
felled as a matter of fire prevention as well as for the benefit of the
forest.

Underground Fires: These fires can be stopped only by digging deep
enough to prevent their spread. The ditch, as well as the surface should
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be flooded if possible. This, however, is seldom possible. Where an
underground fire has a good start it may be cheaper to blast a ditch
than to dig one. Well-placed dynamite will do effective work in a short
time.

Crown Fires: We have few crown fires in Pennsylvania. Natural
conditions as to topography and growth are the best means of stopping
any that may occur.

How A Forest Fire IJurns Whe\ There Is no AVind

Surface Fires: This is the kind of fires which occur most frequently
in Pennsylvania. If there is little wind the flames may be put out
by beating with branches (pine preferred), shovels, and wet burlap.

Fire fighters should beat the flames with a side sweep toward the fire

to avoid spreading sparks. Sweeping with old brooms, brooms made
of branches, or steel brooms, is better than beating. The burning
material may be pushed back upon the burned-over ground with
rakes, sticks, forks, or other tools. The idea is to separate the burning
material from that not yet afire. Water is always effective, but too

frequently dependence is placed on it, and when it is not available fire

fighters seem to be at a loss to know how to make their attack. The
fire can be smothered by throwing on dry or moist sand or dirt. If it

is possible to plow, a furrow may be thrown up quickly to restrict the

spread of the fire.

Sometimes small or lightly-burning fires are beaten out. If no trail

is cleared to the bare ground entirely around the burned area, here
and there small pieces of smouldering wood may be fanned into flame
and the fire may again break out. It is always a safe practice to make
a clean trail with exposed mineral earth entirely around the burned
area.

Chemical extinguishers are sometimes used. Careful tests have been
made by foresters and it has been found that the chemical spray is
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of no more value in the woods tlian is plain water with a little force
back of it. This force can be supplied by a foot pump, or by air

pressure, as in the ordinary fruit spraying devices. Sprinkling water
in front of the fire reduces the force of the flames and permits close
beating and raking. To be effective, considerable water is required
when it is sprinkled directly on the flames. Water is used to the best
advantage when the stream is tlirown at the ground immediately in
front of the flames. The water and force combined will stop the
flame's advance. It is also satisfactory to .spray water against the
base of the flames from the rear particularly if there is much smoke.

"^s. Start one crew here
'^.^'"^TER HEAD FIRE IS CONTROLLED

BACK FIRE OR
\PUT OUT FIRE LINE

ERE FIRST
work from middle

/both ways or
/from one end

/across as CIRCUM-

/ STANCES DECIDE

^.
IN

^""^^pithTm '"Z.
PiWrCTtOM
or wiMtk

•Start one crew here
RFTER MCflO FIRE IS CONTROLLED

Tiuv^'Mwri'.. i)''
''''

^i'^'^-^^'^
^^^'^' I^^oRK^T FiKK. Always Work Fkom iv FkontloNNAUI, T„K K„:ak. Stop TI,K IlKAM-KUlK FHiST AM> WoRK I^XU FN() Ll TOKa( H Sii.E SO That the Sn,K-KiRE Cannot Work Arouni, to v New

IlEAD-iaRE.

Back-firing: When the wind is strong or when the flames are in
slash, fallen logs, dead ferns, bracken, or grass, fire becomes so intense
that it is unsafe and impracticable to attempt close attack. Back-firing
is resorted to in such cases. It should be remembered that fire is a
dangerous force and that when fire is fought with fire extreme care
and keen judgment must be used. If a fire starts some area will be
burned-over and some growtli will be damaged, but in order to reduce
the damage as much as possible some additional sacrifice may have to
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be made by starting a back-fire. The area to be covered by the back-
fire should, however, be kept as small as is practicable.

Frequently under excitement, the speed at which the original fire is

traveling is misjudged and a back-fire is .started too close to it or too
far in advance of it, usually the latter. Occasionally a back-fire has
been set at the foot of a mountain along a road to stop a fire just com-
ing over the top. Sometimes a land owner has set a back-fire along his
property line without regard to where it may go or where the original
fire was. Indiscriminate back-firing cannot be condemned too strongly.
A lack of information regarding the locations of fire breaks already
establislied, and the topography, may result in errors in back-firing.
(Everyone should be on the watch for such cases and report them^

The Incorrect AVay to Attack kv Kack-fire. The HEAD-FutE Reaches theMre-hreak am» J I MI'S Over it Before the liACK-FUtE Keaches the Point
OK Advantace.

Sucli errors should be reported to the person in charge of the fire-
fighting crews. After the necessity for starting a back-fire has been
determined—and not before—the back-fire should be started as close
to the main fire as practicable. Sometimes back-fires do not stop the
original blaze. In that case the crew must drop back to a second line
of defense and renew the attack. The retreat should be made promptly
and the new fight started at once from the most advantageous position.

Fire burns slowly down hill, and rapidly up hill. Therefore a good
place to start a back-fire is just over the brow of a hill up which a
fire is advancing on the opposite side. Fires burn slowly against the
wind and rapidly with the wind. The heat and draft from the advanc-
ing fire attracts the heat from the back-fire and hastens the advance of
the latter when the two are approaching. Observation of the force
and direction of the wind will give warning in time to protect the
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men. It will also indicate whether a quick advance should be made to

another point that is threatened by the flames.

A back-fire should be started from a fire-break, such as a road,

stream, or other natural barrier. In case a fire-break is not found at

the proper place for back-firin^?, one must be made. The ground should

be cleared so that the damp mineral soil is exposed. Such a trail can

be made very quickly even through brush with forked sticks, if no

other tools are available. Of course, axes, brush hooks, rakes, hoes,

shovels, and brooms are better tools.

BEGIN BACK PIPE
HERE

AND V/ORK BOTH ALONG
ROAD AND TRAIL

W f IVPP* * "^^ \ XTriT 17» i "^ k -KT 1>17« T Tc3t7«r* 4 1^ 4 /<?.» ^l.'Tpii^. \ f 4 X' VI 4 \'t^ 'IV • pfP T f^NTiPP lUT'p Till.'

Akea Burned by the Back-fire is Reduced. Be Careful that the Side-

fire Does not Come up Before the Wings of tife Back-fire are Safe.

Usually the smoke is thickest, fighting is most uncomfortable, and

danger of spark-spreading is greatest in line with the draft of the fire.

The back-fire should be started at this point, and every man available

is needed there. The back-fire should be started at the lower point

of a V, the sides of Avhich are open enough and extended far enough

to include the header of the advancing fire. The whole crew is avail-

able to attack promptly the spot fires in case sparks cross the fire-

break. As soon as the header is halted the side lines of the back-fire

may be drawn in close to the side lines of the main fire and continued

parallel to them, or even run into them. The rest of the fire-line may
be beaten out. Remember, hoAvever, that a trail cleared to mineral soil

should extend entirely around each fire to make it safe. The crew,

even if small, should be divided at the point of the V, with a few

more men on the side which should be advanced more rapidly or on

which the danger is greater because of the wind.

A satisfactory arrangement of crew is as follows: The warden or

foreman directs the course and location of the fire-break, if one must
be made. He is in charge of the whole fire-fighting force and should
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moil. Tt ^vill also indicate wlictlicr a (|iiie'k advance should be made to

anotlier point tliat is threatened by the flames.

A baek-fire should be started li-oni a fire-break, sueh as a road,

stream, or otlu'r natural barrier, in ease a fire-break is not found at

the proper |)laee for baek-firinti'. (nie must l)e made. The jiround should

be cleared so that the damp mineral soil is exposed. Such a trail cjin

be made very (piickly even throuj-ih brush with forked sticks, if no

other tools are available. Of course, axes, brush hooks, rakes, hoes,

shovels, and brooms are better tools.

BEGIN BACK FIRE

HERE
AND V/ORK BOTH ALONG

ROAD AND TRAIL
W'MKKK ax AN<n.E (\\.\ I'.K I'SK!) A Hac K! !KK; .MaV HaVK T(? UK I.<»N«;KU. lU ! Tl!!;

Al{KA lil'KNKI) I!V TIIK P.A< K-IIKK IS UkIM < Kl». P»K ('AKKKir. Ill AT INK SlUK-

IIKK hoKS .NOT CoMK IT P»i:i(U{K INK WiNCiS Ol IIIK P>A( K-FIKK AKK SAIK.

Usually the smoke is thickest. fi^htin<i' is most uncomfortable, and

danji'er of spark-s])readin«i- is «ireatest in line with the draft of the fire.

'Phe back-fire should be started at tliis point, and every man available

is needed there. The back-fire should be .started at the lower ])oint

oi' a W the sid(\s of which are open euou«:h and extended far enough

to include the header of th<' advancing tire. The whole crew is avail-

able t(t attack promptly the spot fires in case sparks cross the fire-

break. As soon as the header is halted the .side lines of the back-fire

may be drawn in close to the side lines of the main fire and continued

l)arallel to them, or <'ven run into them. The rest of the fii'e-line may
be beaten out. liemember. liowever, that a trail cleared to mineral soil

should ext<'nd entirely around each fire to make it safe. The crew,

even if small, should Ix' divided at the i)oint of the V, with a few

more men on the side which should b<' advanced more rapidly or on

which the dan^ci- is greater iiecausc of the wind.

A satisfactory ari-an^cmeut of crew is as follows: The warden or

foi-eman directs the course and location of the fire-break, if one must

be made. TTe is in char^'e of the \\hole fire-fi"'htin<i' force and should
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urpro oach man to do his host. Accoi'dinj^ to the amoniit of briisli to

})(' cut one or two axcnK.'ii or hnisliciittcrs follow the warden. Four
men with rak<'»s, or some other tool, one workiiij»' close to the other,

make a clean trail, exposin**- llie mineral soil, raking the material to

the side away from the fire unless it is needed to start a back-fire.

Next comes a man with a torch. He must not set fire too rapidly for
tlie nearest raker, nor tlie <>uards wlio follow him. If the torchman
sets fire too rapidly for the rakers the heat may drive them otf their

'/ ,' Ki:k(»skne Torches Ahe Tskd for Settix(i Bac k-i-ires.

course, and if too rapidly for the «»uards, the fire may not burn away
from the trail fast enou«:^li to permit their movin^r up with the torch-
man. As a result sparks may blow across the trail where there will
be no one to discover and stamp them out immediately. Four alert
and active guards can take care of a long line of back-fire. They
should have spray tanks and a continuous supply of water. They
should have also a rake or broom. Pine brush may be used in the
absence of a better tool. The rear guard niust be the most dependable
man in the crew^ for he must determine when the line is safe and
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iir«ic ciicli in;ni lo do liis Ix'st. Accordiim- to tlic niiioiint ol" linisli jo

he ('111 (iiic or two jixciiicii or hriislKMil 1 crs follow llic wjii-dcii. Koiir
men willi r;ikr.s, or sonic oilier lool. one workiiiu- close lo Ihc oilier,

iiuiUc i\ cIcMii lr;iil. cxposiiiu- ilic inincrjil soil, raking the material to

the side away from the fire unless it is needed to start a back-fire.

Next conies fi niHii with ;i torch. lie must not srt lire too I'npidly t'oi*

the nearest rakei', nor the .iiinirds who Follow liini. It' Hie lorchniciii

sets fii'c too rapidly for lli<' I'akers the heat niav di-ive Iheni off Iheir

f
Ki;i{osK.\K Toiu iiKs Akk Is.kh ioi; Skiiini. I{a( k-mui.s.

eourse, and if too rapidly for the -iiards, the lire may not burn away
fi-oni the ti-ail fast enon<ili to |)erinit Iheir niovinu- np with the lorcli-
nian. As a result s|)ark.s may blow across the trail whci-e there will
Ix' no one to diseover and .stam|) iheiii oiii immediately. Four alert
and aetive jiuards can take care of a loii^' line of hack-fii-e. Tliev
shoidd liave spray tanks and a contimious su|)ply of water. They
should have also a rake or broom. Pine brush may be used in the
absence of a better tool. The rear -uard miiM be the' most (lepeiidable
man in the crew for he must determim' when the line is safe and
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must not leave it until it is safe. Tt is important that someone who
knows the woods alter dark sliouUI he (h'lnih'd to carry water.

Home authorities do not recommend a back-fire except as a hust resort.

There is no reason, however, why the principles ot* baek-firing- may
not be used at every fire, no matter how small. Some persons recom-
mend that a fire should be attacked where it is first met. This point,

however, may be where it is doing the least damage. The essential

point ,in forest protection is not merely to put a fire out, but to put
it out in the shortest possible time, to restrict it to minimum area and
damage. Therefore it should be attacked where it is making most
headway or where it is doing most damage. Some recommend attack-

ing a fire on the side-line near the front. They contend the front is

gradually narrowed and weakened until it is easily subdued by re-

ducing the amount of fire and draft. There is some merit to this

method, but it is a makeshift.

When fire runs into rocks, or burns over a very rocky area, it may
be necessary to do considerable quarrying to establish a safety trail

around the burned area. In such cases it may be necessary to start a
back-fire at the outer edge of the rocks and let the fire smoulder
under them. This should be done only after careful consideration of
expense and damage.

In rough hilly country several headers may develop because of
topography. The size of the force available will determine how^ these
headers should be handled. After one header has been subdued a
change of wind may cause this situation to arise. It is always poor
policy therefore, to delay the attack on both side lines. As long as a
flame burns, prompt and continuous action is required.

BACK FIRE SHOULD
FOLLOW DOTTED LINES

BCQIN

BJ^CK FIRE
HERE,

AND WORK
BOTH WAYS

If Worked Straight .Across the IIead-fire, the IUck-fire Must be LongEnough to Check not Only the Narrow HEAD-FntE but also the Full
Width of the Fire Behind.
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The foregoing illustration is described by a forester as follows:

**It is useless to try to head off a fire ascending a steep slope. My
method has been to start a back-fire at the top of the slope, dividing

my men into two crews, each running a line away from the other,

at right angles to the direction of the oncoming fire until it is safe

to run the line down the slope in the direction of the fire, flanking

it and finally catching it in the rear." This is a satisfactory method
of attack.

Occasionally a back-fire is started at the bottom and diagonally

to the slope of a hill. As a result, the uphill draft usually causes the

fire to move more rapidly than the men can handle it, and it some-

times gets away. The back fire should be started at the top and
worked down, running directly with the wind or at an angle to it.

It pays to take the time to walk up a hill before starting the back-fire.

It is advisable to do some thinking after a fire has been extinguished.

Review the plan to attack and consider whether better plans might
have been made so that the fire could have been more quickly and
more easily extinguished.

DIRtCTION

or WIND

DAMP LAND, THIN
GROWTH. OR SIMILAR

POOR BURNING

How a Side Fire May Develop a New Head Fire.

The Last Spark: No fire is out until the last spark is dead. Some-
times wardens and men leave as soon as the flames have been extin-

guished, with the result that frequently the fire has started up again

at one or more places. Then the fire has to be fought again; it is

larger, is harder to subdue, takes more time, costs more, burns over

more area, and does more damage than the first fire. No chances

should be taken with its breaking out a second time. All but the most

dependable men should be discharged. The burned area should be
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inspected to see that there is no danger of fire creeping across the
trail which ought to have been cleared around the burned area.
Threatening brands shouhl be thrown far into the burned area ; logs
and branches holding fire should be rolled over and .sprinkled with
water or covered with dirt until they are safe. Punky stumps should
be examined and broken apart to see that they can give off no sparks.
Burning snags standing within several hundred feet of the unburned
area should be cut down. Every precaution should be taken to pre-
vent a recurrence of the fire. If a fire has been put out during the
day, the tract should be patrolled until the wind goes down in the
evening, or until dew falls. If the fire has been extinguished in the
morning and there is the least danger of its starting again, the area
should be patrolled until the next afternoon or evening. No fire is

out until the last spark is dead.

FOREST FIRE DAMAGE
In estimating damage it must be realized that it is absolutely im-

possible to arrive at any exact figure, yet it is possible to give a
reasonable one. Standing growth may be partly or totally destroyed.
Young trees and sprouts may be killed before they are of the size
that can be marketed. In such ca.ses the growth is a total loss. This
may be estimated on the basis of age. If at 50 years an acre of timber
IS worth $25.00, and the stand burned and all killed was about 10
years old, the damage may be given at $5.00 per acre. In other cases
only a certain percentage of the standing trees may be killed or rendered
valueless. Other trees of merchantable .size may be killed, but may
be still of value if used within a reasonable tinie. Still others may
not be killed but may be injured more or less. These facts must be
ke]^t in mind. It is foolish to rei)ort a loss which is greater than the
amount that could be obtained from the sale of all the merchantable
timber that could be found ordinarily upon a similar area.

It is well to rememb<M', however, that there is some loss caused by
each fire, even though the growth on the land mav be apparently
worthless, and even though you may report on vour Form No 15
that there was no loss due to the fact that no value could be ob-
tained from the sale of any material that was damaged. The great
damage that forest fires do on apparently worthless land is in^pre-
ventnig valuable growth from becoming established and growin- into
timber. There is also some loss from the destruction of humus.

"

Area Burned Over

An area 208 feet (about 75 steps) long and 208 feet wide c
tains 1 acre.

on-
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A circular area with a radius of 118 feet (about 42 steps) con-
tains 1 acre.

An area M> mile long and »4 mile wide contains SO acres.

An area 1 mile (5280 feet) long and 1/2 mile wide contains 320
acres.

An area 2 miles long and 1/2 mile wide contains 640 acres.

An area 1 mile long and 1 mile wide contains 640 acres.

An area 2 miles long and 1 mile wide contains 1,280 acres.

The Department of Forests and Waters desires to have a complete
and accurate statement of the total area of land burned over in each
county each year. A Warden should make his estimate of acres burned
over only after he ha»s investigated the extent of the fire. Usually
this can be done best, at the time of the fire, as it saves an extra trip.
By going around the burned area, or by finding a high point from
which the whole area is visible, by inquiring of those who assist at
the fire, or better by making a sketch of the area and putting in
known distances a fairly accurate estimate may be made. A Warden
should give his own conservative estimate without regard to any claim
made by owners. Most Wardens over-estimate area, but some do under-
estimate. Some do not try to come near actual figures, but make a
guess in round numbers. This is wrong. We do not expect a Warden
to make a survey of a burned area, but he is expected to make a
reasonable effort to approximate the actual area.

Investigations

Many Wardens believe that after they have extinguished a fire and
submitted a bill their duties have ended. Each Warden is under
obligation to investigate the cause of each fire and to report in de-
tail, without fear or favor, whatever evidence he can collect concern-
ing it. The investigation can be done best at the time of the fire or
immediately after, while the facts are fresh in the minds of those who
may know anything of value. The investigation may require time or
it may be conducted in a quiet way without loss of time from the
Warden's regular work. In case evidence is discovered which may
require time or ability which the Warden feels he is unable to furnish,
such evidence or clue should be submitted to the District Forester
and the matter will be referred to someone for special investigation.
A fire bill never should be delayed on account of investigation as to
cause of fire. Time of investigation should always be kept separate
from time spent in connection with extinction of fire.
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In the collection of evidence it is well to use a note book and to

write down the name miuI address oC tlie pfii'ty interviewed nnd llie

statements he makes. Jf possible, have liim sign his name to tlie

statements after they have been read to him. A Warden may place

any one under oath administered by himself in order to discover any

facts in regard to a forest fire. (Use Form 113).

The evidence necessary to support criminal action for the violation

of law must be clear, definite, and positive. It should be remembered

that guilt must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, and therefore

the evidence necessary must be stronger than in civil cases for the

collection of damages, where only a preponderance of the testimony

is necessary to make out the case. Wardens are concerned ^vith actions

for violation of law.

In all cases the name of th(; trespasser in full should be secured,

his place of residence, correct acklress, his occnpation, his where-

abouts before the fire, what he was doing at the time of the fire, and

names of the witnesses who either saw the act or have knowledge

of the circumstances previous or subsequent thereto. This means all

facts connecting the party with the fire and includes exact dates.

It is necessary to trace the movements of the trespasser prior to

the time of the fire and also to show his movements thereafter, be-

cause they will in most cases have a bearing upon his previous ac-

tions. These facts tend to rebut any alibi which the trespasser may
attempt to prove. In fact, the good handling of cases necessitates

securing of facts to overcome a possible alibi.

It may prove valuable at the time of the trial to have some .infor-

mation of the general reputation of the trespasser in the community
in which he lives or in the vicinity of the fire ; and, in addition,

whether he is responsible for other fires in that vicinity.

Affidavits of witnesses familiar with the facts should always be ob-

tained. If they refuse to give affidavits, statements showing the facts

to which they can testify should be furnished. (Use Form 113).

In some cases the suspect may be found near the scene of the fire

and admissions or confessions may be obtained from him in the pres-

ence of witnesses. In securing such confessions extreme care must
be taken that the trespasser is not intimidated in any way or that he
is not influenced by any promises of leniency. Such expressions as

''It will be better for you if you tell the truth," or any of like char-

acter should never be used. The suspected man may be accused of

setting the fire, but at the same time it w^ould be preferable to tell

him that anything he may say may be used against him.
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The reason for these precautions lies in the fact that confessions

must be voluntary, and if they are not the court will refuse to alloAV

them to be admitted as part of the evidence. The general rule is

that confessions are voluntary when they are made by the person
accused under such circumstances that his mind is entirely free from
any influence either of fear or favor.

If the result of your investigation or subsequent investigations by
someone else develops that the person who started the fire can be
held under the criminal law, then the Department expects to take

action against that person or corporation. In many cases where
criminal suit is not justified the Department is satisfied to present a
bill for the cost of extinction. It is, therefore, especially important
that the correct name and address of the person responsible for the
fire be given. (Act of April 3, 1929, P. L. 135.)

In case of fire started through railroad operations, a special report
on Form No. 19 must accompany regular report on Form 15.

SAMPLE FORMS
Wardens should not forget that all bills and reports according to

law must be in the hands of the Chief Forest Fire Warden within
sixty days after the fire occurred. Bills coming to him after sixty

days will not be approved. It is, therefore, the duty of each Forest
Fire Warden to make up the bills and reports promptly and send
them to the District Forester immediately after the fire. Do not
let more than a week elapse until this is attended to. Don't over-
look any names that should be included on bills. Get everything
together and get it right the first time. (See Special Instructions in
Time Book.)

Bills for fire fighting are paid by the State Treasurer only when
supported by evidence that they are just and correct. When a warden
is appointed, he takes the oath that he will return true reports and
correct and true bills. There is a penalty (under Section 1001 Act of
June 3, 1915 P. L. 797, as amended by Act of April 26, 1923 P. L. 93)
for rendering a false or fraudulent statement.

Remember that wherever there is an item of expense except labor
there must be an itemized receipt.

Do not send in your bills and reports until you have gone over
them fully. Make sure that each (]uestion is answered. The bill and
report will be returned to you for correction unless it is made out
properly the first time.
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Fi.nii 15.

PKWSYJ.VAXIA DEFAHTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS
FOREST FIRE REPORT District

(A form like this is to bo used for each fire)

I{('l)ort of Warden. Post Office

Njiines of other AVardejis at the fire

1. Start of Fire V.)

(Date)

A. AI. P.M.
(Hour)

2. Located Township Count.v.

Name of nearest landmark
(Stream, town, mile poat, etc.)

3. Canse (Determine canse as fully as possible. If railroad fire, form V.) must
accompany this report.)

Known cause

A. M. P. M. Extinfjuished 19
(Hour) (bate)

Probable cause (If facts are not known give

.your supposition)

Name and address of person responsible for
fire

4. Characier of Lan(? Burned :

Check one : (x)

Tourist
Miner
Hunter
Parmer
Fisherman
Lumberman
Herry Picker
Smoker
Children

Forest land with trees over 6"
diameter

Forest land with trees under (i"

diameter
(Including Plantations)

Forest land with no trees pres-
ent (Brush land)

Fields

Total area burned

Acres were previously

burned in
(Year or years)

No.
Acres

Kinds of Trees
A\erajrc

Diameter of

Trees

For Plantations Only

Area plantation burned acres

Siiie trees

Kind trees

Owner of Plantation
(Name)

Of the area burned acres are within the State Forest. (Owned bv Dept
ot Porests and Abaters.)

'

5. Damage:

Merchantable trees (Over
(>" diameter)

T'nmerchantable trees (I'n-
(ler ({" diameter)

Wood products (Log, conl-
wood, etc. )

Other Forest 1* r o d u c t s
(Bark, etc.)

Improvements ( Buildings,
Fences, etc. )

Other Material (Brush.
CJrass, Humus, etc.) . . .

Total

Yalu.'

Amount of Materia 1 Diinuitfcil
Kind of
ProductCords

Or Board
Feet

Or No. of
Pieces

—

1

1
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^'^^^1 ^^'" '*''^'' approved for payment by Chief Forest Fire Warden

after CO days trom date of fire. Send bills in promptly.)
>> «ti"tn

Not paid through Wardens
(Wardens give number and time of other help)

No. U.S. Cost

State Forest Eiuployees.
Other State Fmployees.
Special Fire Wardens .

Other Help
Total

Paid through AVardens
(Wardens do not use this space—for

Harrisburg office only)

Local Forest Fire Wardens
Employees
Auto or teams
Food
Other Ex'ix'uses

Total

\o. llrs. Cost

7. Fire Time

:

L II r. Fire was ex-
tinguished . .

.

2. Hr. Fire was
controlled . . .

8. II r. of arrival at
fire

4. Ilr. first m a n
left for fire . .

i>. Ilr. fii-e was re-
ported

<. Ilr. fire started 1

A. -M. P. M.
I
Date

(Not to he filled in by Warden)

Elapsed Time

Patrol (1-2)

C<mtrol (2-3)

Travel (8-4)

(jSet away (4-5)

Kepoi-t (5-6)

Total (1-(J)

Start to arrival (8-6)

Report to arrival (8-5)

Mis.
j

Min.

N. Discovery:

P.M.Who reported file lo .v(»u Date Hr A.M.
(Name and Address)

Name of tower report ing Date Ilr A.M. P.M.

'•>. ludividual or corporations whose laud burned?

Name Address Acres Burned

](). Show location of fire by .sketch. Use Ahip. Other infornmtion also nuiv be
written here.

Study the Forest Fire Warden Manual. It tells how to estimate area and
damage, and how to make uit bills and repcuts.
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Every question on these forms is asked because an answer is wanted.
If a question is asked and you do not know the answer, say so in the

space provided.

In each case where a forest fire was started through a railroad

operation, Form No. 15 must be accompanied by a special railroad

fire report Form No. 19. When you send in a bill and report for

railroad fire, send Form No. 19 along. (See sample forms in back
of this bulletin). The bill will not be paid and your report and bill

will be held up until Form No. 19 is supplied. Railroad section men
should not hesitate to give true and honest reports on Form No. 19

for the railroad company is just as interested in having true reports
made as is the Department of Forests and Waters.

Where it can be determined who is responsible for a forest fire

the Commonwealth renders a bill to that individual in order to col-

lect cost of extinction. It is, therefore, very important that Form
No. 19 as well as Item No. 3 on Form No. 15 be filled out correctly.

(Act of April 3, 1929 P. L. 135).

When the Fire Warden submits his bills and reports, he should
look them over carefully and make sure of the following points

:

1. Is the date you are sending in the report within a reasonable
time after the fire occurred?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

0.

Have you answered every question?

If a railroad started the fire, have you submitted Form No. 19?

Have you a receipt for each item except labor?

Is the receipt itemized?

Have you forgotten any items of expense?

Have you given the names and addresses of the individuals
owning the land which was burned over?

Have you signed your name at the bottom of Form No. 16?

Remember! Do not pay your men in advance, as checks al-

ready made out will be sent to you for distribution.

If you need any more blank forms, get them from tlie Inspector
when he calls upon you, or send a ])0stal card to the District For-
ester, telling him what yon need.
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t'orm 19.

l»KN\SVIiVAx\IA J)KI\\liTMi:NT OF KOllKSTS AM) W.ATKItS

SPKCIAIi HAlliUOAl) FIIIK liEPOKT

1. Name Thomas W'hittaker. Warden—Address Mountain llomv

2. Fire started: Date April lo, 1030 Hour 1.30 P. M. County Monroe Twp. Baatt

3. Names of K. K. responsible for tire 7>. L. dc W . Division Scran ton

4. Time fire was reported to warden J.3.1 P. M.

5. Time warden started for tire 1.38 J*. M. Time arrived with crew LOO P. M.

0. Who reported it? Towermnn Address Snow Hill

7. (Jause of fire hhujinv Sftarhn
(engine sparks, cinders, biiniing liglit-of-way, lies, etc.)

S. J'assenjjer or freight train Paa.'icnflcr Kiigiiie number itji't

0. LOCATION OF FIUF hrtucvn mile post.s 31 amJ 3>
(1)\ mile post )iuiiili«'r, telephone polt" niinilfer, or dislance and direction from nearest station.)

10. Which side of track did lire start? co.s/

(NORTH, EAST, SOITH, WKST)

11. Did fire start on ri;>;ht-of-wa.v? ?/c.« Directi<m of wind nr.st

If not, how far from track?

32. Condition of right-of-way not hiirncd

13. Did fire start on timber, brush, or jjrass land? firanHJand

14. Was the K. U. Co. notified of this fire? yes

By whom? me When /..W /'. M. Who was notifii'd? Station at Cnsro

15. What help did the R. Ti. give? Section (fang

]0. AVas anyone fiffhting the tire when you arrived? //r.v

17. Who? Section {/any

18. Was the fire out when you arrive<l? no Was it under contntl? no

Did you and your men help put it (»utV i/rx

IJ). WHY ])0 YOU STATE THAT TllK FIHK WAS CAUSED BY THE
II. R.

?

It started near the tracks on a heart/ grade

20. Did you talk with the Secti<m f«>reman? i/es One of the crew? //c»

What is his name? Conrad Ifensler, Crcsco

21. Name and Addresses of witnesses who can fix responsibility for fire

J. A. Seg nine, Cresco

L. A. Ilugncnin, Mountain Uome.

liay Price, Mountain Home
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Form 7.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

Mt. Pleasant, Pa.,

(Placje)

June, 1, 1930
(Date)

Received of the COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Per V. M. Bearer

y

Two and JJl Dollars
100

For the following Items of Expense, Depnrtment Service:

5 loaves of bread @ 10c, .oQ

2 1/2 lbs. cheese @ 40c, 1.00

10 cans beans (si -10c, 1.00 $2.50

$2.50 J. I). SHAFFER, (Store keeper).
(Tliis r('<'<'ii>t iiHist be in ink.)

Form 7.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

Mt. Pleasant, Pa.,
(Place)

June. 1, J.0.10

(Date)

Received of the COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Per V. M. Bearer,

Three and ^^^

100
Dollar

For the followino- Items of Exj)ense, Dejiartment Service:

Auto hire from Mt. Pleasant to the fire and return

SO Miles, @ 10c per mile $3.00

$3.00 W. S. HUFFMAN
(This receipt must he in ink.)
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Foini 113.

PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTxMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS

STATEMENT OF WITNESS

Commonwealth of Penna. 1

County. J

( 88

:

Before me, the subseriber, a Forest Fire Warden in the said county per-

sonally appeared Jatc of
(Occupation)

> County, who being duly
(townsliip, borough, city)

sworn doth depose and say, that the facts set forth in the following statement
are true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

And further the deponent saith not.

Sworn and subscribed before me.

Tlie day of A. D. 19

(SEAL) ,Forest Fire Warden

Countv.

(Signature of deponent)

(Address)
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PLAN OF FOREST PROTECTIVE ORGANIZATION

The time has come for much greater efficiency in our forest fire

organization. The number and size of forest fires must be greatly

reduced and our organization put upon a really efficient basis. Our

responsibility has increased. Results must be commensurate with

the money expended. The forest area of the State is covered by

an observation system that is unsurpassed in the United States. Fire

fighting tools are being supplied. Needed telephone lines are being

erected.

The remaining unit of the organization to be strengthened is the

personnel. The following plan has been devised to bring this brancli

of the service up to a standard that Avill make it the best of its kind

in the country.

Patrol as formerly used is abolished since it has proved to be in

most instances inefficient and costly. A study of patrol service will

prove this clearly. Instead we have provided a plan of organization,

that will insure prompt detection and extinction of fires, inspection

and elimination of hazards, fixed responsibility, pay commensurate

with service performed, and public education.

Pennsvlvania is divided into 24 forest districts, eacli in eluirge of

a District Forester. As soon as a forest fire occurs the District Forester

should be notified as well as the nearest warden. Each district is

divided by the District Forester into several sub-divisions, depending

upon the size of the District, the nature of the country and tlie likeli-

hood of fires occurring. In general, the sub-divisions should contain

from 50,000 to 150,000 acres of forest land, and will be in charge of

an Inspector. The Inspector may be the Forester's Assistant, a State

Forest Ranger, or a specially detailed fire warden, who will be re-

sponsible to the District Forester for the satisfactory protection of the

area.

All recommendations for appointments will be made by the District

Forester.

Inspectors

The position of Inspector meets a long felt need for a man who

will have active and detailed supervision over a comi)aratively limited

area, make .inspections of hazards, make investigations of fires, and

have a constant check on the work of the Towermen, Fire Bosses and

Wardens.

The Inspector will be the right-hand man of the District Forester

in the area allotted to him, and will be in immediate charge of the
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fire situation in that territory. He must he capable of making a good
impression on the people with whom he comes in contact, honest,

hard-working, and impartial. He must be a good organizer, and fire-

fighter, and must be capable of making investigations into the causes
of fires. He must have some means of conveyance of his own, a horse,

automobile, or motorcycle, and should have telephone communication.
His activities will in general be confined to private land, except where
a State Forest Ranger is detailed for this duty. Preference shall be
given in appointments to the best of the present Wardens if suited
for the work or if they can serve. He is not a patrolman and shall

not be used for that purpose.

DUTIES :—His duties will be to

A—Inspect :—
1. All Sawmills.

2. Railroads.

3. Roads.

4. Other hazardous conditions.

B—See to it that the fire organization is in order at all times to

meet any emergency, report to District Forester all indica-

tions of inefficiency, and make recommendations for improve-
ment of the organization.

C—Have direct charge of the Fire AVardens in the area assigned
to him and to keep them alive to the need for prompt action
when their services are needed.

D—Keep in touch with the towermen.

E—Take charge of any fire on which he is needed, especially in

case the Warden immediately in charge needs additional help.

F—Investigate all fires in his territory.

G—Check up on all fire fighting equipment in the hands of Fire
Bosses, its use and condition.

H—Visit schools.

I—Put up ))()sters.

J—Make a semi-monthly rejiort to the District Forester on Form
34 setting forth his

1. Activities for the period.

2. Recommendations for the betterment of the organization.

COMPEXSATTOX.—He will be paid by the day or hour and will

be paid for reasonable expenses incurred in his assigned work.
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Towermen

A Towerman shall be in charge of his tower and shall be responsi-
ble for its condition. He must be reliable, energetic, have good eye-
sight, and must be capable of reading and understanding maps. He
must know his region thoroughly. He must have knowledge of the
general behavior of fires and must be capable of exercising good
judgment in the reporting of them. He must be courteous and must
be able to talk intelligently about the protective organization in the
territory under his observation. He must be neat. Rangers shall
not be used regularly as towermen. The Towerman must be a Forest
Fire Warden and present Wardens who are satisfactory must be given
preference in appointment.

DUTIES:—The Towerman sliall be responsible for the prompt de-
tection and reporting of all fires that occur on the area under
his observation and his duties will be to

A—Report all fires to the Fire Warden nearest the scene of the fire
giving the

1. Location and extent as accurately as possible.
2. Direction the fire is burning.
3. Approximate number of men necessary to promptly ex-

tinguish it.

4. Apparent cause.

B—Keep the District Forester and Inspector informed as to the
progress of all fires and report the need of additional help.

C—Keep the telephone line to the tower in repair.

D—Maintain everything in and around the cabin and tower in a
neat and cleanly condition.

E—Do such other work as may be assigned to him durin- wet
weather.

'^

F—Make a daily report by telephone to the District Forester dur-
ing dangerous seasons.

0—Make a semi-monthly report in duplicate to the District For-
ester on Form 36.

COMPENSATION :-He shall be paid by the day or hour for the
fire season and shall be expected to furnish his own sustenance
and bed clothing. The Department will provide a stove, also
fuel where it can not be cut locally by the Towerman.
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Fire Bosses

Fire Bosses and their crews will constitute the mainstays of the ex-
tinction forces.

The Fire Bosses shall be the best Fire Wardens situated in the
most advantageous places for the prompt extinction of fires and
should be men who are comparatively independent, such as farmers,
storekeepers, etc. Most State Forest Rangers may be detailed for this
duty. A fire Boss must be honest, reliable, energetic, a good fire
fighter, and organizer. He must have a telephone either in his home
or one close by that is available for his use at all times. He must
appreciate the value of minutes in fire extinction. He shall not be
used for patrol duty.

DUTIES :—The duties of a Fire Boss will be to

A—Organize and maintain an efficient crew of fire fighters that
will be willing to answer a fire call at all times or, if neces-
sary, several crews.

B—Remain at his station during all periods when there is danger
of fires occurring.

C—Respond to all fire calls promptly.

D—Have charge of the crew at the fire.

E—Have charge of the fire in the absence of the Inspector and to
promptly and efficiently extinguish it.

F—Report on Form 15 all fires he helps to extinguish.

G—Render a correct statement of the expenses in connection Avith
the extinction of fires.

H—Use properly and keep in good condition all fire fighting tools
placed in his care.

I—Investigate, under the direction of the Inspector, the causes
of the fires he extinguishes.

J—Keep in touch with the Inspector and call iii)on him or upon
the Towerman for assistance.

K—Submit to the District Forester and the Inspector a list of his
crew as soon a,s it is organized.

By having the Fire Boss submit the names of the members of his
crew a complete record of personnel is had and a check pro-
vided for the District Forester in auditing the fire bills.
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Fire Crews

Fire crews shall be made up of reliable men who are good fire

fighters and are interested in the prevention and extinction of fires.

Small regular crews (4 to 8 men) can be better trained, organized,
equipped, and transported than larger ones. The monetary .induce-
ment to join a crew will be the higher wage rate than is to be paid to
men not members of crews.

DUTIES :—They shall be willing to go to a fire at any time they are
called by the Fire Bosses. The crew is under command of the
Fire Boss, and is responsible for the prompt and efficient ex-
tinction of all fires.

COMPENSATION:—Regular crews shall be paid a rate higher than
the ordinary untrained fire fighters.

Patrolmen

Patrolmen shall not be employed except in case of emergency as
to time and hazard and only when autliorized by the Chief Forest
Fire Warden. Their qualifications are the same as those of Fire Bosses.

DUTIES:—-A Patrolman's duties shall be specific and be assigned
to him by the District Forester. He shall be under the im-
mediate supervision of the Inspector.

COMPENSATION:—He shall be paid an hourly wa«
actually employed.

Wardens

»:e for the time

They will constitute the reserve force of tlie organization and may
be called upon at any time to assist in the extinction of fires. They
will be directly under the supervision of the Inspectors. Everything
possible must be done to keep up the morale of this volunteer force
but by a proper development of the organization now planned the
less desirable of the present Wardens can be dropped.
The carrying out of the above plan of organization will enable the

District Forester to keep in direct touch with what is going on in his
district and will relieve him of many of the minor details of the work.
However, with a more extensive system much better results are re-
quired and his responsibility thereby is increased.
Rangers may be used as Inspectors or Fire Bosses according to the

best results to be obtained.

Appointment of Inspectors, Towermen, Fire Bosses, and Patrolmen
where authorized, will be made thru the District Foresters. A Form
31 (notice of Appointment of Patrolmen and Towermen) will be filled
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out for each man. In case of the appointment of Inspectors and Fire

Bosses, the title should be written on the line after the words ' * Patrol-

man or Towerman." In the case of Towerman the name of the tower

he is to man should be written on the same line.

Towermen will submit reports in duplicate semi-monthly (1st to

15th and 16th to 31st) to the District Forester on Form 36 (Tower-

man's Report.)

Inspectors will make out Daily Report sheets (F'orm 80) and sub-

mit them semi-monthly together with '^Inspector's Report" Form 34,

to the District Forester. The District Forester will retain the sheets

from Form 80 but wdll forward the original copy, Inspector's Report

(Form 34) to the Ilarrisburg Office.

For the information of the U. S. Forest Service a monthly record

of the amount of time spent by all of our men on elimination of

forest fire hazards and what they do will be kept. Inspectors, Patrol-

man, and otlier sliould be instructed to enter this data separately on

their reports.

Twice a month the Forester will submit a statement of the amount

due each Inspector and Towerman for the preceding half-month's

services, together with a distribution sheet (Form 82) and the orig-

inal Towerman 's and Inspector's Reports for the half month, (Forms
36 and 34).

EQUIP^MENT :—It is the Department's plan to place a supply of

forest fire fighting tools in the hands of Rangers, Inspectors,

Fire Bosses and some forest fire wardens in key positions.

This is being done as quickly as the money available will al-

low. A start has been made, however, and if tools have been

supplied to you please read these instructions carefully.

Instructions As To Care of Tools

When you received the tools you signed a receipt for them (your

record may be kept on page 48 of this ^Manual). You are responsible

for their safe keeping. Be sure to keep track of them at a fire and
see that they are all returned to you promptly after each fire is out.

The best plan is to have an understanding that each crew member
looks after certain tools.

Have a place for the tools and each one in place.

Hang them up—do not lay them on the floor. They will rust and
become lost quickly when just ** lying around."
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Inform your crew and your family where they are.

Keep them clean, dry, and sharp.

Keep the torches filled and see that you have plenty of extra wicking

on hand.

Do not use the State's tools for work in the garden on the wood pile

or in camping. If you do tools might as well not be furnished for

when the emergency comes they will be dull, broken, rusty, clogged

and lost.

See that all tools are marked as property of this Department.

In case any tools are broken, lost or are unserviceable, immediately

notify the District Forester or Inspector so that they may be replaced

before need for them again arises.

Keep the axe handles securely in the axes.

After a fire check up on the tools.

Don't lift or carry the spray tank by the hose. Use the handle or

strap.

Keep canteens and canvas buckets dry w^hen not in use.

The canvas bucket must become thoroughly wet before it will hold

water. The buckets are used to carry water for use in the spray tanks.

It is a good plan to keep axes and saws covered with a thin coating

of lard. Oil the catch on the Rich Tool to keep the movable parts in

order.

New handles will be furnished for broken ones when necessary.

If you have any questions to ask about the tools write the District

Forester or call Inspector and tell him.

Right Now, before you forget it, see that the tools are all ready for

duty.

FIRE WARDEN'S RECORD OF TOOLS
19

Place Date

Today I received the following forest fire figliting tools from the

Department of Forests and Waters.

Number

Double Bitted axes

Hand axes

Canteens

Canvas buckets

Torches

"Wicking

Spray tanks

Rich fire tools

Fin* Warden.
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CREATION OF STATE FORESTS

The State of Pennsylvania made her first

purchase of forest land in 1898. She had
awakened to the need of State leadership in

the proper nianao^ement of forest areas. For
g^enerations the Keystone State had been a

leader in wood production, but with the whole-
sale destruction of her forests she was slip-

ping- deeper into dependence upon outside

sources for wood supplies and was accumu-
lating- millions of acres of idle land. In every
forest reg'ion of the State one could see the

havoc of unrestrained lumbering", and the

ravages of forest fires. The warning of Dr.

Joseph T. Rothrock, Father of Pennsylvania
Forestry : "Study the problem from what
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point we may, the close connection between
human prosperity and forests appears too

plain to be disputed. The utter removal of

forests marks the beginning of desolation and
the disappearance of man's powers over na-

ture," pictured in a prophetic way the

effects of forest devastation. Dr. Rothrock
advocated the purchase of forest land by the

State not only for the production of wood, but

also to control floods, to make available to the

public health-giving environments, and to as-

sure outdoor recreation to all citizens of the

State. On this broad basis the State Forests

were created and in accordance with its

sound principles they are being administered

today.

GROWTH OF THE STATE FORESTS

The State Forests have been growing in

size ever since the first land was purchased

in 1898, when 17,010 acres were acquired. At
Via AriH r\f fViP thiT-H vpnr aftpr mirrVia'^f' "W'^'^fk

began the State owned 95,140 acres. By the

end of the tenth year 750.10^^ acres had been

acquired. Now, after a (|uarter of a century

of acquisition work, the State Forests com-

prise a total of 1,131,611 acres.

METHOD OF PURCHASE

The State Forest Commission, comprised of
four citizens appointed by the Governor in

addition to the Secretary of Forests and
Waters, is the body authorized by the Legis-
lature to purchase State Forest Land. The
policy consistently followed by the Commis-
sion in these purchases is to give preference
in purchase to those forest lands not now
productive, or practically unproductive, which
can be made to yield wood products. The
intent of the Legislature, as carried out by
the Commission, is to restore idle forest landi
to production through State ownership and
management. The maximum price which can
be paid under the law by the Commission is

$10.00 per acre. So consistently has the Com-
mission adhered to its policy of giving prefer-
ence in purchasing to poorly forested lands,

that the average price paid for lands so far

acquired has been only $2.26 per acre. It has
been clearly demonstrated, over a period of

26 years, that land ])urchases by this Com-
mission afford the necessary safeguards to
the ])ti])lic against excessive prices or uneth-
ical practices.

II
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LOCATION OF THE STATE FORESTS

These State-owned tracts are located chiefly

in the mountainous parts of the State, where
most of the land primarily adapted to the rais-

ing of successive crops of forest trees is found.

The accompanying map shows in black the

location of the State Forests, and the follow-

ing table gives the acreage of State Forest

land in each of the 29 counties in which State

Forests are located

:

,

COUNTT

Adams
Bedford
Cameron ....

Carbon
Centre
Clearfield ....

Clinton
Cumberland
Dauphin ,

Elk
Franklin
Fulton
Huntingdon
Jefferson ....

Juniata
^clwtVUVV Uilllcl

Luzerne
Lycoming ...

Mifflin

Monroe
Perry
Pike

AREA
(acres)

20,887
10,756

83,055
436

79.388

65,069
143,829
21,720
3,808

22,767
34,678
6,396

62,431
5,681

3,534
c. 075u.^f .

11

104,635
50,382
6,400

29,468
58.198

i

i <
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AREA
COUNTY (a«;res)

Potter 158,785
Snyder 20,320
Somerset 6,198
Tioga _ 67,069
Union ..._ 54,193
Westmoreland 5,065
Wyoming 1,177

Total 1,131,611

WHO HANDLES THE STATE FORESTS?

The State Forests are administered by the

Department of Forests and Waters. To give
efficient and prompt service to the pul)Hc, the

State has been divided into 24 forest districts

each of which is in charge of a technically

trained District Forester assisted by Assist-

ant Foresters and Forest Rangers. There are

now (Jan. 1, 1925) 49 Foresters and 63 Forest
Rangers in the State Forest Service, exclusive
of the temporary employes required for State-

wide forest protection. There are 3,000 For-
est Fire Wardens throughout the State who
assist in the prevention, detection, and sup-

pression of forest fire. All officers of the De-
partment are required to render to the public

the highest service of which they are capable.

THE STATE FORESTS BELONG TO THE
PEOPLE

The State Forests of Pennsylvania are the

peoples' property. They are available at all

times for wise use. No class of forest users

is favored. Every one is treated alike. There
are no trespass signs on these lands, but on
every State Forest appear large signs bearing

the words **You are welcome on the State

Forests." These tracts are administered in

such a way that they bring the greatest bene-

fits to all citizens of the State. All that is

required of State Forest users is that the for-

ests and the equipment thereon be used wisely

and not abused. Safeguards are provided
against injury to the forests in all sales of for-

est products and in all permits that are grant-

ed for special forest use. The aim of the

Department of Forests and Waters is to so

handle the State Forests that they will pro-

duce a continuous crop of forest products and
bring a full measure of other benefits to all

the citizens of the State.

THE STATE FORESTS ARE NOW
ACCESSIBLE

When the forest lands were acquired by the

^
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State, most of them were so remote and inac-

cessible that man seldom visited them. Under
State administration more than 1,200 miles of

roads and approximately 2,500 miles of trails

have been developed. The State Forests have
been made accessible for administration, pro-

tection and use. Their boundary lines have
been cleared, painted, posted, and otherwise
marked so that their location is definitely

fixed. Direction signs are generally placed as

an aid to traveller and visitor to reach any
portion of the forests desired. There is con-
veyed in every practicable way to the State
Forest visitor the spirit of welcome.

The first step necessary in a sound forest

program is the protection of the forest from
fire. As the forest is every man's friend, so

forest fire—the greatest enemy of the forest

—

is every man's enemy. Few and futile at-

tempts were made to control forest fires prior

to the time the State began to acquire forest

land. Immediately after land purchase work
was started by the State, active steps were
taken to give proper protection not only
against fires but also against insects, fungi,

and other destructive pests.

9
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More Than 1,200 Miles of Roads Have Been Built
on the State Forests. They are Now Accessible

for Administration, Protection, and Use.

About 2,500 Miles of Trails Have Been Developed
on the State Forests. Even the Most Re-

mote Areas Can Now be Reached.
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WHAT FOREST PROTECTION IS DOING

In 1915 the Bureau of Forest Protection

was established in the Department for the

purpose of extending^ forest protection to all

forest lands in the State. Since then there

has been developed an organization that is

now getting excellent results and making a

successful fight against forest fire. There has
been put into effect for the entire State a com-
prehensive forest protection plan. The organ-
ization that is now (Jan. 1, 1925) combatting
forest fires comprises 49 Foresters. 63 Forest
Rangers, and 3,000 Forest Fire Wardens. Per-

manent improvements have been made and
modern equipment installed to cope with for-

est fire problems, and all fire fighting crews
are equipped with first-class tools. More than
100 forest fire observation towers constructed
at a total cost of $1 0*3,000, have been erected

in all parts of the State. They are indispens-

able in detecting and reporting forest fires.

These fire towers are connected with the head-
qua ff#»t-o

>f District Foresters and Forest
Rangers by 744 miles of telephone lines erect-

ed at a total cost of $92,500. The permanent
improvements and required equipment arc a
big factor in helping the fire fighting organ-
ization to do its work efficiently.

•9
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More than 100 Forest Fire Observation Tow-
ers Have Been Erected in all Parts of

Pennsylvania.

13

Twenty-five years ago no organized attempt
was made to control forest fires in Pennsyl-
vania. As late as 1*)K^ less than 50 per cent
of the forest fires in Pennsylvania were re-

ported, while in 1917, only tw^o years after

the Bureau of Forest Protection was estab-
lished, about 75 per cent were reported. Now
(1924) 98 per cent of all the fires that occur
in the State are reported promptly to forest
ofificers, and thoroughly organized and fully

equipped fire fighting crew^s are immediately
dispatched to extinguish them.

In 1923, 3,539 forest fires, with an average
size of 105 acres, were reported and extin-
guished by Pennsylvania's forest fire fighting
organization. If these fires had been of the
same average size (161 acres) as those of the
ten-year period 1913-1923, and had caused the
same average damage ($2.19) per acre, there
Avould have been burned over in 1923 an area of
569,779 acres with a total damage of $1,247,-

— 1, ... y.-t^^j,^c;c>.\j t moic Liiciu tlie lires oi

1923 actually did incur; or if they had been
of the same average size as those of the year
1913, a comparable year seasonally, there
w^ould have been burned over 1,458,068 acres
with a damage of $3,076,523.48, whereas their

n
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actual damage was only %79A,727.?i7. Either

way it is considered, the improved fire fight-

ing organization of the Department during

1923 eflFected a saving of from $450,000 to

more than $2,280,000.

The smallest area of forest land burned over

during any spring since the Department has

been keeping records, was this spring (1924)

when 903 fires burned over 41,747 acres—an

average of only 46 acres per fire. The effec-

tiveness of the State Forest fire fighting or-

ganization is reflected in the fact that during

the last 5 years there has been burned over

annually less than one per cent of the total

area of the State Forests. In 1924 only 2,025

acres of State owned forest land was burned.

This is only one-tenth of one per cent of the

total area of the State forests. If the forest

fire organization is properly supported, it will

continue to cope successfully with the forest

fire problem, for during the 1922 and 1923 fire

seasons it met the severest test that it will

probably be called upon to meet for many

years. Continuous training and constant vigi-

lance are required to keep the forest fire prob-

lem within the limits of reasonable safety.

T
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Forest protection is the first essential in

replenishing our depicted wood suppl}'. The
results of forest protection in Pennsylvania

are shown by the fact that more wood is being

produced by forest growth than is being de-

stroyed by forest fires. In addition to the ma-
terial results of forest protection, many in-

tangible benefits are produced. Our water

supplies are being safe-guarded, game is more
plentiful, fish more abundant, and marvellous

spots of sylvan splendor are becoming avail-

able to all citizens of the State. All these

things are important factors in sustaining the

health, insuring the welfare, and promoting
the happiness of the citizens of Pennsylvania.

MORE THAN 35 MILLION TREES PLANTED
ON STATE FORESTS

Some of the forest land when purchased

was so devoid of tree growth that the plant-

ing of a new crop of forest trees was neces-

sary. In order to supply the trees required

for planting, a number of nurseries were es-

tablished. The first was established at Mont
Alto in 1900; it now has an annual capacity

of 4.000,000 trees. There arc two other large

forest tree nurseries in the State, one at Clear-

field and the other at Greenwood Furnace.
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Several smaller nurseries are also operated co-

operatively by the Department of Forests and

Waters. The total annual output of these nur-

series has almost reached the 10 million mark.

During the last 25 years 35,331,659 trees have

been planted on the State Forests at an aver-

age cost of $9.34 per acre. As a result of this

planting there are now growing upon the

State Forests approximately 23,500 acres of

thrifty plantations of white pine, red pine,

white ash, red oak, white oak, black walnut,

and many other important forest trees.

PRIVATE OWNERS HAVE PLANTED MORE
THAN 32 MILLION TREES

The 23,5(X) acres of planted trees on the

State Forests are doing much more than pro-

duce wood. They are instructive object les-

sons to private owners of forest land. Fver

since tree planting work was undertaken on

the Staie Forests, private owners of forest

land throughout the State have been observ-

ing it, and are becom.ing impressed with its

success. About 15 years ago a considerable

demand developed among private owners of

forest land for tree planting stock. To satis-

fy this demand, the Department of Forests

and Waters was authorized in 1910 to cooper-
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ate with private planters l)y supi)lying them
with planting stock <tf the cost of production.

In 1915, a greater measure of cooperation was
authorized by supplying planting stock to

private planters at the co,st of packinfj and
tr<nt^i:ortat}OH only. "Jlie following ta1)le gives

the number of trees planted on the State For-

ests by years and the number distributed from

the Department nurseries to private forest

tree planters in Pennsylvania:

Tear

Ntimbor of Tre«i
Number of Treoa Supplied Private
Planted on the Planters by the De-
State Forests partment of Forests

and Waters

1899 1,000

1900 1,500

1901

1902 5.000

1,6001903

1904 7,700

1905 40,000
1906 99,550
1907 36,930
1908 100,628
1909 738,461

1910 66,374
1911 1,663,661 25,360
1912 1,890,404 66,854
1913 3,164,637 47,770
1914 3,393,571 108,685
1915 4,315,436 115,577
1916 5,492,020 1.471,875
1917 3,595,720 1,812.997

«i
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NumlxT of Trcps
.Suppli('<l J'rivatc

Nimilx'r of TrH.'s IManters l»y the ])c-
I'laiittMl (HI the pai'tiiKMit of Kon-sts

Ti'ar Statt; l'\>n's(s ami Watfis

191S 6.03.1760 2.186,899
191«> 2,132,547 3,139,531
1920 238.298 2,543.374
1921 1 77,960 3,041,710
1922 133,221 3,670,621
1923 551,462 5,437,817
1924 424,380 8,577,464

Total 35.331,659 32,312,908

Forest tree planting in Pennsylvania is an
established practice. It is growing by leaps and
bounds. As shown by the foregoing tabic,

only 66,374 trees were set out by private

planters in 1910; in 1915, 115,577 trees; and
less than a decade later the number had in-

creased to more than eight and one-half mil-

lion trees. During 1924, 2,081 forest tree

planters set out 8,577,464 trees in all parts of

the State. Pennsylvania now leads all other

states in the number of trees she supplies to

private owners of forest land.

GREAT CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE

The State's program of forest restoration

on State Forests has brought remarkable
changes. When these lands were acquired,

they were in a devastated condition. Lumber-

j

E^^iagPCTBI

Under State Ownership Promising Stands of Thrif-

ty Forest Trees Have Replaced Vast Areas
of Unproductive Waste Land.

^
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Su|)|)li('<l ri-i\iit<>
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lion trees. During 1^24. 2.0S1 forest tree

l)lanters set out 8,577.464 trees in all i)arts ol

the State. Pennsylvania now leads all other

states in the number of trees she supplies t »

])rivate owners of forest land.

GREAT CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE

'J'he State's ])rogram of forest restoration

on State Forests has brought remarkable
changes. When these lands were ac(juired.

they were in a devastated condition. Lumber-

21
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Under State Ownership Promising Stands of Thrif-

ty Forest Trees Have Replaced Vast Areas
of Unproductive Waste Land.
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men had just completed rcmoxinj^ all salable

material, and what had been left by' them was
consumed In- destructive forest fires. Vast
areas were entirely bare of trees when the
State came int(j possession of them. These
lands have been changed under State owner-
ship from barren mountain sides to forest cov-

ered slopes. In place of desolation, there arc

now promising stands of thrifty trees that in

time will produce valuable wood products.

STATE FORESTS ARE OBJECT LESSONS IN
PRACTICAL FORESTRY

The State Forests are object lessons in

practical forestry. They point the way in

good forest practice. Upon them can be seen
the best methods of handling forest properties

and improving forest conditions. There the
citizens of the State can learn practical les-

sons in forest protection, forest tree planting,

and forest improvement work. The results

upon the State Forests are the best proof of

what our forests can do, and demonstrate in

the most practical way how forest properties

should be handled. One can see there the
promise of the forests that are to be.

23
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The 23,500 Acres of Planted Forest Trees on the
State Forests of Pennsylvania are Instruc-

tive Object Lessons to Private Owners
of Forest Land
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STATE FORESTS ARE A BUSINESS ENTER-
PRISE

The State Forests are handled as a business

enterprise. In spite of the deploral)le condi-

tions that existed on the State Forests at the

time they were acquired, a material income

has already been derived from them. When
the State acquired the land there was little

tree growth upon it. and even now most of

the trees are still immature, yet a consider-

able return has already been received. The

first receipts from the State Forests were ob-

tained in 1900, when $1,227.87 were taken in

from the sale of forest products. The annual

income has been increasing markedly; in 1023

it amounted to $113,094.34, and in 1924 to

$117,308.20. The total receipts from the State

lM)rests amount to $595,244.95, of which $318.-

055.81 have been deposited in the State School

Fund.

A visit to any of the 21 State Forests of

l^ennsylvania will convince any one of the

wisdom of State ownership of forest land.

This land, purchased at an average cost nl

$2.26 ])er acre, is now worth $11.80 i)er acre.

The following table, as of December 31, 1923.

gives the total purchase price of the State

25

Forests, expenditures for administration, de-

velopment, and improvement, and shows the

increased value that has taken place during

the last 25 years.

Estimated present value $13,349,504.49

Total investment and expendi-

tures, 8,165,224.37

Net gain on investment $5,184,280.12

Total purchase price $2,559,237.73

Expenditures for administra-

tion, development, and im-

provements, $5,605,986.61

Total expenditures $8,165,224.37

The foregoing estimate shows that there

has been a total net gain of $5,184,280.12.

European exj)erience and numerous studies on
the State Forests of Pennsylvania show that

a net return of at least $5.00 per acre per year
may be expected from the State Forests when
they are restored to full productivity.

m
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Great Stretches of Devastated Forest Land Were
Common in Pennsylvania When the State

Began Her Forestry Program.

'SV.t
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Thousands of Acres of Idle Forest Land in Penn-
sylvania Remain in Private Ownership That
Should be Included in the State Forests.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE

FOREST RECEIPTS
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YOU ARE WELCOME ON THE STATE
FORESTS

The State Forests are available for all forms

of recreation. Within them are 31 public camp

grounds, 7 State Forest Parks, 9 State Forest

Monuments, and several Scenic Areas, all of

which are open for proper use. Some of the

camping places are equipped with a fire place,

a supply of pure water, comfort stations, gar-

bage containers, tables, and benches, and have

a space for tents. Others ha\e been developed

for smaller parties and are equipped with an

open-front lean-to, fire place, tables, benches,

garbage containers, and other necessary camp

equipment. All of the camps are supplied

w^ith good drinking water and are situated in

attractive surroundings. A conservative es-

timate shows that at least 230,000 people vis-

ited these camps during 1924. it is also es-

timated that last year approximately 65,COO

people visited the forest fire observation tow-

ers from which some of the finest and most

expansive views within the State can be had.

Not less than 600,000 people enjoyed the out-

of-doors on the State Forests during 1924.

20

GOOD HUNTING AND FISHING ON THE
STATE FORESTS

Legitimate hunting and fishing is encour-

aged on the State-owned forest land. Many
sportsmen consider the State Forests their

best hunting grounds, and within them are

some of the finest fishing streams of the State.

Records kept In' District Foresters show that

100,000 hunters and 25,000 fishermen enjoyed

the privileges of the State Forests in 1924.

About 5.S% of the deer and 45% of the bear

killed in the State during 1924 were shot on

State Forests. Without forests there can 1)e

no game or fish worthy of the sportsman's

skill.

HAVE A CAMP IN THE WOODS
There are now almost 1,300 permanent

camps on the State Forests leased by citizens

of Pennsylvania at an annual rental ranging
from $7.00 to $15.00. These camp sites cover

in the aggregate 700 acres. In 1924 they

brought an income to the State of more than

$10,000.00. It is estimated that not less than

225,000 people used these camps last year, and
in years to come the camping facilities on the

State Forests will not be surpassed within

.1
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the State. They have become the recreation

centers for citizens of every walk in life, par-

ticularly for those of restricted means.

'SMII^

Have a Camp in the Woods.
Almost 1,300 Beautiful Sites on the State Forests
Have Been Leased to Citizens of Pennsylvania.

STATE FORESTS SAFEGUARD WATER
SUPPLIES

Most of the water supplies of the State flow

from forested hills and mountains. Special

efforts are made by the Department of For-

ests and Waters to safeguard and increase the

water supplies originating on the State For-

Sl

The Best Water Supplies Flow From Well Forested
Hills and Mountains.

\f:
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ests. Four municipalities have their im-

pounding- basins within the State Forests, and

twelve other Pennsylvania municipalities se-

cure their water supply from watersheds hav-

ing more than 50% of their area on State

Forests. Thousands of other people use of

the pure water supplies that flow from the

Sixteen Municipalities of Pennsylvania Receive Their
Water from Watersheds That Lie

Chiefly in the State Forests.

State Forests. There is no 1)etter way to in-

sure an adecjuate supi)ly oi potable drinkinj^

water for the people of Pennsylvania than to

develop and extend the State Ft)rests.

"Wt
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PUBLIC FORESTS A FIXED POLICY

Public ownership of forest land is now a
fixed public policy. The Federal Government
owns 156,600,000 acres of forest land, and 20
diflferent states own a total of 8,700.000 acres.
European experience extendino- over more
than two centuries, the experience of the
United States Government since 1891, and
that of 20 diflferent states covering more than
a quarter of a century, have demonstrated the
wisdom of public ownership of forest land.
The greatest asset that any State can have

is the health and welfare of her people. Care-
fully managed forests are a big factor in pro-
moting health and securing prosperity. The
best way to insure needed timber supplies,
public playgrounds, hunting and fishing
grounds, and health centers for our people,
and to protect our water supplies is to main-
tain large areas of State-owned forest land in
all parts of the State.

STATE FORESTS PROTECT THE PEOPLE
The State Forests of Pennsylvania protect

vital interests of her people. Their mainte-
nance and extension is essential to the pros-
perity of her industries and the welfare of her
people. Being publicly owned they are man-

,' i
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aged to bring- the greatest measure of good

to the greatest number of people, while most

of the privately owned forests are handled for

private gain and their owners give little

thought to the public welfare.

Future citizens need the protection afforded

by State-owned forest land, a heritage that is

justly theirs. Our obligations to succeeding

generations will not have been met until,

through the expansion of State Forests and

the proper management of private forest lands,

every acre of land in the State best suited to

forest growth is made and kept productive.

«
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THE
STATE FORESTS
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IT
IS particularly appropriate that the Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania should own
forest land, for the word Pennsylvania

means ''J^enn's Woods." The aggregate area
of forest land now (January 1, 1930) owned
l)y the Commonwealth and administered by the

Department of Forests and Waters totals 1,290,-

()92 acres.

Pennsylvania owns and administers these vast
holdings of forest land for the benefit of her
people. First of all, these lands are handled so
that the people and industries of the Common-
wealth may be a.ssured an adequate and con-
tinuous wood supply. The State forests are also

administered with the idea of protecting water-
sheds, safeguarding water supplies, regulating
stream How, promoting health, providing out-
door recreation, and conserving the natural
beauty of the forested regions of our great Com-
monwealth.
When the first settlei-s came to Penn 's Woods,

the entire State, with the exception of a few
natural meadows in the lowlands, and scattered
rocky areas in the highlands, was covered with
a dense forest growth. From that day to this,

Pennsylvania's wonderful forest heritage has



contributed much to the prosperity and happi-

ness of her people. The original forest of Penn-
sylvania was an enormous wood reservoir. It

covered approximately 28,650,000 acres, and
contained great areas of the choicest timber
that ever grew in America. In the early days
there seemed to be no end to these woods. Big
trees grew in apparently limitless stands. It

did not seem to be possible that such forests

could ever disappear. They supplied the raw
material for a great lumber industry. By 1860

Pennsylvania led all the other States in lumber
production. For several decades lumbering sur-

passed all other industries in the State. As late

as 1890 the forests and the sawmills of the Key-
stone State produced as much wood as wa^ used

within the Commonwealth. Thereafter, Penn-
sylvania's forests began to dwindle rapidly.

Before 1900 they failed to meet the State's de-

mands for timber, and she became a lumber-im-
porting State. The very thing which, a few
decades earlier, had seemed impossible, had come
to pass, namely, Pennsylvania's great forests

were mostly a memory.

HOW THE STATE FORESTS WERE CREATED
The seriousness of this situation was not at

first fully understood. In time the people be-

gan to comprehend the fact that the Common-
»»caiLii o xwxCoi/o »» cit iapidij Uciii^ u.cpici/rLl

and that no effort was being made to renew and
perpetuate them. Out of this situation arose
two major problems: How should the State
meet her future wood needs, and how should

8

she solve her idle land problem? The latter

was the more pressing problem. Wherever lum-
bering had been completed, vast areas of land
were left completely denuded and unproductive.
Whatever trees were left by the lumbermen, to-

gether with such little trees as tried to spring
up in the wake of lumbering, were consumed
by repeated forest fires.

A few men and women of vision set them-
selves to the task of investigating these impor-
tant problems. Study after study was made,
and in each case the investigators reached the
same conclusion, namely, that the only prac-

ticable way to get these barren areas back to
production was to bring them under State own-
ership. After much discussion and considerable
delay, the plan for State ownership was agreed
to and recommended.
Some one has said that every enduring human

institution is the lengthening shadow of a great
man. Many of the early achievements in Penn-
sylvania forestry can be traced back directly to
the late Dr. Joseph T. Rothrock, who is affec-
tionately known as the ''Father of Pennsvlvania
Forestry. '

' Years before a single acre of forest
land was acquired by the State, Dr. Rothrock
had started a movement that called attention to
the serious condition of the forests within this
Commonwealth. As early as 1877 he be^an his
historic Michaux lectures on forestry in Phila-
delphia. Nine years later, in 1886, the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Associa/tion was organized.
At once a publication was started to create in-
terest in the forest. This publication, a bi-

11
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monthly periodical called Forest Leaves, has

been issued continuously since that date, and i.s

the oldest forestry periodical in America.

Two years after the Pennsylvania P^)re>try

Association was formed, or in 1888, Governor
James A. Beaver appointed a commission to

stvidy the forest conditions in the Commonwealth.
In 1889 this commission presented its rejiort to

the General Assembly. Four years later, in

1893, Governor Robert E. Pattison ap|)()inted a

second commission to investijrate the forest situ-

ation. Its studies covered the entire Common-
wealth and broujrht out in a most conviiicin«r

way the dei)loral)le situation existinff in the

forests of Pennsvlvania. The conclusions of

this commission were embodied in the compre-
hensive forestry rejiort of 189."). This report

was verj" larofely the work of Dr. Rothrock, wlio

later became the State's first Commissioner of

Forestry.

Within two vears after the 1895 forestrv re-

port Avas issued, the General Assend)ly passed
an act authorizinjr the ])urchase of forest lands
by the Commonwealth. The General Assembly
of 1897 was friendly to the plan of State owiu^r-
ship of forest lands, and authorized the pur-
chase of 40,000 acres at the headwaters of the
three main rivers of the Commonwealth. On
June 18, 1898. IVnnsylvania purchased her first

forest land. Durinjr that first year (1898). 17.-

010 acres of land were purchased. Durinjr the
first five yeai-s of purchase work, the Common-
wealth acquired 314.572 acres of forest land.
In ten years the area of State forest land had

10

grown to 750,109 acres. By January 1, 1930,

the State forests contained 1,290,692 acres. Dur-

ing the next two years approximately 275,000

acres will be added to the State-owned forest

domain. By that time the total area of State

forests in Pennsjdvania will be in excess of

1,500,000 acres.

AVHERE THE STATE FORESTS ARE LOCATED

The State forests of Pennsjdvania are dis-

tributed through 32 counties and are located

chiefly in the mountainous parts of the Com-
monwealth, where the land is fit for little else

than the production of successive crops of forest

trees. Most of the forest land now owned by
the Commonwealth lies wdthin a belt that ex-

tends entirely- across Pennsylvania, from Potter
and Tioga Counties on the north to Fulton and
Adams Counties on the Mason and Dixon line.

Here and there outside of this belt are detached
areas of State forest land, a number of which
are of considerable size. The largest of these
sei)arate forest areas is in the Pocono region in
Pike and Monroe Counties. Here are situated
more than 60,000 acres of State forest. Another
detached area, located in Somerset and West-
moreland Counties, contains almost 16,000 acres.
Bedford County has slightly more than 15,000
acres. Smaller detached units of State forest arc
found in several other counties. The outline map
on page 13 shows in black the location of all

Pennsylvania State forests as of January 1, 1930.
The following table gives the area of the State

forests by counties as of January 1, 1928; the

11
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area added by counties during the two years

from January 1, 1928, to January 1, 1930; and
the total area by counties as of January 1, 1930

;

AREA OF STATE FORESTS OF PENNSYLVANIA
BY COUNTIES

Area
County Jan. 1, 1928

(Acres)
Adams 20,887
Bedford 10,756
Cambria
Cameron 83,055
Carbon 436
Centre 79,388
Clarion
Clearfield 65,069
Clinton 144,341
Cumberland 21,720
Dauphin 3,808
Elk 22,767
Forest
Franklin 34,881
Fulton 6,396
Huntingdon 62,431
Jefferson 5,681
Juniata 3,534
Lackawanna .... 5,275
Lycoming 104,730
Luzerne 11
Mifflin 50,840
Monroe 6,400
Perry 29,468
Pike 58,370
Potter 158,785
Snyder 20,320
Somerset 6,150
Tioga 67,069
Union 54,193
Westmoreland .

.

5,113
Wyoming 1,177

Totals 1,133,051

12

Area added Total Area
1928-1929 Jan. 1, 1930
(Acres) (Acres)

20,887
3,487 14,243

15 15
12,157 95.212

170 606
14,240 93,628

1 1
3.934 69,003

35,075 179,416
1,374 23,094

3,808
13,107 35,874

2 2
1,293 36.174
3,074 9,470
460 62,891

3,332 9,013
3,534
5,275

1,579 106,309
11

1,096 51,936
6,400

1,720 31,188
58,370

50,253 209,038
2,429 22.749
4,697 10,847
3,942 71,011
204 54,397

• ••••• 0,Xlt$

1,177

157,641

I.
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HOW THE STATE FORESTS HAVE GROWN
On June 13, 1898, Pennsylvania purchased

her very fii-st acre of forest land. Durin<^ that
first year 17,010 acres were purchased at tax
sales. This land did not come into the posses-
sion of the Commonwealth until 1900, after the
two-year tax redemption period had passed.
During the next three years 120,528 acres were
added. In the fifth year (1902), 175.035 acres
were purchased. This is the largest area of
forest land acquired in any one year during
the entire history of State forest land purchases
in Pennsylvania. The second largest area added
in one 3^ear was acquired in 1904, when 142,243
acres were secured. A quarter of a century
later, in 1929, the Commonwealth acquired the
third largest area, with the i)urchase of 118,00]
acres of forest land.

The following table shows the growth l)y years
in the acreage of the Pennsylvania State forests

14

8 to 1929

:

YEAR TOTAL AREA ACQT'IRED
(Acres)

isos 17,010
isoo
1000 7ai.'?i
1001 44..'^07

1002 175,03.1
looa 87.08.-)

1004 142.24.3
100.-)

80,62.5
1006 67,848
1007 .50,83.-)

1008 75,231
imm 88,301
1010 17,184

YEAR TOTAL AREA ACQUIRED
(Acres)

1011 32.426 jjM
1012 16.023 W^
101:5 11.777 ^m
1014 0.355 ^m
1JH5 3.640 |H
lOK) 8.136 ^H,
1017 5..503 |H|
1018 14.460 J
1010 16.450 tSm'
1020 50.783 ^H
1021 ^H
1022 4.274 ^B
1023 ^H
1024 .'134 (b) ^H
102") (c) ^B
1026 ^1
1027 (e) ^H
102s .3i).<»40 ^B
1020

TotMl ;in>;i (.fjnin;ii-y 1. 1030) 1.200.(502 acres

,
^^^ Xot puichi.sed; 330 acres being acciuired as vacant

land anil 4,i6 acres received as a gift.
^'\> X \^ acres ac(iuired througli tax sales.
(c) Only 1(10 acres purchased, the remaining 72 acres

:icqu red as v.^cant land.
(cl) Only 203 acres purchased, the remaining 457 acre.^

received as a gift.
(e) X(.t purchased. Received as a gift.

A study of the foregoing table shows three
important d(n'eh)pment ])eriods in the purchase
of lan«1 for State forest ])urposes

:

Period 1 (1898-1921). (/nntiuuous acquisi-
tion of State forest land. From the ai)pr<)i)ria-
tions made by the Ceneral Assemblv duriuir
this 24-year period 1,133,051 acres \vei-e ac-
quired, at a total cost of .1?2,.5G1,224.31, or at
an average price of Jf;2.26 an acre.

15



Period II (1921-1927). Complete suspension
of State forest purchase work, except for the
completion of a few purchases covered by con-
tracts made under the appropriation of 1919.

Period III (1927 to date). Active revival of
State forest purchase program. The General
Ai«embly of 1927 made an appropriation of
$500,000 for the purchase of forest land. With
this appropriation 153,906 acres were added to
the State forests. The General Assembly of
1929 made an appropriation of $1,000,000 for
the purchase of additional forest land. This
was the largest appropriation ever made avail-
al3le for State forest land purchase work in the
history of Pennsylvania forestry.

RI^:CE\T KNTiARGKMENT oi
FORESTS

THE STATE

During the past two year.s (1928 an.l 1929).
there have been added to the State forests of
Pennsylvania, 157,641 acres. This is a greater
area than was added during the previous 15
years (1913-1927). The area added in the single
year 1929 (118,001 acres) is exceeded onlv by
the areas acquired in the years 1902 and 1904.

These recent additions to the State forests
were made possible by the special appropriations
of $500,000 in 1927 and $1,000,000 in 1929.
With the former appropriation 153.906 acres
were added to the State forests, the average
price being $2.80 an acre. Since the million-
dollar appropriation of 1929 became available
on June first of that year, 104 tracts of land
that aggregate 184,797 acres have l)€en con-
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A Thrifty Growth of Young Hardwood Trees. PartOF A 14,000 Acre Tract Added Recently to theState Forests in Clinton County

.1 .

wf Observation Tower on Negro Mountain.Somerset County. This 5000-Acre Tract Recenti/^
x^xyj^Jr"

^^^ ^^^'^^ Forest Purposes Containsthe Highest Point (Elevation, 3,213 Feet)
in Pennsylvania



Period II (1021-1927). Complete suspension
of State forest purchase work, except for the
completion of a few purchases covered by con-
tracts made under the appropriation of 1019.

Period III (1927 to date). Active revival of
State forest })urchase program. The General
A.s.sembly of 1027 made an appropriation of
$500,000 for the purchase of forest land. With
this appropriation 153,906 acres were added to
the State forests. The General Assembly of
1920 made an appropriation of $1,000,000 for
the purchase of additional forest land. This
was the larjyest appropriati(m ever made avail-
able for State forest land ])urchas(' woi-k in the
history of Pennsylvania forestrj-.

IU:( K\T i:MiAKr,K>IE\T oi THIO STATE
FOHESTS

Durinji' the past two yeai'.s (1028 and 1920).
there have been added to the State forests of
Pennsylvania, 157,641 acres. This is a jrreater
area than was added durinj>' the previous 15
years (1013-1027). The area added in the sino-le
year 1920 (118,001 acres) is exceeded onlv bv
the areas ac(piired in the years 1902 and 1904."^

These recent additions to the State forests
were made possible by the special appropriations
of .$500,000 in 1927 and $1,000,000 in 1929.
With the former appropriation 15.S,90fi acres
were added to the State forests, the average
price beino; $2.80 an acre. Since the million-
dollar appropriation of 1020 became available
on June first of that year. 104 tracts of land
that ajroreo-ate 184,707 acres have been con-
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tiaeted for, the avera**-*' ])ric'0 being $2.88 an
acre. The cost of title examinations and sur

vevN is additional to the [)urcha.se price of the

land itself.

It is estiinat<'d that a total of api)roxiniately

275,000 acres will he ac<iuired with this a])])r()-

l)riation of .$1,000,000. Thus, witli the land
that will be added to the State forests throujrli

the api)r()priations of 1027 and 1929, the State
forests of Pennsylvania will contain more than
l.;")0(),000 acres. Dnriii}; the fonr-j'ear period
1927-19:n, the State forest lands will have been
eidarjred by a])pr()ximately 425,000 acres.

This forest land pnrchase pro<»ram is the
lar«»:est sinofle jiroject in Pennsylvania forestry
todaj'. The revival of this important line of
work has made possible the jjreatCvSt step for-

ward in Pennsvlvania forestrv in recent vears.
* « «

FUHTHKR EXTEXSmX OF THE STATE
FORESTS

Althoujih approximately 425,000 acres will
be added to the State forests durino- the four-
year period 1927-1981, there remains a lartje

acreajre available for future purchase. Most of
the land acquired in recent purchases was se-

cured to consolidate previous forest holdinjrs of
the Commonwealth. The jrreater part of these
purchases was of lands surrounded by or adja-
cent to tracts already owned by the State. These
l)urchases were made to brin<r about a more
])ractical and economical administration of the
forests.

A recent survey sliows that many areas not
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now within the State forests should be included

in these forest tracts. Although there are State

forests in 32 different counties of Pennsylvania,

there are 35 counties that have no State forests.

Some of these counties contain land th^t is suit-

able for State forest purposes.

In order that the State forests may be of the

greatest service to the people of the Common-
wealth, these forests should extend as far as pos-

sible toward the great centres of population.

This is particularly true of forests that will be

used to demonstrate good forest practices and

also of forests that will serve as recreational

centres. These outdoor centres for recreation,

which are open to the people at all seasons of

the year, will be a big factor in maintaining the

health and promoting the welfare of the people

of Pennsylvania.

There are many other excellent reasons why
the State forests of Pennsylvania should be en-

larged. One of the best reasons is the fact that

the purchase of forest land is a first-class in-

vestment. It will pay the people of Pennsyl-

vania generous dividends in happiness, health,

and prosperity, and will return a large cash

income on the investment.

HOW STATE FOREST LAND IS PURCHASED
The purchase of forest lands is handled

through a special commission, known as the

State Forest Commission. This Commission con-

sists of five members who are appointed by the

Governor. The chairman of the Commission is

the Secretary of the Department of Forests
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and Waters. This Commission has formulated
a forest land purchase policy, and acts upon
each separate tract that is considered for pur-
chase. The experience of more than 30 years
has shown clearly that the forest land purchase
policy of this eommission gives the State the
necessary protection against excessive prices
and unethical practices in the acquisition of
forest lands. No State can point to a more busi-
ness-like or more economical forest purchase pro-
gram than Pennsylvania has enjoyed in the pur-
chase of her State forest lands.

THE COOK FOREST PURCHASE
One of the few remnants of virgin forest still

remaining in Pennsylvania is the Cook forest,
a 6,000-acre tract of woodland that contains
approximately 150 acres of original white pine
and hemlock. This forest is located in the coun-
ties of Clarion, Forest, and Jefferson. The Gen-
eral Assembly of 1927 appropriated $450,000
for the purchase of this land, the appropriation
being contingent upon the raising of an addi-
tional $200,000 by the Cook Forest Association.
The money was secured, and on December 28.
1928, the Cook forest passed into the possession
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This
purchase was entirely independent of the regu-
lar forest land nnrpVinsio AxmyL-

It is the purpose of the Department of Forests
and Waters, which is charged with the adminis-
tration of this tract, to perpetuate it in its nat-
ural condition for the people of Pennsylvania.
The forest area surrounding about this choice
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bit of ori<»:inal timber is beings developed for

forest park purj)ose8. Special trails and look-

outs have been constructed. Shelters, parking?

spaces, and an ample supply of good drinking
water have been provided. Each year forest

lovers in increasing numbere visit this rare
beauty spot. A special little booklet on the Cook
State Forest Park is available for free distribu-

tion.

HOAV THE STATE FORESTS ARE HANDLED
The State forests are administered by the

Department of Forests and Waters. At the
head of the Department are the Secretary of
Forests and Waters and the Deputy Secretary.
The latter is also designated as the State For-
ester. The forestry work of the Department, is

handled through seven central bureaus and a
State-wide field organization. The seven central
bureaus are tho-e of Forest Protection, Forest
^Management, Forest Parks, Forest Extension,
Lands, Research and Information, and Accounts
and Maintenance.
The Department of Forests and Waters not

only administers the State-owned forests, but
also cooperates with private owners in the care
of forest trees and the proper handling of their
woodlots. It is authorized to protect all forests
in the State from fire and other injury, and is

charged with the investigation of forest and
tree problems and the general jiromotion of
knowledge about trees and forests.

To handle its forests properly, and to give
adequate assistance to private forest interests,
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this Department has divided the Commonwealth
into 25 forest districts. Of these districts 21
contain State fore.^ts. Each forest district is in
charge of a district forester, who is aided by an
assistant district forester, assistant fores^ters.

forest rangers, fonst insi)ectors, and other em-
ployees. All district foresters, assistant district

foresters, and assistant foresters are technically
trained, being graduates of forest schools of

The Home of a State Forest Hax(;er

collegiate rank. In the forest service of Penn-
sylvania there are now 56 foresters and 77 forest
rangers. In addition to this regularly-employed
j)eisonnel, .several lUindred teinpurary eni[)]ovees,
paid on hourly or daily basis, are' eng^aged in'

forest protection, tree planting, nursery^'work,
road and trail building, telejdione line and tower
construction, improvement cuttings, and other
forest oi)erations. There are also more than

2,3

i1
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4,000 volunteer forest fire wardens throughout
the Commonwealth. They are paid on an hourly-

basis for such time as they spend in the actual
work of preventing, detecting, and suppressing
forest fires.

Each person in the forestry organization is

Pi trained for a particular line of work. These
public servants aim so to handle the State forests

and assist private owners of forests that the
forests of Pennsylvania will bring the greatest
benefit to the people and the industries of the
Commonwealth. With the forests in the hands
of such trained men, we are assured of a prac-
tical and economical handling of our forest re-

sources.

THE STATE FORESTS BELONG TO THE
PEOPLE

The State forests of Pennsylvania belong to
the people of the St^te. They are open at all
times for proper use. Only a few special areas,
such as game refuges, are closed to the public.
The usual *'No Trespassing" sign is not found
on these public lands. Instead, one finds many
signs that bear the message :

' * You are Welcome
in the State Forests." Hikers, hunters, fisher-
men, vacationists, and nature lovers—all are
welcome within the State forests. All that is
required of visitors is that they use these forests
with care and in the best interest of the general
public. Visitors should always observe a few
simple rules. They should be careful not to set
the forest afire. They should protect trees from
damage, keep the camps and park spaces they

24

use clean and neat, and obey the game and fish

laws. Within the broad limits of these simple
regulations it is possible for the people of Penn-
sylvania to go into their State forests and enjoy
themselves in a liberal and profitable way.

RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
STATE FORESTS

From the very beginning of the forestry move-
ment in Pennsylvania, wholesome recreation

Courtesy Pomeroy's, Inc.

Girl Scouts Prepararing a Meal in a State FoRt:sT

was recognized as a major objective in a well-
balanced program of State forest administra-
x^i^u. iiAxLL jf\^fLLt3 ucxurc tuc iiisL acre ol otate
forest land was purchased, and six years before
the Department of Forestry—now the Depart-
ment of Forests and Waters—was created, the
use of forest land for recreational purposes was

25
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«(lvoeated by those favoring- the creation of State
forests.

The founders of Pennsylvania forestry acted
wisely when they advocated the acciuisition of
forest lands by the Commonwealth, not only
for the production of wood, but also to control
floods, to provide health centres, and to assure
outdoor recreation to all citizens of the State.
On this broad and i)urposeful basis the State
forests of Pennsylvania had their be^inninfr, and
today they are still administered in accordance
with this sound humanitarian policy.
As a result of 80 years' experience in handling

the State forests, and after a careful study of
recreational develoi)ments in other states and
in foreign lands, the Department of Forest:; and
AVaters has classified the recr( iitional projects
on the State-owned lands as foH(»ws

:

1 — State Forest Camp Sites
2— State F()re.st Camps
3— State Forest Parks
4— State Forest Mcmnments
o— Scenic Drives ami Views

STATE FOREST CAMP SITES

A demand for extended camping privileges
developed soon after the creation of the first
State forests in Pennsylvania. To meet this
demand a law was passed in 191:] authorizing
the leasing of suitable camp sites to citizens of
the Commonwealth. Puder the provisions of
this law, hunters, fishermen, vacationists, and
other forest users are ])rivileged to lease small
areas in the State forests where they may build
cabins, club houses, and cottages of approved
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ridvoffitcd by those Hixoriiiji" tlic creation of Stntc
I'oi'csts.

The t'ouiiders of Pennsylvania forestry aeted
wisely wlien they advocated tlie ae«|ui,sition (»f

foi-est hmds hy the Connnonwealth, not onlv
for the prodnetion of wood, hnt also to eo ntrol
fioo(l>. to |)rovide health e<Mitre.s. and to assnre
ontdoor recreation to all citizens of tile State.
On thi.s hroad and j)nrpo.seful hasis the State
forests of Pemisylvania had their bejiinnin^v, and
today they are still achninistei-ed in accordance
with this sonnd hninanitai-ian policy.

As a result of :iO years' experii iice in liandlinj?
the State forests, and after a careful study of
recreational developments in otlier states and
in forei«i'n lands, the Depai'tnient of Forest; and
AN at<'i's has classified the i-eci-( ational projects
on the Stat<'-owned lands as follows:

1 State n.n'st Canii* Sites
2— State Forest Cjiiiips
'i-- State Forest Parks
4 State Forest .Moiiuiiieiits
'» — Sceiiii Drives iiimI Views
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designs. These camp sites can be secured by in-

dividuals, families, clubs, organizations such as
the Boy Scouts, the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A.,

and other groups interested in the out-of-doors.

To handle these camp sites in a business-like
way, special leases are granted for periods not
exceeding ten years, with the privilege of re-

newal, at nominal rentals that range from $7
to $15 a year. In the early days of this camp
site development it was possible for campers to

lease areas as large as one or two acres, for
then there were hundreds of unoccupied camp
sites. With the rapid growth of the forest camp
site movement, however, it became necessary to
reduce the size of the camp sites. At the pres-
ent time most of the camp sites leased in the
State forests range in size from one-tenth to
one-fourth of an acre. Experience has shown
that sites of this size are ample.
The first camp site in the State forests of

Pennsylvania was leased on October 21, 1913.
By the end of that year 38 camp sites had been
leased. From this small beginning in 1913, the
camp site program has expanded rapidly. At
the beginning of the year 1930 there were more
than 2,000 camp sites leased in the State forests.
The growth of the camp site movement is shown
in the following table:

,,„ .
NUMBER OFYEAR CAMP SITES LEASED
(January 1)

1914 38
1916 252
1922 758
1927 1,636
1930 2,085
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SuMMEB Camping is Popular. More than 2,000 Camp
Sites in the State Forests are Leased to

Citizens of Pennsylvania

Cottages and Cabins Erected on State Forest Camp
Sites are Valued at moke than $2,000,000



In seleetiiic: Crniip sites careful thoug-ht is

given to the problem of sanitation. It is an
established rule that no camp site may be leased
within a distance of one mile from the intake
of a water supi)ly basin. In a zone one to two
miles above such intake, camp sites must be
fully 100 feet away from the stream, and in
the two to three-mile zone, camp sites must be
at least 50 feet from the stream. Toilet equip-
ment must, in all cases, be in accordance with
the rules of the Department of Health. The
proper placing? of all camps is of the greatest
importance.

In order to insure i)roper location and to
facilitate administration, the various di.<^trict
foresters make complete surveys of their forest
districts and select the available camping sites.
From these designated >ites lessees may select
those they choose. Thus a promiscuous loca-
tion of sites, based wholly upon personal pref-
erences, is not i^ermitted.* On the other hand,
the selection of sites by the forest officials as-
sures a coordinated plan of camp site locations
that makes possible the development of a prac-
tical plan of forest management, and insures
the greatest benefits to the largest number of
people.

State forest cami) sites are leased at nominal
rentals ranging from $7 to .^15 a year. In 1929
the total income from these leased camp «ite«
was $19,449.60. The estimated cost of the build-
ings erected on these camp sites totals approxi-
mately $2,000,000. This substantial investment
by the people of Pennsylvania is evidence of
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their confidence in the stability of Pennsyl-
vania's State forest camp site policy.

Each of the 2,085 camp sites now leased in

the State forests is in effect a little recreational

centre, particularly for those of moderate means.
The latest records show that more than 100,000
j)eople used these camp sites during 1929. With
the enlargement of the State forests more areas
will be opened for recreational use. This means
that more and more people can enjoy the priv-

ilege of camping in Penn 's \Yoods.

HOW TO SE( URE A CAMP SITE LEASE
Any person wishing to secure a permanent

camp site lease in the State forests should make
application to the Department of Forests and
Waters at Harrisburg. or to a district forester,

on a designated form that will be supplied upon
request. District foresters, forest rangers, or
other forest officers will be glad to help appli-
cants select suitable camp sites, and will assist

in working out the details of the lease. A lease
is made for a period not exceeding ten 3'ears,

with the privilege of renewal. The annual rental
of a camp site may be any sum from $7 to $15.
depending upon the location of the site and
other determining factors.

A lease must be executed by an individual or
a chartered organization. When a club makes
application for a camp site, it is very desirable
to have the club chartered. If the club is not
chartered, one of the members, acting as trustee,
must execute the lease. The lessee is held re-
sponsible for the carrying out of the provisions
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of the lease, which are simple, and which aim to

insure proper protection to both the lessee and
the Commonwealth.

Persons who desire more detailed information

about the leasing of camp sites should write to

the Department of Forests and Waters at Har-
risburg, or communicate with a local forest offi-

cer and ask for Circular No. 25, entitled ''Camp
Sites on State Forests of Pennsylvania."

STATE FOREST PARKS

The need for special park areas arose early

in the development of Pennsylvania's forestry

program. To satisfy this need, eight areas,

which vary in size from 15 to 425 acres, have
been set aside as State forest parks. These eight

parks are maintained primarily for tourists and
picknickers who wish to enjoy, usually for a

short period, outdoor life in a forest environ-

ment. These eight parks, and their locations

by counties, are as follows

:

STATE FOREST PARK COUNTY

Caledonia Franklin
George W. Childs Pike
Hairy John's (Voneida) Centre
Snyder-Middleswarth Snyder
Leonard Harrison Tioga
Colerain Huntingdon
Kooser Somerset
Patterson Potter

State forest parks are quite different from
State historic parks and parks maintained by
municipalities, communities, and individuals.

Each State forest park is provided with shelters,
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tables, benches, fireplaces, comfort facilities, and

other necessary park equipment. These parks

are open throughout the year. No fee is charged

for their use. They offer ample room and excel-

lent facilities for picnics, sports, and nature

study. The general rules of the State forests

apply to them, excepting that the use of firearms

Is not permitted.

At these parks special efforts are made to

One of Pennsylvania's Attractive State
Forest Parks

teach the lessons of the out-of-doors in a most
practical, interesting, and helpful way.
Throughout the parks direction signs point
the way to vvorthwhile places. Unique or his-

toric trees, historic sites, picturesque views, in-

teresting forest tree plantations, scenic drives,

forest fire observation towers, and similar in-

teresting objects or places are called to the at-
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tention by suitable signs that also point the
way to the places they name. The State forest
parks are for all the people ; and those who visit

them will enjoy them best if all will exhibit a
true and proper spirit of outdoor fellowship and
friendship.

CAMPS FOR THE PUBLIC

Forty-eight public camps are maintained in
the State forests of Pennsylvania. These camps

Camping and Cooking at a State Forest Camp

are for the use of the public and are free of
any charges whatever. Some of these camps
are located along primary roads. These are
^icit^u lu aL^^oiuiixKjaam ttuiuinuuiie tourists who
carry camping equipment. Other camps are
located along secondary roads, and are used
principally by hunters, hikers, fishermen, and
picknickers who desire to go deep into the woods.
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All State forest camps are equipped with fire-

places, benches, tables, garbage containers, and
other conveniences for visitors. A supply of

good water, which is examined regularly by
representatives of the Department of Health,
is available in all these camps. The average
investment in each of these camps is approxi-
mately $1,000, and campers are requested to be
careful with fire, to leave a camp as they would
like to find it, and not to abuse the equipment.
In order that the greatest possible numbei-

of people may be served by these camps, a rule
has been established that a camper may not
occupy a public camp for a period longer than
two consecutive days. Persons wishing to re-

main longer than two days must secure a special
camping permit from the local district forester
for camping privileges at a special place desig-
nated by him.
An attractive and educational feature of these

camps is the labelling of trees with signs that
give both the common and the scientific names.
Trails radiating from these camps are well
marked with direction signs, which make it

safe and pleasant to venture forth on hikes and
nature journeys.

Those who desire fuller information about the
camping privileges in the State forests should
write to the Department of Forests and Waters
at Harrisburg, or communicate with the local
district forester.

STATE FOREST MONUMENTS
Nine special areas have been set aside in the
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State forests and designated as State forest
monuments. These areas range in size from
13 to 350 acres. They are regions of peculiar
charm or beauty or are noteworthy for the
plant life within them, or the remarkable rock
formations, or for some other equally striking
feature. They will be preserved in their wild'-
ness so that the people of Pennsylvania and their
children, for generations to come, may have the
privilege of seeing and studying these note-
worthy remnants of Penn's Woods. Within
these monuments plant and animal life is per-
mitted to develop naturally, untouched by the
hand of man.

These impressive beauty spots have been set
aside under a special legislative enactment by
which the Department of Forests and Waters is

authorized ''to set aside, within the State for-
ests, unusual or historical groves of trees, or
natural features, especially worthy of permanent
preservation, to make the same accessible and
convenient for the public use, and to dedicate
them in perpetuity to the people of the Com-
monwealth for their recreation and enjoyment."
As most of the land within the State forests

IS developed primarily for wood production, no
provision was at first made to preserve these
areas of unusual natural beauty. It is, there-
fore, most fitting that these special areas should
be set aside for posterity.

xu the selection of the State forest monuments
in Pennsylvania, special attention was given to
unusual swamp areas, rare mountain tops,
rugged scenic beauty, impressive stands of trees]
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and other natural features that deserve perma-
nent preservation. This program aims to make
available special areas of singular beauty or un-
usual picturesqueness or scientific interest to

all who wish to enjoy and refresh themselves in

these primitive environs. No exact monetary
value can be placed upon such a policy, but it

can truly be said that the Commonwealth that
stimulates and satisfies her people's desire for
beauty helps to direct their energies toward the
nobler and better things of life.

Practically all of the original forests of Penn-
sylvania have been destroyed. Of more than
28,000,000 acres of original timber fewer than
25,000 acres are left. Only in a few remaining
areas is it now possible for one to see forest
growth like that which covered the Common-
wealth in the early days. Never again will such
forests exist in this State. Therefore the re-
sponsibility rests upon us, as it has never rested
upon any previous generation, to make sure that
the few remnants of that virgin forest which
still exist, shall be preserved for the enlighten-
ment and inspiration of future generations. The
creation of these monuments in the State forests
is a direct effort to meet this responsibility.
Those who desire to learn more about these

verv interestinfy fnrp«<- TYinr»ii»^"»^+<^ -"^'H ^-n-^ -

fuller description of them in a special bulletin
called ''In Penn's Woods," distributed free of
charge by the Department of Forests and
Waters, Harrisburg.
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SPECIAFi DRIVKS AND VIEWS

Some of the most beautiful scenery and scenic
drives within the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania are to be found in remote forest regions.

Special efforts have been made during the past
few years to discover and develop special drives
and views within the State forests. The tree

growth bordering these drives is maintained, so
that the natural beauty shall not bo marred.

One of Pennsylvania's Outstanding Forest High-
ways IS THE Cherry Spring's Drive in Potter

County. It Passes Through the Largest
Compact Area of State Forest Land

Tree cutting within these areas is limited to
improvement work. Within the State forests
there are already more than 2,000 miles of roads
and almo-'t 3,000 miles of trails; and along this
great stretch of roadways many vistas are be-
ing opened which will make it possible for the
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forest visitor to behold some of the most beau-
tiful views within this great Commonwealth.

STATE FORESTS INSURE GOOD HUNTING AND
FISHING

Hunting and fishing are encouraged in the
State forests of Pennsylvania. Many sportsmen
consider the State forests their best hunting
grounds. Within these forests, also, are some
of the finest fishing streams in the Common-

The State Forests Afford Excellent Fishing

wealth. Fully 200,000 hunters and 100 000
fishermen hunted or fished in the State forests
in 1929. Although the State forests comprise
only one tenth of the total forest area of the
Commonwealth, they regularly supply almost
one halt of the deer and more than one third of
the bears shot by hunters in Pennsvlvania. Thev
also su])ply large quantities of sniall game. *^
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The development of roads within the State
forests is a wonderful help to hunters and fish-

ermen. The State forest service aims to develop
good roads and trails through the State forests
as rapidly as funds will permit. This road and
trail development campaign, already well under
way, will open vast areas of forest lands that
were formerly inaccessible for hunting and fish-

ing. Each year the opportunities for sports-
men are being improved. Streams are being
stocked with fish, and within the better-protected
forests game constantly becomes more abun-
dant. Within the State forests are located 20
game refuges and 13 auxiliary game refuges,
the combined area of which is approximately
50,000 acres. In these refuges game breeds and
multiplies unmolested, and from these centres
constantly flows out a strong stream of animal
life to replenish that of the surrounding forests.

HANDY MAPS FOR STATE FOREST USERS
Handy pocket-size maps of most of the State

forests are now available. These are called
"Public Use Maps." They show the location
of State-owned lands, together with the forest
roads, trails, streams, and other natural fea-
tures. To help hunters, fishermen, and others
who visit the forest, thousands of direction signs
have been erected, which point the way and give
^ -.. ^i^...axiv.v.o oo vuAiwUa ruauo, ticiiis, streams,
camps, and towns. Provided with Public Use
Maps, and guided by these signs and markers,
which are placed at practically every turn of
the way, any one may venture into the forest
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with perfect safety. There is no danger of be-
coming lost. Public Use Maps can be secured
upon application to the Department of Forests
and Waters, Harrisburg.
Furthermore, one cannot go far into a State-

owned forest without meeting a forester, forest
ranger, or some other forest worker. Through
years of service these men have been trained to
welcome and help visitors. No matter how busy

^

The State Forests are well Posted
WITH Attractive Signs

forest officers are with their regular work, they
are always ready to serve visitors in the State
forests. This note of courtesy and hospitality
is one of the pleasing features of the State for-
e.sts.

MAKING THE STATE FORESTS MORE
ACCESSIBLE

Each year the State forests of Pennsylvania
become more accessil)le. When these forest lands
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were acquired, practically all of them were cut-
over, burned-over, remote, and inaccessible areas
that were seldom vi>ited by any one. Whatever
roads were within them had been developed pri-
marily to brinof out lo^s and not for the purpose
of makinj? the woods accessible. Substantial
progress has already been made in buihlinc^ and
maintaining serviceable roads and trails throujrh
these State forest lands. At present there are
more than 2,200 miles of roads and 2,800 miles
of trails within the State forests.

:\Iore than $200,000 was spent on these roads
and trails in 1929. The work done during that
year was the most extensive piece of road and
trail develoj)ment work ever attempted by the
Pennsylvania forest service. Each year it be-
comes more and more evident that serviceable
forest roads are essential to good forest man-
agement. Without good roads and trails onlv
the crudest kind of forest management is pos-
sible. Wherever we see, throughout the State,
forests that are well kept and well cared for. we
may know that in large measure this better con-
dition is due to better roads and trails.
However, there is still much to be done. At

lea.st 5,000 miles of serviceable roads will be re-
quired to insure efficient management of the
State forests. Although this mileage may seem
large at first, the need for so many miles of road
becomes obvious when we consider that several
hundred years of European forest practice
under conditions which, in manv respects are
similar to those in Pennsylvania,' show that for
good management one mile of road is needed for
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Many State Forest Roads Combine Beauty and
Sekvice. There are more than 2,000 Miles of

KoADS IN the State Forests

A.\ Attractive and Serviceable Trail on the MontAlto State Forest. There are almost 3,000
Miles of Trails in the State Forests

OF Pennsylvania



every 250 acres of forest land and under in-
tensive forest management one mile of road is
necessary for every 100 acres of forest land.
The most urgent need today is not for short

detached stretches of road, but for a coordinated
system of properly-located, well^graded, ade-
quately-drained, and carefully-constructed forest
roads. When such a road system has been de-
veloped, a firm foundation will have been built
for the efficient handling of the State forests of
Pennsylvania.

FIRE—THE GREATEST ENEMY OF OUR
FORESTS

More than axe or saw, and probably more
than insects or disease, fire has been the greatest
enemy of our forests. In Pennsylvania there
are vast areas that can produce only one sort of
crop, and that is a crop of trees. Forest fires,
more than any other single agency, prevent the
production of these necessary crops.
Not all fires are equally destructive. Some

hres do great damage ; others do relatively little
But one thing is certain : every forest fire does
some damage. Usually the fire damage is greater
than is apparent, for fires do far more than
merely kill the trees. In many cases they put
an end to practically all forest life within large
areas. They may even burn the lifp out ^f +h-
lorest soil.

Forests, irrespective of their ownership, can-
not flourish as long as forest fires burn. We
need to plant trees on devastated mountain
sides. We need more study plots within our
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forests, to show the way to good forest prac-
tices; but we must be assured that our studj^
plots shall not be consumed by fire after they
are established. There are many other forest
activities that cannot move forward until the
woods are safe. from fire. The greatest single
obstacle to the practical and efficient handling
of our forests today is fire. The success of for-
estry hinges primarily upon the control of forest
fires.

STATE-WIDE PROTECTION AGAINST FOREST
FIRES

When the Commonwealth began to buy forest
land, 32 years ago, no organized attempt was
made to control forest fires. The first efforts at
fire control were limited to State-owned forest
lands. But years of experience and careful
study of the forest fire problem proved conclu-
sively that ''spotted" control measures could
never be effective. What was needed was an
efficient State-wide system of forest fire pro-
tection.

By an act of the General Assembly, passed
in 1915, the Bureau of Forest Protection was
organized, in the Department of Forestry for
the primary purpose of developing just such a
btate-wide protective system. During the past
15 vears an orffanizatinn has hc^a-r, k,i;u „^ fi-a +

IS getting results. As late as 1913 less than one
half of the forest fires that started in Pennsyl-
vania were reported to the forestry officials
Today more than 98 per cent of all forest firesm this Commonwealth are reported promptly.
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Efficient and fully equipped fire crews are im-
mediately despatched to extinguish them.
Pennsylvania's forest fire-fighting organiza-

tion has built around her 56 technically trained
forester> and 77 forest rangers, who are sup-
ported by trained crews of forest fire fighters,

together with more than 4,000 forest fire wardens
who are located at as many points throughout
the Commonwealth, and who are particularly
numerous in those sections where forest fires

occur most frequently and do the greatest dam-
age.

The reduction in the average size of forest
fires in this State shows how well this fire-fight-

ing organization is functioning. The average
size of a Pennsylvania forest fire in 1913 was
412 acres. Two years later the Bureau of For-
est Protection was organized. By 1918 the aver-
age size of fore.st fires in this State had been re-

duced to 140 acres. Five years later, in 1923,
tiie average forest fire burned 105 acres. In
1928 the average size of a forest fire in Penn-
sylvania had decreased to 45 acres.

Despite this gratifying achievement in cutting
down the size of forests fires, they are still the
most serious problem in Pennsylvania forestry.
The latest figures available show that in 1928
tliore were 2,456 fires in the forests of this Com.-
monwealth. These fires burned over 110,872
acres. The estimated damaare is placed at
$360,000. The Commonwealth's share of the
cost of extinguishing these fires was $103,305.60.
Analysing these figures, we see that the fire dam-
age averaged almost $1,000 for every day in the
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year, and the cost to the State for extinguishing
these fires averaged almost $300 a day.

GREAT PROGRESS IN CONTROL OF FOREST
FIRES

The substantial progress that has already
been made in controlling fires in the State for-
ests is a reassuring indication of what can be
done along this line under State ownership. The
progress made is strikingly shown by the follow-
ing tabulation. The statistics begin with the
year 1913, and cover the ensuing 16 years, dur-
ing which period detailed figures in regard to
forest fires have been compiled. These figures
show the percentage of the State-owned forest
land that has been burned over during each
three-year period in the time indicated. The
figures follow:

YEARS

1913
19]4-191fi
1917-1919
1920-1922
1923-1925
1926-1928

1929

PERCENTAGE OF
STATE FORESTS BURNED

7.21

2.32
1.28

1.17

.60

.34

.01

Analysing the foregoing table, we find that
the average rate of reduction in the area burned
over is 45 per cent for each three-year period,
or 15 per cent annnallv Tf io q r>rk+««T^«+v,„ xt^^l

that during the last seven years considerably
less than one per cent of the State forest land
was burned over annually. To hold the fire
losses to this small figure is a remarkable achieve-
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nieiit. It is all the more creditable because it

was accomplished at a time when there was an
unusually large area of cut-over and brush land
in the Commonwealth. Experience the world
over shows that young, cut-over forests and
brush lands are most difficult to protect. As
cut-over forests grow older, they are in better
condition to withstand the fire evil. Not only
has the slash rotted, but also the forest floor is

relatively moist and damp.
Another factor that constitutes a verv g-n^at

hazard to the forest is the presence of >o many
careless smokers in the woods. Twice a year,
during the spring fishing season and again in

the autumn, during the hunting season, the
forests of Pennsylvania are alive with men.
Many of them are smokers. Carelessness with
tobacco and matches causes hundreds of fires in

the Pennsylvania forests. This is a hazard that
did not exist to nearly so great an extent a few-

decades ago. Yet in spite of it and of the great
area of cut-over woodland, the area burned over
yearly becomes smaller.

Time fights on the side of the forester. With
every passing year, more of Pennsylvania's
forests emerge from the extra-hazardous period
of young growth, and are less likely to burn.
The public is slowly being educated to exercise
greater care with fire in the woods. And the
fact that hnndrpds o^ n<inr»lf> no"' «^u'« r-.n^mn

nent camps in the State forests is another safety
factor. Every man whose camp or cottage is

at stake becomes an active worker against forest
fires. Altogether, the factors that make for pro-
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tection against fire are slowly but surely grow-
ing.

To continue successfully the program for pro-
tecting the forest from fire, a well-organized and
thoroughly trained fire-fighting organization
must be maintained. First class equipment and
constant improvements are needed. Foremost
among the equipment needed is the forest fire
tower. Without such lookouts forest fires can-
not be detected promptly. To date 115 forest
fire observation towers have been erected in
various parts of the Commonwealth. The total
cost of these structures exceeds $100,000. With
a very few exceptions these towers are built of
steel. Most of them are 60 feet high. Some of
the newer ones are 80 feet in height. These
towers are connected with the headquarters of
the local district foresters and of the various
local forest rangers by more than 800 miles of
State-owned telephone lines.

In all parts of the Commonwealth these fire
towers stand guard over the forest. They are
found in the vast, denuded reaches of north-
ern and central Pennsylvania, and in the smaller
and more scattered forests in the agricultural
areas of the Commonwealth. The few remain-
ing tracts of big timber and the great stretches
of cut-over lands are alike protected by these
lofty watch towers. Thirty-one of them are situ-
ated m the State forests and 84 on privately-
owned forest lands. During 1929 ten new steel
towers were erected.

Supplementing these towers in the t^sk of
suppressing forest fires, more than 2,200 miles
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One Hundred and Fifteen Forest Fire Observation
Towers have been Erected in all Parts

OF Pennsylvania

of roads and 2,800 miles of trails lead through
the State forests. Over these forest roads fire
crews can travel quickly, often to the very scene
of a fire, and choke it before it has fairly started.
The fire tower and the well-kept forest road are
indispensable units in the fire-fighting equip-
ment. Whether it be towers or roads or tools
that are essential, the forest-fire fighters must be
fully equipped. The work of protecting the
forest from fire must be pushed to the highest
possible degree of efficiency. Unless this is done
there can be no hope for our forests.
We must push forward with this work be-

cause the forests are absolutely essential to the
welfare of the Commonwealth. Protection from
fire does far more than merely promise an ade-
quate wood supply. Productive forests mean
millions of dollars to wood-using industries.
They furnish added employment in rural com-
munities. They safeguard our watersheds and
conserve our water supplies. They provide
better hunting and fishing. They produce
regions of marvelous beauty and sylvan splen-
dor. They are the finest possible places for
recreation and the refreshment of body and
mind. In countless ways the forests contribute
to our welfare. They are a priceless heritage
which must be protected at all costs.

STATE NURSERIES PRODUCE MILLIONS OF
TREES

When the Commonwealth came into possession
of her first purchase of forest lands, she found
hundreds of acres so completely devastated by
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lumbering and forest fires that it was often diffi-

cult to find a single specimen of any important
forest tree on an entire acre of land. A thor-

ough study of these denuded areas showed con-
clusively that there was only one practicable
way to reforest them: that was by replanting
them with trees. Thereupon the big problem
of how and where to get the trees for planting
presented itself. Almost at once it became evi-

dent that the only way to insure an ample and
regular supply of trees for planting was to
grow them from seed. Hence, forest tree nur-
series were established to supply the necessary
seedlings and transplants.

The first forest tree nursery to be operated
by the State was established at Mont Alto, in

Franklin County, in 1902. Today there are
three large nurseries and one small one in oper-
ation in the State forests. The large nurseries
are located at Mont Alto in Franklin County,
at Clearfield in Clearfield County, and at Green-
wood Furnace in Huntingdon County. A small
nursery for transplants is also operated near
Potters Mills in Centre County.

During the 28 years that its nurseries have
been in operation, the Department of Forests
and Waters has produced and distributed more
than 121,000,000 seedlings and transplants.
More than 9,000,000 of these little trees were
shipped during the Spring of 1929. The fall

inventory for 1929 shows a total of 31,000,000
trees in these several nurseries, most of them
being one-, two-, and three-year-old seedlings.
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Approximately 10,000,000 of these little trees
will be ready for shipment during 1930.
Pennsylvania 's forest tree nurseries are among

the best of their kind in the United States. They
have been a big factor in promoting forestry
and in restoring thousands of idle acres of
forest land to renewed production. The big
reforestation task that is still ahead insures
their continuation.

MANY TREES PLANTED ON PRIVATE FOREST
LANDS

After forest tree planting in the State forests
had been in progress for a decade, a consider-
able demand arose among owners of private
forest lands for trees to plant oji their idle
acres. They wanted trees like those the State
was growing and planting. To satisfy this de-
mand, and to forward a State-wide reforesta-
tion program, the Department of Forestry, as
this Department was then called, was author-
ized by law to cooperate with land owners by
supplying them with forest tree planting stock
at the cost of production. In 1910 this coop-
erative plan was first put into effect. At a cost
ranging from $1.00 to $3.00 a thousand, 66,374
trees were distributed from the State nurseries
during that year.
From the very beginning this program to re-

forest private forest lands moved forward rapid-
ly. A comparison of the planting figures for the
first three years (1910-1912) with the figures
for the last three years (1927-1929), shows
strikingly how this reforestation movement has
gained momentum:
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FIRST THREE YEARS
(1910-1912)

Year
Number of Tree

Planters
Number of Trees

Planted
1910
1911
1912

23
24
20

66,374
25,360
66,854

Total I.^RSSS

LAST THREE YEARS
(1927-1929)

Year
Number of Tree

Planters
Number of Trees

Planted
1927
1928
1929

3,434
2,254

1,512

13,926,018
9,882,310
8,133,336

Total 31.041.664

A study of the foregoing tables shows that
more than 200 times as many trees were dis-
tributed during the three years 1927-1929 as
were sent out during the three years 1910-1912.
All this growth in forest tree planting has come
about within two decades ; and it is a noteworthy
fact that during those twenty years the impres-
sive total of 82,663,738 trees has been distrib-
uted from the State nurseries to private planters
in all parts of the Commonwealth.
Under the present distribution plan, the De-

partment of Forests and Waters is authorized
to grow and sell forest tree planting stock at
a price not to exceed the average cost of pro-
duction and shipment. The present sale price i<

$2.00 a thousand for seedling trees and $5.00
a thousand for transplants. No order will be
filled for fewer than 1,000 trees. This minimum
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shipment will reforest almost an acre of laud if

the trees are spaced 6x6 feet apart. If the
trees are planted at intervals of 4 x 5 feet, 1000
trees will plant almost half an acre. The plant-
ing of less than half an acre of land is not re
yarded as a reforestation project.
The rapid and continued growth of forest

tree planting in Pennsylvania shows how gen
eral has been the approval of the State's re

^^lnTE Pine and Ued Pine Plantations of York
Watek Company. Water Companies have Planted

MORE THAN 10.000,000 TrEES SECURED FROM
THE State Nurseries

forestation program. It also indicates how
scientific forestry practice in the State forests
is blaznig the way for similar activities in the
private forests.

Those who are interested in this subject of
reforestation and forest tree planting can ob-
tain detailed information along any desired line
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of this work by writing to the State Forester at

Harrisburg, or by applying to their local dis-

trict forester, whose name and address appears
on the last pages of this booklet.

THE STATE HAS PLANTED ALxMOST 39,000,000
TREES

During the last 30 years 38,874,093 trees have
been planted in the State forests of Pennsyl-

SoME State Forest Plantations have already
Reached Size Large Enough to Yield Cordwood

OF Value

vania. The average cost of planting an aero
has been $10.02. In consequence of all this work,
th^T*f> Stra nrxwr Qr»rjT"^"virn ofoKr Od C\r\r\ .in*.n" '^^

thrifty plantations in the State forests. The
trees planted consist of white pine, rod pine
pitch pine, Scotch pine, Norway spruce, white
ash, red oak, and many other important forest
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trees. Some of the older trees in these planta-
tions are aJready 30 to 50 feet high.
The planting of forest trees in the Pennsyl-

vania State forests began in a very small way
The first trees planted were set out on October
1, 1899, m the southern part of Pike County
Ihe first plantation consisted of only 1,000 trees
The next year 1,500 trees were set out. In 1901
no planting was done. In 1902 and 1903 the
number of trees planted was 5,000 in the first
year and 1,600 in the second. Thus, in the first
five years of planting operations, only 9100
trees were set out.

Beginning in 1904, there was a rapid increasem planting activities. In the second five-year
period (1904-1908), 284,808 trees were planted
At that time the planting of 100,000 trees in a
single year was regarded as a very largo opera-
tion. Today we should consider it a small oper-
ation. During the decade that followed (1910-
1919), the annual planting varied from 1,000-
000 to 6,000,000 trees. The largest number of
trees ever planted in any one year in the Penn-
sylvania forests was in 1918, when 6,033,760
trees were set out. If this number of trees is
spaced six feet apart each way, it will reforest
approximately 5,000 acres.
The greatest number of trees planted in any

?Soo^^^mu^"'''"^ *^^ ^*^* d^^a^e was set out in
1929. Jhen 1,134,525 trees were set out in the
biate iore«ls. The planting for this one year
exceeded the number of trees put out during the
first ten years of the State's tree planting workHow rapidly tree planting has increased in
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Pennsylvania, in both the State forests and on
private forest lands, is well shown by the fol-
lowing table:

Number
of Trees
Planted in

Year State Forests

1899 1,000
1900 1,500
1901
1902 5,000
1903 1,600
1904 7,700
1905 40,000
1906 99,550
1907 36,930
1908 100,628
1909 738,461
1910 1,092,213
1911 1,663,661
1912 1,890,404
1913 3,164,637
1914 3,393,571
1915 4,315,436
1916 5,492,020
1917 3,595,720
1918 6,033,760
1919 2,132,547
1920 238,298
1921 177,960
1922 133,221
1923 551,462
1924 424,380
1925 362,100
1926 560,525
1927 559,635
1928 926,649
1929 1,134,525

Total 38,875,093

Number of Trees
Supplied to Private
Planters from State

Forest Tree
Nurseries
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66,374
25,360
66,854
47,770

108,685
115,577

1,471,875
1,812,997
2,186,890
3,139,531
2,543,374
3.041,707

3,670,521
5,424,116
8,577,464
8,604,091
9.768,879

13,926,018

9,882,310
8,133,336

82,663,738



HUGE QUANTITIES OF THEE SEED KEQUIKED

Huge quantities of forest tree seed are re-

quired annually to provide the planting stock

used in reforestation work in Pennsylvania.

During the years 1927 and 1928 a total of 2,286

bushels of cones was gathered from coniferou.^

trees, from which 2,000 pounds of clean seed

were extracted. During the same period 250

bushels of seed from broad-leaf trees were also

White Pine Cones Ready for Seed Extraction

collected. These seed were from such trees as

the black walnut, red oak, white oak, and bass-

wood. The total cost of collecting this seed,

plus the cost of extracting the seed of the coni-

fers, was $3,925.

In addition to the seed collected witliin the
State, 2,448 pounds of seed w^ere purchased dur-
ing 1927 and 1928 at a cost of $7,875, thus mak-
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ing a total expenditure for tree seed of $11,800.
Although it has been necessary in the past to

purchase large quantities of seed, the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Forests and Waters plains
in the future to collect within the State itself
all the good seed it is possible to gather. This
will effect a big saving in money and insure a
better quality of seed. It is particularly im-
portant that attention be given to the matter
of securing seed of the best quality, for it takes
a tree crop 50 to 100 years to mature. Hence,
if seed of poor quality is sown, the mistake can-
not be corrected for probably a century.

FOREST TREE SEED SUPPLY STATIONS
To provide forest tree seed of known origin

and quality, for use in the State nurseries, the
author a few years ago established various tree
seed supply stations. These seed supply sta-
tions are selected forest areas stocked with trees
of superior quality. These stations are main-
tained primarily for the purpose of producing
high quality seed for use in growing forest tree
planting stock. The greatest care is given to
the selection and development of these seed-pro-
ducing areas. All inferior trees found growing
within the selected areas are removed, so that
none but trees of superior seed-producing qual-
ity remain.

• ^^anr^^'^^
^^^^ supply station was established

in 192/ in a plantation of Scotch pine in the
31ont Alto State Forest. The trees in this stand
are unquestionably among the finest trees of
their age and kind in this country. A second
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seed supply station was established in a natural

stand of white pine at Greenwood Furnace, in

Huntingdon County. Additional stations are

being established as rapidly as the Department's
funds will permit. Special groups of trees and
individual specimens are also designated as ap-

proved sources of quality seed.

It is the purpose of this Department to estab-

lish most of these seed supply stations within

the State forests. A number of stations will,

however, be located on privately owned land

through the cooperation of the owners. In fu-

ture years it will be possible for the Department
to grow extra fine stands of trees for the express

purpose of seed production.

Probably nothing the Department is attempt-
ing at this time is fraught with more far-reach-
ing significance than is this effort to secure an
improved seed supply. The ever-growing re-

forestation movement calls for a constantly en-

larged production of seedling trees. These trees

should be of the best quality it is possible to

obtain, for it is these tiny seedlings that will

determine the character of the State's timber
supplies half a century hence. To grow good
planting stock, it is necessary to have good seed.
And good seed cannot be guaranteed unless its

source is known. The only sure way to have
superior seed is to collect it from trees of ap-
proved quality. By seeking out and setting
aside superior stands of trees, the Department
of Forests and Waters is taking steps to insure
for all time the quality of the seed it sows in its

forest tree nurseries.
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This plan of establishing forest tree seed sup-
ply stations was first undertaken in Pennsyl-
vania in 1927, and has since that time received

wide attention in otlier States. But Pennsyl-
vania has gone even farther witli its tree seed
program. Not only does the State secure seed
from these quality seed supply stations, but
just as carefully studies the collected seed and
classifies it after it is harvested. No effort is

Whiie Pine Seed Trees Selected axd Marked for
Quality Seed Production

spared to make sure that the seed which is actu-

ally put into the ground is of the highest qual-
ity it is possible to obtain. The successful de-

velo])meiit of this program will constitute a big

step toward the production of certified forest

tree seed. Such seed is iuWy as important in

forestry as it is in agriculture, horticulttire, and
other crop-growing industries. The results of
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this effort to improve the quality of forest tree
seed will be apparent half a century hence in
the improved stands of trees that will cover the
forest lands of Pennsylvania.

STATE FORESTS ARE BECOMING MORE
PRODUCTIVE

In addition to the planting of forest trees,

Pennsylvania's program of forest restoration
calls for protection, improvement cuttings, and
many other activities. Already these operations
are bringing about a great change. When the
State forest lands were acquired, most of them
were in a devastated condition. Practically all

merchantable trees had been removed from the
land, and the few that the lumbermen did not
take had been destroyed by fire.

Under State ownership these barren wastes
are rapidly being converted into productive for-
ests. Where originally were vast areas of cut-
over and burned-over lands there are now prom-
ising stands of thrifty trees. Furthermore, the
character of the tree stands has changed for
the better. In many areas that were formerly
occupied by such inferior trees as scrub oak,
fire cherry, and aspen, important forest trees
are now growing. Large areas are already
covered with important forest trees in sapling
or polewood size, and it wall not be many years
more before they will reach merchantable size.

Throughout these stands of young and middle-
aged forest trees, numerous special study plots

have been established. The results of the studies
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made in these plots already indicate that the
well-protected and well-cared-for forests of
Pennsylvania are growing fully as rapidly and
promise as high returns as the intensively man-
aged forests of Europe.

HANDLING THE STATE FORESTS IS BIG
BUSINESS

The State forests of Pennsylvania now em-
brace (January 1, 1930) 1,290,692 acres of forest
land. This area represents about one tenth of
the total forest land in the Commonwealth. And
under the present purchasing program upproxi-
mately 275,000 acres will be added to these
forests during the next few years. This will
bring the total area of the State forests to ap-
proximately 1,500,000 acres.
In handling this great area more than 250 per-

sons are already given regular employment.
Several thousand others are given part-time
work in fighting forest fires, planting trees, con-
structing and maintaining roads, and in other
forest activities. As our forests mature, work
will be available for a far larger number of
people, both in the forest itself and in the indus-
tries that will depend upon these forests for
their raw material.

When, in 1860, Pennsylvania led all other
States in lumber production, there wa.s plptify
of work in the woods. Today Pennsylvania
ranks twenty-second in lumber production, and
there is very little work in the woods. The res-
toration of our forests means the restoration of
innumerable jobs. Where now there are only a
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r
few people at work in the woods, the future will

see thousands profitably employed. The destruc-

tion of our forests meant not merely the end of
the timber .supply. It also caused the wiping out
of hundreds of homes and many towns. The
restoration of the forests will mean the restora-

tion of homes and communities within or near
the forests.

Even more pleasing is the thought tluA these
future forest communities will be established on
a permanent l)asis. Never again will the forests
of Pennsylvania be destroyed as they were i)i the
past. In the future the timber will be harvested
as succe«-sive crops become mature, but the for-

est will exist indefinitely, jiroducing wood and
other important })roducts continuously. The
highest ideal of forestry is to make the forest

permanently productive. When this is accom-
])lished, the forests will be far more useful to

man than they have been in the past. They will

then have reached their greatest possible useful-
ness.

The State forests of Pennsylvania co'.istitute

a big and ])rofital)le business. They have more
than doubled in value since they were purchased.
Their present worth is conservatively estimated
at considerably more than $15,000,000. The
net gain in their value is conservatively esti-

mated at more than $5,000,000. This figure is

established on the assumption that the value of

the hunting, fishing, and other recreational priv-

ileges at least equals the interest charges on the

investment. We know that these privileges are
actually worth more than that. In addition to
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the monetary value of the State forests, \\'e must
not overlook the fact that they also pay beauty
dividends every day of the year.

STATE FORKSTS HELP TO PAY THE TAXES
The Constitution of Pennsylvania provides

that public jiroperty which is used for public

purposes may be exempt from taxation. Ac-
cordingly, the General Assembly has passed laws
prohibiting local district governments from levy-

ing taxes upon State forest lands. This policy,

it was early discovered, would work hardship
upon certain local districts, particularly in re-

gard to the maintenance of schools and roads.

A careful study of the situation showed the
necessity of providing some form of relief. Ac-
cordingly, the General Assembly provided for

the payment to the affected districts, in lieu of
taxes, of five cents a year for each acre of State-
owned forest land. This sum is distributed as
follows : two cents an acre per annum is paid to
the local township school board ; two cents goes
to the local township board of road supervisors;
and one cent is paid to the county treasurer for
county expenses. This rate of payment com-
pares very favorably with the amount of taxes
that would be received if the forests were in
private hands.
For the year 1929 the sum thus paid by the

Commonwealth ilirough the Department of For-
ests and Waters totaled $61,510.50. This w^nt
in lieu of taxes to 206 school districts, which
received $24,628.82 ; to 205 road districts, which
also received $24,628,82; and to 32 county treas-
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urers, who received $12,252.86. The largest sum
paid to any single district was that given to

Stewardson Township, in Potter County, where
the school board and the road supervisors each

received $882.80. Chapman Township, in Clin-

ton County, came second, and received $803.66

for schools, with an equal sum for township
roads.

STATE FOREST RECEIPTS GROW RAPIDLY

With the State forests handled like any other
business project, it is natural to expect an in-

come from them ; and records show that from
the very beginning these State-owned lands have
produced a substantial revenue. In 1900, the
second year after the first purchase of State
forest lands was made, the income from the sale
of forest products was $1,227.87. During the
first five years receipts totaled $15,890.10. From
this small beginning the receipts from the State
forests have grown until they now average very
nearly $60,000 a year.

This growth in State forest receipts can best
be appreciated by comparing the income of
the first five years with that for the last five
years. The following table sets forth the fig-
ures :

FIRST FIVE YEARS LAST FIVE YEARS
(1900-1904) (1925-1929)

Year Amount Year Amount
1900 $1,227.87 1925 $a8.n07.28
1901 1,951.57 1926 50,943.44
1902 1,578.70 1927 62.203.00
1903 9,758.02 1928 60,994.98
1904 1,373.94 1929 54,879.08

Total $15,890.10 $297,088.44
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The total receipts from the State forests of

Pennsylvania, up to December 31, 1929,

amounted to $817,012.11.

STATE FOREST INCOME GOES TO PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

Many people wonder what becomes of the in-

come that is derived from the State forests.

During the first ten years of the State forest

administration, the income was deposited in the

General Fund of the State Treasury, or was used

to defray necessary expenses incurred in pro-

tecting or improving State forest land, or for

the purpose of buying additional land. By an

act of May 18, 1911, however, 80 per cent of

the net receipts from the State forests was placed

in a special fund known as the ''State School

Fund." The remainder of the receipts went to

the General Fund of the State Treasury. On
June 4, 1915, an act was passed by which all net

receipts derived from the State forests are de-

posited in the State School Fund.
This transfer of the State forest income to a

special fund for the use of the public schools

is one of the best provisions in any State for-

estry program in America. In years to come,

the State forests of Pennsylvania will help great-

ly in maintaining our public schools. Already,

the sum paid over from the forest income to the

school fund totals $503,031.66. During the past

five years the deposits in this school fund from
forest revenues were as follows:
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YEAR AMOUNT
1925 $26,421.39
1926 30,799.73
1927 50,428.29
1928 38,796.15
1929 36,773.12

Total $183,218.68

STATE FORESTS WILL PAY BIG DIVIDENDS

The income from the State forests has already
reached a substantial figure. When we consider
this matter of forest income, we must remember
that Pennsylvania forestry began with cut-over
and burned-over land. Much of this land was
completely denuded—bare to the very rocks.
The rebuilding of a forest is a slow process. It
requires many years to produce forest trees and
grow them to maturity. This is especially true
when most of them must be grown from seed.
The early period in a planted forest is one that
produces no revenue. But after the trees reach
a certain age, the forest begins to yield some re-
turn. Within the next ten years there will be a
substantial increase in the yield of the State
forests. In 25 years the yield will be many
times as large as it is now. This will come about
because large areas of the State forests, which
are now stocked with middle-aged trees, will
then be ready for harvesting.
No experience tables are available to show

how much the forests of Pennsylvania will pro-
duce, but if we base an estimate of yield upon
European experiences, as well as upon some ex-
periences in the forests of Pennsylvania and
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other States, it seems conservative to expect a

net annual return of $2.50 to $3.50 an acre from

our well-managed State forests. When we have

rebuilt our forests, and they are mature enough

to produce merchantable wood, we may expect

them to produce a regular and substantial

revenue in excess of all operating costs.

A net annual revenue of only $1.00 an acre

on the 1,290,000 acres now owned by the Com-

monwealth would mean a total net annual in-

come of $1,290,000. Should the average income

amount to $2.50 an acre, then the total annual

net income would be $3,225,000. This is surely

not too much to expect from the State forests

of Pennsylvania.

It is certain as time passes the income from

the State forests will grow to huge proportions.

Pennsylvania w411 doubtless not limit her State

forests to the acreage now owned or about to

be purchased by the Commonwealth. As the

price of wood advances through the years, as it

doubtless will, the income from the forests will

probably be proportionately larger and larger.

Although no definite forecast of the forest in-

come half a century or a century hence can

safely be made, one thing is certain: Pennsyl-

vania State forests will produce an annual net

revenue running well up into the millions of

dollars. All of this revenue will go to educate

the youth of the Commonwealth. In truth,

Pennsylvania's forests will become one of the

foundation stones of an enduring Common-
wealth.
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STATE FORESTS SAFEGUARD WATER
SUPPLIES

More than a quarter of a million people and
many industries already depend upon the State
forests of Pennsylvania for their water supplies.
Fifteen municipalities have more than 50 per
cent of their watersheds located within the State
forests. Five municipalities—Chambersburg,
Shippensburg, South Renovo, Waynesboro, and

A\ater Keservoir of Clearfield. Sixteen Munici-
palities OF Pennsylvania Depend upon WatershedsTHAT Lie CiriEFLY Within the State Forests

Mont Alto—have the impounding basins for
their water supplies within the State forests
The water reservoir of Clearfield, though just
outside the Moshannon State Forest, is fed en-
tirely by water issuing from within the State-
owned land.
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A stream survey of the Commonwealth is now

in progress. The survey shows that in the six

counties of Bedford, Fulton, Franklin, Cameron,

Monroe, and Pike, in which the survey has been

completed, there are 315 miles of pure mountain

streams as against 15 miles that are polluted. It

is worth noting that not one of the 74 streams

which originate within the State forest areas in

these counties is contaminated. At the present

time 14 per cent of the forest area of the Sus-

quehanna River watershed, 15 per cent of the

Juniata Kiver watershed, and 22 per cent of the

West Branch of the Susquehanna River water-

shed are embraced within the State forests.

Special efforts are being made by the Depart-

ment of Forests and Waters to safeguard and

increase the water supply originating within the

State forests.

For planting on privately-owned watersheds

throughout the Commonwealth, large numbers

of trees are distributed from the State nurseries.

Since 1910, when the forest tree distribution

program was started, 122 water companies have

planted a total of more than 10,000,000 trees on

their watersheds. All of these trees were secured

from the State nurseries. Several million ad-

ditional trees, purchased from private nurseries,

were also planted on the watersheds. Pennsyl-

vania s reforestation program is a very helpful

factor in conserving the supplies of potable

water needed by the people and the industries

of the Commonwealth.
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OBJECT LESSONS IN PRACTICAL FORESTRY

Scattered throughout the State forests are
many interesting lessons in practical forestry.

They point the way to better forest practices.

From these object lessons the people of Penn-
sylvania and other States can learn helpful les-

sons in forest protection, forest tree planting,
forest improvement work, and many other forest
activities. If one wants to know how to plant

Many Special Study Plots in the State Forests
Point the Way to Good Forest Practices

forest trees, or what he may expect from them
after they are planted, he can learn by visiting
iiic otaic xuit-ais. Here, lou, lie can learn now to
fight forest fires, how to make improvement cut-
tings, how to build forest roads, how to control
insect damage, and many other things it is

necessary to know in order to handle forest lands
properly.
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Special demonstration areas are being de-

veloped in each State forest. These areas show
what scientific forestry is and what it aims to

accomplish. Pennsylvania's program calls for

the establishment and development of these show
forests, not only on State-owned land, but also

on privately-owned areas, in order that there
may be well-located demonstration plots in all

parts of the State.

These demonstration plots will be established
under widely varying forest conditions. They
will show the results of different forest opera-
tions. At some place within the State it will
be possible to see a sample of every operation
necessary in forestry work.
The demonstration plots that have already

been established have created much favorable
comment, not only from people of this State, but
also from foresters and people of other States
and other lands. Special tours are organized
each year to show the work in the State forests.
These tours become increasingly interesting. To
achieve the high goal set for Pennsylvania for-
estry, more lessons must be learned in the woods.
The foresters in charge of the State forests are
ready at all seasons of the year to help teach
tlie lesson of practical forestry. There is much
to be learned in the forests 'of this Common-
wealth

;
for it is generally recognized that Penn-

sylvania leads the way in State forestrv work

STATE FOREST PROBLEMS ARE MANY
There are many things concerning our forests

that are not yet known. Each forester is con-
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fronted with a long list of unsolved problems.

Forestry is one of the youngest professions, and
there are 110 different kinds of trees native to

the forests of Pennsylvania. These are found
growing under a great variety of conditions

throughout the 13,000,000 acres of forest land

in this State.

Each of the State forests has its particular

serious problems. The forest fire problem is

IIkadquarters of the Pennsylvania Forest
Research Institute

common to all. Insect damage and diseases are
rather general. The matter of forest tree plant-
IT! or nT*p«f»nf<! q Tvi^^tt fan mi r»-P t>-»»ooc<i vi r» -r-v-wz-xKl orr"^

Practically every acre of forest needs some kind
of improvement cutting. Grow^th and yield
studies should be made for all types of forest
trees. More efficient and economical methods of
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utilizing? forest products must be developed.

These are but a few of the pressing problems

that confront the forester today.

In the study of most of these problems some

prof»ress has been made. In each major line of

forest activity some special studies have been

initiated. More than 100 study plots have been

established in the State forests, primarily for

the collection of growth and yield data. Much
helpful information has already be^n secured in

these plots ; but there is still much to be learned.

To advance these special studies, the Penn-
sylvania Forest Research Institute was estab-

lished at Mont Alto, in Franklin County, as a

l)ranch of the Department of Forests and Wa-
ters. This is the first institution of its kind to

be operated by a State department of forestry in

America. The establishment of this institute

is one of the most progressive achievements in

Pennsylvania forestry.

THE PEOPLE APPROVE OF THE STATE
FORESTS

The people of Pennsylvania are heartily in

favor of State forests. They want larger and
larger State forests. A quarter of a century of

State forest administration has proved that the

State must take the lead in forestry, and that

the (commonwealth alone can foster crops that

even 100 years have passed. The people of

Pennsylvania also understand that the greatest
asset of any State is the health and welfare of

her people, and that carefully managed forests
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contribute abundantly to both health and wel-

fare.

It is a fact now generally accepted that the

best way to guarantee continuous supplies of

wood, to provide public recreation and health
centres, to insure good hunting and fishing, and
to protect the water supplies, is to maintain
large areas of carefully managed State forests

in various parts of the Commonwealth.
The excellent results already achieved in the

State forests are the best proofs of what for-

estry can accomplish. The State Forester of
Pennsylvania, during several extended periods,
has had the privilege of studying carefully the
forests of Europe, which have been under in-

tensive management for a full century, and some
for several centuries. It is his opinion that
there have already been developed in Pennsyl-
vania young forests that compare favorably
with those in Europe; and that it will not be
long before forestry in Pennsylvania will take
its place with the best in the Avorld.
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DISTRICT FORESTERS OF PENNSYLVANIA
AND THEIR ADDRESSES

District
Number

District
* Forester Headquarters

1 J. R. Williams,. Caledonia State Forest
Park, Fayetteville. R. D.
2, Franklin County

2 W. L. Byers McConnellsburg, Fulton
County

3 B. D. McPherson Blain, Perry County

4 F. H. Dutlinger,. M t. Union, Huntingdon
County

22

28

24

26

V. M. Bearer,

.

T. I. Shirey, . .

L i g- o n i e r, Westmoreland
County

Swank Building, Johns-
town, Cambria County

Clarion, Clarion County
Room 348, Capitol Build-

ing, Harrisburg, Dauphin
County

thil^bill^H^^"*^
^^ Forest Districts, see map. page 13 of

C. E. Zerby, . . .

H. B. Rowland.

5 T. R. Morton,. . . Petersburg, H u n t i n gdon
i

County

6 T. C. Harbeson,. Milroy, Mifflin County

7 R. B, Winter, . .

.

Mifflinburg, Union County

8 T. O. Bradley. .

.

Mont Alto, Franklin County

9 W F. Dague, . .

.

Clearfield, Clearfield County

10 C. C. Hogeland,

.

118 Sixth Street, Renovo,
Clinton County

11 Walter Leach, . . Driftwood, Cameron County

12 H. S. Metzger, .

.

Heyman Bldg., Williams-
port, Lycoming County

13 C. E. Baer Emporium, Cameron County

14 R. R. Houpt, Bell Oil and Gas Building.
Warren, Warren County

15 H. E. Elliott,... Coudersport, Potter County

16 P. H. Mulford,. Wellsboro, Tioga County

17 E. F. Brouse. . . Montgomery Trust Ar^^ade
Bldg.. Norristown, Mont-
gomery County

18 J. C. Middour.. .. 6 North Centre Street, «

Pottsville, Schuylkill
County

19 R. W. Sladden,

.

618 Main Street. Strouds-
i

burg, Monroe County i

20 W . S. Swingler, Bloomaburg, Columbia
County

21 H. M. Nicholas,. 316 Washington Avenue.
Scranton, Lackawanna
County
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